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The Komaba Eminence Hotel and Shibuya Station

Komaba-Todaimae St. (120 Yen from Shibuya)

(Express trains do not stop at this station) Shinsen St.

West Exit East Exit

Line
Subway Shibuya St.

Sanwa Bank (Yen only)

Green Arrow

Money Exchange (Tokyo-Mitsub Bank)
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o r#est (or South) Bus Terminal

Busses No. 51, 52, (Platform 17)

and 54 (Platform 4) go to Komaba.
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Ohashi Taishin

Olympic Inn Hote ShopSushi

Meguro River
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Keio Shibuya St. (2F)

Excel Hotel Tokyu (5F) Bus
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Shops and Restaurants

Near Komaba Eminence

@supennarket, @Coffee,

€)Alcohot, @Sushi, @Bread

@pu¡, €)ir¿ilt, @chinese

Restaurant, @Supermarket

The Komaba

Eminence

Hotel

Tokyu Ikejiri-Ohashi St
do-Higashiyama Spa (+620-)



The Komaba Eminence Hotel
(;tff,:t 

=f -.Z.)
2-19-5 Ohashi, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 153-0044
TEL: 81-3-3485 -l4ll, FAX: 8l-3-3467 -57 9l

LF: Entrance (O), Front Desk (ø), Cafeteria (@),
Diamond Room (@: Oral and Poster Sessions).

3F: Hou-ou Room (@: \Melcome Party, Luncho and Dinner)o
Kuzyaku Room (@: International Committee and Dinner).

4F-7F: Accommodation
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July I5 (Sundøy)

l6:00-19:00 Registration (Entrance of Hou-ou Room on 3F)

lB:00-20:00 Welcome Party (Hou-or¡ Room on 3F)

July I6 (Mondøy)

09:00- Registration (Entrance of Dian-rond Roorn on lF)

09:30- l0:00 Opening Ceremony (Diamond Room on I F)

Welcome Adress: Yasumasa .1. I'Haya
Opening Adress: Saburo Nagakura
Announcement: Hisaharu Hayashi

l0:00- Guidance to Lady's Program (Registration Desk on 1F)

Special Session for Professor Saburo Nagakura
Chairperson : Keith McLauchlan (University of Oxford, UK)

l0:00-10:20 O0l Sheng Hsien Lin. (lnstitute of Atomic and Molecular Sciences, Taiwan)

Recent Devcloprrent in Magnetic Quenching of Molecular Lurninescence.

l0:30-10:50 O02 *lu.uo Abe (National hrstitute for Materials Science, Japan)

Magnetic Field Effects on Dyramics of Gaseous Electronically Excited Molecules: Past,
Present and Future.

I I :00- I I :20 O03 Hajime Kato (Kobe University. Japan)

Doppler-Free High Resolution Spectroscopy of CS, and the Elfects of Magnetic Field

I I :30- I I :45 O04 Akiyoshi Matsuzaki (Mie University, .lapan)

Magnetic Field and Electric Field Effects on Dyraniical Processes in Gas Molecule

I I :50- l2:00 Announcement

I 2:00- I 2:30 Photograph

i
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l2:30- l4:00 Lunch



Aftemoon Session I : Magnetic Field Effects
Chairperson : Nobuhiro Ohta (Hokkaido University, Japan)

l4:00-14:20 O05 Pavel Chapovsky (lnstitiute of Automation and Electrometry, Russia)

Cohereut Control of Enrichment and Conversion of Nuclear Spin Isorners of Molecules

l4:30-14:45 006 Peter Levin (lnstitute Biochelriical Physics, Russia)

Decay Kirretics of Micellized and Linked Radical Pairs - Interplay of Molecular and Spin
Dynamics in Effects of Organizing Factors and Magnetic Field.

l4:-s0-15:0-5. O07 Hiroshi Morita (Chiba University, .lapan)

Sensitized Fine Particle Formation from (ìaseous Molecules under Magnetic Field

l5: l0-l 5:25 O08 Nikita Lukzen (lnternatiorral Tornography Center, Russia)

Application of Integral Encounter Theory to the Description of Spin-Selective Processes.

I 5:30- I 6:00 'f ea Break

Afiernoon Session 2 : Magnetic Ficld Effects
Chairperson : Katumi Tokumaru (University of the Air, Japan)

l6:00- l6: I 5 O09 Ryoichi Nakagaki (Kanazawa University, Japan)

Magnetic Field and Magnetic Isotope Effects upon Photochemistry of Bifunctional Chain
Molecu les Contairiing N itroaryldxy and An i I ino Clrrontophores.

l6:20- l(r:35i Ol0 Sarnita Basu (Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics, India)

Art Exposure of 'Exciplex Energy'to Dielectric tsehaviour of Magnetoclyramics

l6:40-16:,55 Ol I Yoshihisa Fujiwara (Fliroshima University, Japan)

High Magnetic Field Effects on Decay Rates of Biradicals Photo-generated from Zinc
I']orphyrin-Viologen t,inked Compounds.

l7:00-17:15 Ol2 Kiyoshi Nishizawa (RIKEN,.lapan)

Laser Flash Photolysis Studies of Dynamic Behavior of Radical Pairs in Micellar
Solutions anci Biradicals under Ultrahigh Magnetic Fielcls of up to 30 T.

17:20-17:40 O13 Jørgen Pedersen (Oclense University, Denrnark)

Recombination Probability of Radical Pairs in High Magnetic Fields.

17:50-21:00 Poster Session P0l - P21, P63

l9:30-20:30 Dinner (Hou-ou and Kuzyaku Roor.rts on 3F)
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July I7 (Tuesdøy)

Morning Session I : Magnetic Resonance
Chairperson : Keiji Kuwata (Osaka University, Japan)

09:00-09: I 0 Announcement

09: l0-09:30 Ol4 Malcolm Forbes (University of North Carolina, USA)

An Overview of the Spin Physics and Chemistry of Spin-Correlated Radical Pairs.

09:40-09:55 Ol5 Yoshio Sakaguchi (RIKEN, Japan)

Magnetic Field Dependence of Spin Dyramics of Radical Pairs Studied by the Time-
Resolved RYDMR.

l0:00- 10: l5 Oló Hisao Murai (Tohoku University, Japan)

Observatiotl atrd Reaction Control of a Singlet Born Radical Pair in an SDS Micelle

l0:20- l0:50 Tea Break

Morning Session 2 : Magnetic Resonance
Chairperson : Malcolm Forbes (Urriversity of North Carolina, USA)

l0:50-l l:10 Ol7 Gerd Kothe (University.of Freiburg, Germany)

Photochemically Induced Coherences in Radical Pair Intermediates Studied by High Time
Resolution Mult¡frequency EPR.

ll:20-ll:35 018 DmitriStass (lnstituteofChernical KineticsandCombustion,Russia)

llq¿V 9{ Pryton Transfer from solvent Radical Cations to Alcohols in Alkane Liquids
LJsing MARY Spectroscopy Technique.

ll:40-12:00 Ol9 Henning Paul (University of Zurich, Switzerland)

Spin Effects in the Triplet Sensitized Decomposition of Azoalkanes.

12:10-12:25 O20 Vitaly Gorelik (Tohoku Universiry, .tapan)

Microwave Induced Quantum Oscillations in Micellized Radical Pairs under Spin-
Locking Conditioris.

'l
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July I7 (Tuesdøy)

Morning Session I : Magnetic Resonance
Chairperson : Keiji Kuwata (Osaka University, Japan)

09:00-09: I 0 Announcement

09: l0-09:30 Ol4 Malcolm Fortres (University of North Carolina, USA)

An Overvicw of the Spin Physics and Chemistry of Spin-Correlated Radical Pairs.

09:40-09:55 Ol5 Yoshio Sakaguchi (RIKEN, Japan)

Magnetic Field Dependence of Spin Dyramics of Radical Pairs Studied by the Time-
Resolved RYDMR.

l0:00- l0: l5 Oló Hisao Murai (Tohoku University, Japan)

Observation and Reaction Control of a Singlet Born Radical Pair in an SDS Micelle

l0:20- l0:.50 Tea Break

Morning Session 2 : Magnetic Resonance
Chairperson : Malcolm Forbes (University of North Carolina, USA)

l0:50- I I : l0 Ol7 Gerd Kothe (U,niversity of Freiburg, Germany)

Photochenrically Induced Coherences in Radical Pair Intermediates Studied by High Tinre
Resolution Multifrequency EPR.

I

l l:20-l l:35 Ol8 Dmitri Stass (lnstitute ofChemical Kinetics and Combustion, Russia)

Study of Proton Transfer from Solvent Radical Cations to Alcohols in Alkane Liquids
LJsing MARY Spectroscopy Technique.

I l:40-12:00 O19 Henning Paul (University of Zurich. Switzerland)

Spin Effects in the Triplet Sensitized Decomposition of Azoalkanes.

l2: l0- 12:25 O20 Vitaly Gorelik (1'ohoku University, .lapan)

Microwave Induced Quantun-r Oscillations in Micellized Radical Pairs under Spin-
Locking Conditions.

l2:30-14:00 Lunch

I

I
I
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Chairperson : Ryoichi Nakagaki (Kanazawa University, Japal)

l4:00- l4:20 o2l Mihir chowdhury (lndian Associariorr f'or the cultivation of science.

lnclia)

Micellar Confiuernent of Charged Donor-Acceptor Systeur: A Case of Large MFE"

l4:30- l4:45 O22 Masanobu Wakasa (RIKEN, Japan)

Can an Exter¡al Magnetic Field Affect the Thern-ral Reaction of Pentafluorobenzyl

Chloride with n-Butyllithium iu Hexane?

l4:50-15:05 O23 Jonathan Woodward (University of Leicester, UK)

'fhe E,ffect of Oscillating Magnetic Fields on Radical Recorribination

1 5: l0- 15:25 O24 Erik Korolenko (Powcrtech Labs Inc., canada)

Calculatio¡ of the Spi¡ and Magnetic Effects under tlie Spin Relaxation using tlie

Fluctuating Magnetic Field Approach.

l5:30- l(r:00 Tea Break

Chairperson : Yuri Molin (lnstittrte of Chenllca I Kinctics and Combustion, Rtrssia)

l6:00-16:20 O25 Geert Rikkeir (Grerroble High Magnetic l'-ieìd Laboratory, Frauce)

M agrrelochrral Arr isotroPY.
.t

16:30- l6:50 026 Shinya Uji (National Institute for Materials Science, Japan)

Magnetic Fielcl Inducecl Superconcluctivity in a Two-Ditrensional Organic Conductor

À- (BETS):FeCl,.

1 7:00- 17:20 O27 Ulrich Steiner (Univelsity of Koustanz. Germany)

Spi¡ Chemistry of Triplet Exciplexes: A Joint View fronr Three Laboratories

l7:30- 17:45 O28 James McCusker (Michigan State University' USA)

Electrorr ancl E¡ergy Transfer Dynanrics of Spin-Coupled Transition Metal Cornplexes

17:50-21 :00 Poster Session P22 - P42, P65

l9:30-20:30 Dinner (Hou-ou and Kuzyaku Rooms on 3F)

-10-



July I8 (WednesdaY)

Chairperson : ÇãrhiftilTunirnoto (Hiroshima University' Japan)

09:00-09: I 0 Announcement

09: l0-09:30 O29 Masuhiro Yamaguchi (Yokohama National University' Japan)

LJnified Consideration on Magneto-Thermodynamic Effects in Chemical Reactions'

0g:40-0g:55 o30 Nobuko wakayama (National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science

ancl TecuologY, .laPan)

Magnetoaerodynamics - Application to Fuel Cells -'

l0:00-10:20 03l Eric Beaugnon (Grenoble National Center for Scientifrc Research'

France)

Magnetic Susceptibility and Solidification of High Curie Temperature Cobalt Binary

Alloys.

l0:30- I I :00 Tea Break

Cìhairperson : Masuhiro Yarnaguchi '(Y National UniversitY, JaPan)

I I :00- I I :20 032 Koichi Kitazawa (LJniversity of Tokyo, .lapan)
/

Magneto-co,',u..tio,., Processes observed in Non-Magnetic Liquid-Gas Systems'

I l:30-l l:45 O33 lwao Mogi (Tohoku University, Japan)

M agnetic F i eld Effects on Electropol ynlerization'

ll:50-12:05 O34 Masao Fujiwara (Hiroshima university, Japan)

Magnetic Orientation of Carbon Nanotubes at Temperatures of 231 and 314 K

12:10-12:25 O35 Sumio Ozeki (Shinshu University' 'lapan)

Magr-retic-field-induced Deformation of Lipid Membrarles
j

-ll-

I 2:30- l4:00 Lunch



Afternoon Session : Magnetic Materials
Chairperson : Klaus-Peter Dinse (Darmstadt University of Technology, Germany)

l4:00-14:20 o36 Vitaly Berdinsky (lnstitute of Problems of Chemical Physics, Russia)

spin Dynamics in Three- and Multispin Systems. cascade Transitions.

l4:30-14 45 O37 Daisuke Shiomi (Osaka City University,.lapan)

Spin Chemistry and Organic Molecule-Based Ferrilnagnetics.

l4:50-15:05 O38 Masayuki Hagiwara (RIKEN, .lapan)

ESR Studies on the Ground State Properties of S=l Antiferromagnetic Chain Systen-rs

I 5: l0- 15:25 O39 Kazunobu Sato (Osaka City University, .lapan)

2D Electron Spjl Transient Nutation Spectroscopy as Transition Moment Spectroscopy;
Application to High Spin Systems.

l6:00- Excursiolt and Banquet

- r2*
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July I9 (Thursday)

Morning Session I : Magnetic Resonance
Chairperson : Hisao Murai (Tohoku University, Japan)

09:00-09: I 0 Anltouncenrent

09: l0-09:30 o40 Günter Grampp (Graz urriversity of Technology, Austria)

Electron Self-Exchange Kinetics Detemrined by MARy Spectroscopy.

09:40-09:55 041 Shozo Tero-Kubota (Tohoku University, Japan)

lntrinsic Enhancement Factors of the Spin-Orbit Coupling Induced Electron Spin
Polarization in Photoinduced Electron Transfer Reacfions.

l0:00- l0: I 5 O42 Dieter Beckert (University of Leipzig, Germany)

CIIDEP Investigations of the Mechanisnr and Kinetics of Electron Transfer Processes

l0:20- l0:-50 Tea Break

Clruirp" , Japan)

l0:50- I I : l0 O43 Elena Bagryanskaya (lnternatiorial Tomography Center, Russia)

Clrcrnically Induced Electron-Nuclear Spin Polarization in Zero and Very Low MagneticFiclds. t

I I :20- I I :3,5 O44 Seigo Yamauchi (Tohoku University. Japan)

Ti¡ne-Resolvecl EPR Studies on the Lowest Excited Triplet States in Fluid Solurion

I I :40- l2:00 o45 Tien-sung Tom Lin (washington university in St. Louis, usA)
Magnetic Effects on the Spin Dynamics of the Photo-excited Triplet State of Organic
Molecule.

l2: l0- 12:25 o,46 Kimio Akiyama (Tohoku University, Japan)

Time-Resolved EPR Study on the Excited states of High spin Molecules.

12:30- l4:00 Lunch

- 13-*



Chairperson : Seigo Yamauchi ohoku University, JaPan)

l4:00- l4:20 O47 Haim Levanon (Hebrew University of .lerusalem, Israel)

Toward Maser Action at Room Temperature by Electron Spin Polarization via Triplet-

Radical Interaction.

l4:30- 14:45 O48 Yoshio Teki (Osaka City University, Japan)

n-Topology and Spin Alignment Utilizing the Excited \4olecular Field: Observation of
the Eicitä High-Spin Stãtes on the Purely Organic n-Conjugated Spin Systerns.

l4:50- l 5:05 O49 Motoko Asano-someda (Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan)

Spin-polarizafionof Weakly Coupled.Trþlet-Doublet Pairs in Head-to-Tail Porphyrin

Ditle.t: Energy Transfer and Molecular Relaxation.

l5:10-15:25 O50 Akio Kawai (Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan)

CIDEp Study on Energy Splitting of Quartet and Doublet States in Radical-Triplet
Eucounter Pairs.

I 5:30- I 6:00 Tea Break

Afternoon Session 2 : Magnetic Resonance

Chairperson , Keu Salikhov (Kazan Physical-Technical Institute, Russia)

l6:00-ló:20 O5l Anatoli Shushin (lnstitute of Cherr-rical Physics, Russia)

Specific teatures of Non-Adiabatic Transitions in Liquid Phase Processes. Mechanisms of
CIDEP Generation in Triplet-Radical Quenching.

l6:30- 16:45 O52 Anton Savitsky (Free University Berlin, Gern-rany)

W-bancl T'i¡re-Resolved Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Spectroscopy on Transient

Organic Radicals in Solution.

l6:50-17:10 O53 James Norris (University of Chicago, LJSA)

Exploring Complex CIDEP with Time Resolved CW-EPR'

l7:20-17:40 O54 Klaus-Peter Dinse (Darn-rstadt University of Technology, Germany)

P¡oto-lnduced Dissociation Reactious in Solution - A Challenge for FT-EPR -.

17:50-21 :00 Poster Session P43 - P62,, P64

l9:30-20:30 Dinner (Hou-ou and Kuzyaku Rooms on 3F)

-r4-



July 20 (Friday)

Morning Session I : Magnetic Resonance
Chairperson : Kiminori Maeda (University of Tsukuba, Japan)

09:00-09: I 0 Announcement

09: l0-09:30 O55 Victor Ovcharenko (lnternational Tomography Center, Russia)

Non-Classical Spin Transitions.

09:40-09:55 05ó Hans-Martin Vieth (Free University Berlin, Germany)

Intramolecular Charge Transfer Reactions in Rigid Donor-Spacer-Acceptor Complexes.
Photo-CIDNP Studies at Magnetic Fields Between 0 and 7 T.

l0:00- l0: I 5 O57 Yuri Tsentalovich (lnternational Tornography Center, Russia)

Spin Dynamics in Acyl-Cìontaining Biradicals: Role of Uncorrelated Relaxation of Acyl
Moiety.

l0:20-10:50 Tea Break

Monring Session 2 : Magnetic Rcsonancc
C'hairpersoll : Elena Bagryanskaya (lntelnational Tomography Center, Russia)

l0:50-ll:10 O58 Peter Hore (University of Oxfbrd, UK)

Photo-CIDNP: Néw Methods for Shedcling Light on Proteins.

I l:20-l l:35 O59 Yuri Kandrashkin (Brock University, Canada)

Electron Spin Polarization in Photosynthetic Reaction Centres: Strategies to Extract
Structural and Functional Inforrnation.

l1:40-12:00 Oó0 Arnold Hoff (Leiden University, Netherlands)

lnsight into the Electronic Structure of Pritnary Electron Donors by Photo-CIDNP Solid-
State NMR Spectroscopy.

l2: l0- 12:30 Concluding Rernarks

- 15 -



Chairperson : Hisaharu Hayashi (RIKEN, Japan)

l4:00-14 10 Yuri Molin (Institute of Chernical Kinetics and Combustion, Russia)

Results and Prospects of the Japanese-Russia Binational cooperation on Spin chemistry

l4:15-14:30 Alexander Doktorov (lnstitute of Chen-rical Kinetics and Combustion,Russia)

Theoretical Approachs in Investigations of CIDEp.

l4:35-14:50 victor Bagryansky (lnstitute of Chemical Kinetics and Cornbustion, Russia)
The Investigation of Short Lived Radical lons by euantum Beats Technique.

I4:55- l5: l0 Nikolai Polyakov (lnstitute of Chemical Kinetics anrd Combustion, Russia)
CIDNP Study of Photoelectron Transfer Mechanism of Isomerization of Carotenoids.

l5: l5- l5:25 Renad sagdeev (rnternationar Tomography center, Russia)

Recert Research of Spin chemistry at Internationar Tomography center.

I 5:30- I 5:45 Alexandra Yurkovskaya (lnternational Tomography Center, Russia)
Application of Time-Resolved cIDNP and Transient optic_al Absorption Techniques roStudy the Structure and Dynamics of Protàins ild pr"rJ;" netate¿ öo,nö"*¿r.

,
l5:50- l6:05 olga Morozova (rnternatiorrar Tomography center, Russia)

Time ResolveclCIDNPj,,r¿.y of Photoreactions of Arorlratic Dyes with Hen Egg WhiteLysozyme in Aqueous Solutions.

l6:10-16:25 Kev sarihkov (Kaz.anphysical-Technical Institute, Russia)

Spin Dynarlics and ESR Spectra of charge Separated states in photosystem I ReactionCenter.

l6:30-16:45 Roman Morgunov (Tanrbov university, Russia)
Resonant Nonthermal Influence of Microwave Radiation on Crystals plasticity

* 16--



Oral Presentations
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o01

Recent Development in Magnetic Quenching of Molecular Luminescence

S. H. Lin

Institute of Atomic and Molecular Sciences, Academia sinica, RoC

l
l Abstract

Quantum beat plays a very important role in sfudying the nature and

mechanism of radiationless transitions and often exhibits a pronounced

magnetic field effect. In this talk, various methods (like the

Schröndinger equation and density matrix methods based on the use of

molecular eigenstate and zeroth order basis sets ) for treating quantum

beats will be compared. Numerical calculations will be performed for

carbonyl compounds and presented in this talk.
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o02
Magnetic Fietd Effects on Dynamics of Gaseous Electronically

Bxcited Molecules : past, present, and Future

Haruo Abe
'f's 

t t k u hu Mu gn e Í Lu boru k ¡ry', N u Í i o n ct l I n s t i tu t a of' Ma ter ia l s S t. i ett ce,
3-l3 Suktru, Tsukul¡ct, Iburuki -105_0003, Japan

ullder certaill conditiolts, the extenral rnagnetic fields have been known to change the
fltlorescence yields of elec:trottically excitecl levels of isolated molecules. I' the r-r1ost cases,
nlagnetic fields decrease fluorescence yields. 'rhis is the phenomenon callecl r.nagnetic
fluorescence qttcrtching (MF'Q). MFQ has long history ancl is one of the oldest exa,.rples of
t.nagnetic field effects on chemical processes. It was l9l3 when Steubing discovered MFe of
visible elnissit-rn fì'orl ioclille molecule vapor.' 'fhis was, however, the only exarrple of MFe
before 1,973' lrt lc)74, Matsuzaki ancl N:igakura cliscoverecl MFe from nitrogen laser excited
carbott disulfide (cs,)- This is the first exanrple of MFQ fì'om a no¡-magnetic singlet excited
state'r The¡'r allel Stannardrindepenclently proposed the identical tlieory on MFQ. This theory
is vcry general, or too general, theref-ore dicl not call r-lruch attention at that ti'e. After the
spreacl of tunablc pulsed lasers, nlany examples of MFQ have appeared a¡d MFe ¡as been
recognized as a gelleral phenomenon itr a celtain condition of radiationless transitions.¡ In
1987" we cotrlci filld the acceleration of initial decay rate of f-luorescence fi-or.r-r excitecl levels of
r-'S' by nlagnetic fields in the sub-nan'seconcl tinre scale witll using tunable picoseconcl laser.,,
This observation agreecl very we ll with the predictio' of abovc theory.

lll this talk, I woulci like to review ¿r short history of MFe, especially focussing o¡ tlre case
of CS, Inolecule, as a Past case, its cliscovely, ex¡rcrinrental results, theoretical interpretatio'
atlcl preseni status clf it. Recently. it becarne very easy to get strong rnagnetic fìelcls up to l0T
byusing Liq'He tì'ec supercottcluctirtg magnets. I will also nrentio. a few examples of MFe in
such slt'ong lnagnetic fìelcls, ancl its theoretical interpretations. As apresent status, I woulcl like
to nrerrtiorl our rccellt results of Zeernartelectronic spectra of paramagnetic lnolecule, i.e. No,'* possibilities of 

'lew lllagnetic fielcl effects in highly excited molecules ar.ouncl their
io'ization potentials, and the appearance olmolecLrlar Lanclau levels.,,

!lW. Steubing, Verh. Drsch. phys. Cìes., l5 (1917) lltjt.
f2 l(a) A' l\4atstrzaki and S' Nagakttra, f herr. Lett.. 1l 974) 67(). (b) A. Matsuzaki and S. Nagakur.,, Br¡ll. (.henr

Soc. Jpn.. 49 ( 197(r) l-s9..

f3l A' Matsuzaki anci s. Na-r:aku'a. rJerv. chirrr. Acra.. ór (r97¡l)(r7-5.

[4]P. R. Stannard^.t. C'henr. phys., óg (197¡l) .ì9-12.

[5]"Dyrlanric Spin chenlistly", S. Nagakula, II. Ilayashi, anc] T. Azu¡ri, Ecls., chapter 4, Kouclarsha/.wiley,'Iokyo, l99ti.

[6]'r' lrnanlura' N' Tanlai, Y. Fukucia, I. Yalnazaki, S. Na-qakura, H. Abe and H. Hayashi, cher'. phys. Letters,
135 (1987) 20ll' (l.)) Il' Abe, ll. llayashi. T. lnrarnula and S. Nagakura, f'henr. phys., 137 (l9f{9) 297.

[7]K. Takazaw,a ancl f L Abe..1. Chenr. phys. I I01tUc¡9¡ gOn, 
.

ftil K' Takazaua, fr. Abe, ancl II. wacra, cherrr. plrys. Lerters 329 (2000) 405.
[9] K. -fakaztrwa 

¿rncl H. Abe, J. Chenr. phys. I l0 ( 1999) I I (rtì2.
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Magnetic Field and Electric Field Effects on Dynamical Processes

in Gas Molecule

Akilzoshi Matsuzakil and Haruo Abe2

1 Facu.lty of Engineering, Mie University, Tsu, Mie 514-0008, Japan

2 Nationul Institute for Materia.l Science, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-0044, Japa.n

It is a dream of our chernists to control chemical reactions with a magnetic field or an

electric fielcl. It is known that chemical dynarnical processes of gas molecules in

nonmagnetic srnglet states, as rvell as magnetic states such as doublet and triplet states, are

affected by a magnetic field. The rnechanism for the phenomena was studied theoretically,

¿rncJ verilìed experimentally. On the other hand, the electric field effect on the chernical

dynarnical processes of gas molecules seems to have not been studied yet experimentally nor

theoretically. In the present study, we focus on the electric ñeld effect on the chemical

dynarnical processes of gas rnolecules, and compare it with the magnetic field effect.

Furthennore, we discuss the electric field and the magnetic field effects on photochemical

processes of chiral molecules, as an appllication of the present study.

As well as the magnetic field effect on radi¿itionless processes, the electric lield efTect

will be studied in the direct rnechanism and the indirect mechanism. While the initial state

directly couplec with the secondary states by the off-diagonal matrix elements of the Zeeman

interaction in the direct mechanism of the magnetic field elfect, it couples with them by the

of f-diagonal matrix elements of the Stark interaction in the direct rnechanism of the electric

freld efÏect. Since the selection rule for the magnetic fìeld effect has already been reportecl,

that 1'or the electric fleld efïect is studied in the present study. The selection rule is

concerned by the symmetry of the prirnary and the secondary states, rotational quantllm

numbers, its z-component of the molecule-fixed axis, its Z-component of the space-fixed axis,

spin multiplicity, the total quanlum ntunber, and its Z-component of the space-fixed axis.

On tlie other h¿rnd, since the spin decoupling does not occur in the electric field, we study

whether the Stark effect induces the indirect mechanism of the electric field effect.

The chiral molecules such as D- and L-molecules exhibit differcntial absorption even

without a magnetic no¡ electric field, and the achiral molecules do in a magnetic fìeld. Yet

these chiroptical properties turn out to be essentially very small, i.e., about 11104 of the

normal absorption. Nevertheless, the dichroisrn will be quite signifìcant, rvhen these chirai

and achiral rnolecules are photoexcited and the consequent photochemical reactions very

sensitive to the optical activity occur and are foliowed by nonlinear processes.

-- LL --
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Coherent control of enrichment and conversion
of nuclear spin isomers of molecules

Pavel L. Chapovsky

Insti,tute of Automation and Elect,ometry, Sibe,ian Branch
of the Russian Acødemy od scíences, 6s00g0 Nouosí,birsrc, Russ¿a

Nuclear spin isomers are distinguished by the symmetry of nuclear spin wave func-
tions. The most known are the ortho and para isomers of H2. Polyatomic molecules
have nuclear spin isomers too. Spin isomers are very stabie because of weak coupling
of nuclear spins in molecules. Invesiigations of molecular spin isomers and their appli-
cations, e.9., for an enhancement of NMR signals [1], depends heavily on the available
enrichment methods.

Isomer relaxation in polyatomic molecules
is governed by quantum state mixing by i,n-
tramoleculør hyperfine interactions (see the re-
view [2]). Methods of isomer enrichment by
laser radiation have been proposed recently for
molecules having this specific relaxation mech-
anism. Two of these methods are based on the
molecular level population change [3, 4]. In
the present work we discuss isomer enrichment
based on the radiation induced coherences in
molecules [5, 6].

The most efficient scheme of enrichment is

I
J

Vt¿
m

l

n

m'

optical
excitation

k

k'
VLr 

-
shown in the Figurd Suppose for simplicity
that a molecule has only one mixed pair of ortho para

ortho-para levels in the ground and in the ex-
cited vibrational states. A laser radiation resonant to m-n transition affects the zn-k state
mixing through level population change, through level spiitting and crossing due to the
dynamic Stark effect and through optically induced coherences. Consequently, one can
enrich isomers and control their conversion. Both effects have resonances at the laser
frequency equal to aliowed transition m-n and to forbidden transitio n k-n. If the mixing
efficiencies in the two vibration states (V and V') have the same order of magnitude,
one can achieve almost complete enrichment of spin isomers.

Another application of the method is the detection of very weak couplings in molecules.
For exampie, 10-100 Hz coupling in upper vibrational state will result in -I%enrichment
of spin isomers which can be easiiy measured.

[r] "1. watterer and J. Bargon, Prog. Nucl. Magn. Reson. Spectros. BL,2gB (1ggz).

[2] P' L' chapovsky and L. J. F. Hermans, Annu. Rev. phys. chem. 50, 315 (1ggg)

[3] L. V. il'ichov et al, Chem. Phys. LeÍt.297,489 (1998).

[4] A.M. shalagin and L. v. il'ichov, Pis'ma Zh. Eksp, Teor. Fiz. To,4gg (1999).

[5] P.L. Chapovsky, Phys. Rev. A, G9,069402 (2001).

[6] P. L. Chapovsky, J. Phys. B: Atom. Mol. Opt. Phys. 84, 112J (2001).
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Decay Kinetics of Miceltized and Linked Radical Pairs - Interplay of
Molecular and Spin Dynamics in Effects of Organizing Factors and

Magnetic Field

Peter P. Levin, and Vladimir Ya. Shafirovich
Institute of Biochemical Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow I I999I , Russian

Federaíion

The formation and decay kinetics of covalently linked triplet radical pairs (RP) formed by
photoinduced electron transfer in the series of zinc porphyrin-spacer-viologen dyads (ZnP-
Spn-Vi2+) or by hydrogen atom transfer in the series of protonated as well as perdeuteriated

chain-linked benzophenone- -phenylphenol dyads (Bp-Spr-PhOH), where the number of
atoms (n) in the chain increases from 2 to 138 have been extensively investigated by
nanosecond laser flash photolysis technique 11,2] in solvents of different viscosity and

compared with corresponding nonlinked RP in micelles of different size [3]. The dependetrce

of the rate constant of ZnP*-Spr-Vi+ formation on n is described as k": k"04-a with k"U
:2.95.108 s-l and a:0.8. in the zero magnetic field, the RP recombination rate constant
(frr(O)) is significantly lower fhank"and ranges from 0.3.106 to 8.106 s-1. The dependence of
,t (0) on n is extreme with a maximum at n:20. 

^t 
B : 0, the maximum of magnetic isotope

effect is observed af n : 6. In the strong magnetic field (B : 0.21 T), the significant
retardation of triplet RP recombination can be observed. The chai! length and deuteriation
have an insignifiðant effect on kr(O.21T), which ranges from 0.3'106 to 0.9'106 s-i.

The solvent viscosity has no effect on recombination of RP with n : 3 or on decay of RP

in high magnetic field. A decrease in the recombination rate of RP with long spacer (n > 10)

with an increase in the solvent r¿iscosity was found at B : 0. Howevet, an increase in the

recombination rate of triplet RP with n : 6 * 8 with the solvent viscosity was observed [a].

The recombination of nonlinked RP in sodium alkyl (n :7,8,70,12,13) sulfates micelles
is even faster tha'n that of similar chain-linked RP in spite of the fact that the corresponding
rate of encounters between radicals in micelles is orders of magnitude smaller in comparison
with that of collision of the ends of the flexible chain in nonviscous media. The kinetics of
micellized RP can be well described and predicted in terms of simple kinetic scheme of first-
order processes including exponential singlet-triplet transitions due to hyperhne interaction
(HFI) with the exception of behavior in small size micelles. The peculiarities of linked RP

recornbination as well as those obtained in small size micelles need to take into account the
exchange interaction and the nonexponential coherent nature of HFl-inducecl spin evolution.
A decrease in the collision frequency ofradical centers results in the loss ofcoherency and an

increase in the effìciency of HFl-induced T-S transitions within RP. The regularities found
are discussed in terms of the interplay of molecular and spin dynamics.

This work was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (Project No. 00-
03-32190).

[1] V. Ya. Shafirovich and P. P. Levin, Russ. Chem. Bull. 50 (2001) N 4.

[2] P. P. Levin, V. Ya. Shafirovich, E. E. Batova and V. A. Kuzmin, Chem. Phys. Lett. 228

(19e4) 3s1 ,

[3] P. P. Levin, V. Ya. Shafirovich and V. A. Kuzmin, J. Phys. Chem. 96 (1992) 10044.

[4] V. Ya. Shafirovich, E. E. Batova and P. P. Levin, J. Phys. Chem. 97 (1993) 4877.
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Sensitized Fine Particle Formation from Gaseous Molecules
under Magnetic Field

Hiroshi Morita

Graduate School of Science and Technology, Chiba University, Yayoi-cho, Inage-ku,
Chiba, Chiba 263-8522, Japan

Organic fine particles with sizes ranging from L nm to 1 Fm can be used as tiny building
blocks to construct nano-devices and to develop a new process of nanolithography. For these

purposes, gas-phase synthesis of fine particles is essential and it has recently been developed

by us using photochemical reactions of gaseous organic molecules such as acrolein (AC),
carbon disulfide (CSr), and some organosilicon compounds under irradiation with N, laser

light. In this method, two-photon process of N, laser (337 .I nm) light played an important role
to produce novel chemical species of organosilicon compounds. Recently, we have found that

gaseous glyoxal could induce nucleation reaction of aerosol particles under visible light
irradiation at 435.8 nm, and the efficiency of nucleation reaction was influenced by the

application of a magnetic field. In the present paper, magnetic field effect on aerosol particle

formation from gaseous mixtures of glyoxal and CS, and of glyoxal and AC were reported.

Sensitization effect of glyoxal was first studied for a gaseous mixture of glyoxal and CSr.
Under light inadiation at435.8 nm, a gaseous mixture of glyoxal (1 - 5 Torr) and CS2 (40

Torr) produced a film at the bottom of the irradiation cell, although pure gaseous CS, (40 Torr)
nor pure gaseous glyoxal (2Torr) which was excited to n-r¡* state did not produce any deposits
The product yield of the film from the gaseous mixture incre¿rse<l with increasing pzrtial
pressure of glyoxal. From the me¿ìsurement of scattered light intensity of monitor (He-Ne lzser)

light, it was found that at the early stage (within 30 min) of light irradiation at 435.8 nm, a

gaseous mixture of glyoxal and CS, produced aerosol particles. Hence, nucleation process of
the gaseous mixture vdas investigated by measuring scattered light intensity. With increasing
partial pressure of glyoxal, the scattered light intensity increased, and induction period to detect

the scattered light became shorter. This clearly showed that glyoxal induced the nucleation
rcaction of CSr.

Magnetic field effect on the nucleation process of a gaseous mixture of glyoxal (3.5 Torr)
and CS, (60 Torr) was investigated by measuring the scattered light intensity. In the presence

of a magnetic field of 5.1 kG, the induction period to detect the scattered light became shorter,
and the integrated intensity of the scattered light during the first 30 min increased. These results

clearly indicated that the application of a magnetic field enhanced the nucleation reaction of the

gaseous mixture. During observation of the scattered light, it was found that convection of
aerosol particles in the irradiation cell was considerably influenced by the application of a

magnetic field. As a method to monitor the change of convection, sedimental pattern of the

aerosol particles was compared in the absence and in the presence of a magnetic field of 5.1 kG.
The sedimental pattern which wzs straight along the incident light path (being perpenclicular to

the magnetic field) was distorted and curved to the right by the applicatiion of a magnetic field.
Non-uniform sedimental pattern was also observed with a gaseous mixture of glyoxal and AC
under a magnetic field. These results strongly suggested that heat release due to nonradiative
processes of excited glyoxal was influenced by the application of a magnetic field. Photoexcited

glyoxal in the n-n* state was thought to initiate chemical reaction of CS, and AC in the ground

state. Acceleration of nucleation reaction is accompanied by larger heat release to change

convection, and hence, sedimental pattern of aerosol particles.

-ttr' -LJ
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Application of Integral Encounter Theory to the description of spin-
selective processes

Elena V. Goreliku, Nikita N. Lukzeno, Alexander B. Doktororrb, Konstantin L.
Ivanovu, Vitaly A. Morozovu, Renad Z. Sagdeevu, Ulrich E. Steiner'

alnternational Tomography Center SB MS, Novosibirsk 630090, Russia
blnstitute of Chemical Kinetics and Combustion SB RAS, Novosibirsk 630090, Russia

' F akukat .ftr Chemie, Univ er s ität Konstanz, Kons tanz D-7 I 4 5 7, Germany

The consistent treatment of the reaction process in a liquid phase leads to the so-called

Integral Emcounter Theory (IET) equations for the kinetics of reagent concentrations. In the

present work IET is applied to investigate spin effects in radical recombination and effect of
degenerate electron exchange(DEE) in ESR spectra.

Kinetic effects on the bulk recombination of radicals caused by electron spin relaxation

and by Larmor depasing in an external magnetic field are theoretically investigated. The

kinetic equations that describe the time evolution of the one-particle density matrix were

obtained using IET. An anal¡ical expression for the bimolecular rate constant of bulk
recombination was derived and its dependence on electron relaxation time was analyzed.

Also on the basis of IET we investigated the influence of DEE processes

A-+A<+A+A- (1)
on the ESR spectra of free radicals. Process like (1) were also investigated by OD ESR,

MARY, CIDNP, SNP, DNP. In all cases the model description of such reactions was based

on the conception of random Markovian process: non-correlated hopping between lines of the

radical-ion HFI structure. The frequency of "hops" was often identified with the frequency of
diffusional encounters of radical-ion with the neutral molecules A. This approach is

equivalent to the well*nown McConnel[ equations or sudden modulation theory, which is

often used for the description of the spectral diffusion. However, in such an approach it is
impossible to account for repeated resonant electron transfer between the reactants in re-

encounters. We successively accounted for the diffusional statistics of re-encounters in
contrast with the cunent non-correlated frequency migration theory. Such re-encounters lead

to an additional electron spin dephasing and, hence, result in broadening and shifting of the

HFI components of the radical ESR spectra. To consider this dephasing we employed IET. It
allowed us to conect value of the ESR line broadening in the presence of DEE and to
investigate the frequency shift, which is differs from one in the approximation of the current
non-correlated frequency migration. The conditions of applicability of the latter approach

were investigated. The manifestation of DEE in the ESR spectra was examined on an

example of CoFo- radical.

This work was supported by RFBR grant (99-03-33-488) and RFBR grant for the support

of the leading scientific schools (00-15-97450).
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Magnetic Field and Magnetic Isotope Effects upon photochemistry
of Bifunctionar chain Molecules containing

Nitroaryloxy and Anilino Chromophores

Ryoichí Nakngaki

F aculty o f Pharmaceuti cal S cie n c e s, Kan azøw a (J n iv e r s ity,

Kanazawa, I shikawø 920-09 3 4, Japan

Chain-linked compounds examined in the present study are bichromophoric species
containing nitro-aromatic and anilino moieties, which can be designated as NA-(CHr),-
NHCoHs where NA represents 4-nitrophenoxy, 4-nitro-1-naphthoxy, 7-nitro-2-fluorenyloxy,
and 4-nitrothiophenoxy chromophores. The primary photochemical process is a hydrogen
abstraction from the methylene group adjacent to the anilino nitrogen by the nitro group of NA
in the excited triplet state. Therefore the initially prepared reaction intermediate is a biradical
with triplet spin multiplicity. The final products have nitroso-aromatic or formyl group at the
end of the methylene chain. The photo-reaction is classified as oxidative dealkylation of N-
alkylanilines. Dfferent kinds of photo-products are formed through unimolecular and
bimolecular processes. The intramolecular photo-induced redox reaction is character ized as

cage process, while the intermolecular counterpart is an escape reaction. In both processes the
deoxygenation of nitro group into nitroso group is coupled with the oxidation of the
methylene group bonded to the anilino moiety.

The reaction yields of cage product decrease in the presence of an external magnetic field,
whereas those of escape product increase. The unimolecular cage product yields increase on
heavy-carbon (13C) substitution of the methylene group adjacent to the anilino nitrogen which
enhances the hyperfine interaction in the biradical intermediate. On the other hand, the
bimolecular escape product yields decrease on the heavy-carbon labeling. The observed
results are reasonably explained in terms of the hyperfine-coupling-induced intersystem
crossing and spin-lattice relaxation rates which can be modulated on application of external
magnetic fields and magnetic isotope substitutions. The present study indicates that the end-
product yields can be controlled by magnetochemical methods in the case of triplet reactions
invlolving biradical precursors where the intersystem crossing or spin-lattice relaxation plays a
critical role in formation of the stable ground state products with singlet spin multiplicity [1].

[1] "Dynamic Spin Chemistry",

1998.

S. Nagakur4 H. Hayashi, and T. Azr¡mi, Eds., Kodansha/Wiley, Tokyo,
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An Exposure of 'Exciplex Energy' to Dielectric Behaviour of
Magnetodynamics

Suchandra Bandyopadhyay,Kakali Sen, Tamal Senguptq and Samita Basu

Chemical Sciences Division, Soha Institute o.f Nuclear Physics, l/AF, Bidhan,'tûgar,

Kolknta - 70A 064, India

The increase in exciplex luminescence in the presence of magnetic field of the order of
hyperfine interacüons ãrises from ihe suppression of spin-evolution between singiet and

triplet states of solvent separated ion pairs (SSIPs, geminate radical ion pairs (RIPs) bom

through electron transfer between donor and acceptor molecules with some intervening

solvent molecules) due to Zeemansplitting in triplet sublevels resulting in an enhancement of
forrnation of contact ion pairs (CIP or exciplex, a recombination product with geminate RIPs

in intimate contact) tom a fraction of SSIPs that undergo consecutive diffilsion, spin-

flipping and geminate recombination. Apparently it seems that magnetodynamics, a

diflirsiõn-controlled phenomenon, should be guided only by the dielectric of the medium,

then why does the rn*,, value, dielectric at which maximum magnetic effect is obtained, differ
from syitern to system[1,2]2 To answer this question we investigated different exciplex-

systemi and har,e found that the potential energy barier between CIP and SSIP, that

råpresents the energy required to squeeze out intervenirrg solvent rrrolecules to have CIP fi'om

SSp, piays a .*"iul role in tuning the optimisation of magnetic eft-ect besides dielectric of
the mèdium. The only experimental parameter from which the banier height can be

conelated is the "exciplex energy''. The more is the exciplex energ-Y, the less will be the

barrier height and the less will be the dielectric at which SSIP e CIP equilibrium will be

attained to have mærimum field effect. Moreover, the exciplex energy as well as the

interionic disiance in CiP is highlighted in the inherent nature of iÌre dielectric-dependent

magnetic effect 
rcurves.

Ii] S. Aich, a¡rd S. Basu, J. Phys. Chem A 102(1998)722.

[2] T. Sengupta, S. Aich, and S. Basu, J. Phys. Chem B 103(1999) 3784.
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High Magnetic Field Effects on Decay Rates of Biradicals Photo-generated
from zinc porphyrin-viorogen Linked compounds

Yoshfüisa Fujiwara,u Jun Hamada,u Takeshi Aoki," Yoshifumi Tanimoto,u Hiroaki yonemura,b
Sunao Yamada,b Tomomi Ujiie," and Hiroshi Nakamura"

" Graduate School of Science, Hiroshima (Jniversity, Higashi-Hiroshima 73g - g526, Japanb Graduate Schgot of Engineering, Kyushu Uiiverslty, Fukuoka g I 2 - g5g I, Japan
" Graduate School of Environmental Earth Science, Ho-kkaido UniversiQt, Sapporo 060 -

0810, Japan

Since 1992' we have studied effects of high magnetic fields (< 14 T) on lifetimes of photo-
generated biradicals and radical pairs in solutions [1]. The two spin states of singlet 1^S) and
triplet (To) were degenerate (the exchange integral Zl: O) in most of the radical intermediates.
Accordingly, the high magnetic ñeld effects (MFEs) on the lifetimes were interpreted by the

relaxation mechanism in the spin-lattice relaxation (SLR) (the longitudinal relaxation¡ amonþ tne
four spin states of singlet (S) and triplet (T*, To, and T ).

In this study, we present the effects of high magnetic fields in the presence of an appreciable
value of U. Figure 1 illustrates a structure of thotitle compounds, in which the photo-induced
electron transfer reaction takes place from Zinc porphyrin ( ZnP) to viologen (V) to generate
triplet ion biradicals (ZnP*'c,v*') in aqueous acetonitirc fzl. The spin 

"uohlion 
àfthe biradicals

is subject to influences ofthe high magnetic fields so that the liletimes change dramatically.
Figure 2 shows magnetic field dependences (MFDs) of the biradical lifetimes. The lifetime in

1-lolglinker (n:s)(o)shows*-i*."ur"at < I Tandnochangeat > 1Twithincreasingthe
filed, whereas the lifetime in a short linker (n: 4) (O) shows an increase at < I T, a decrease at
I -6 T, and no change at > 6 T. Although the SoC-induced recombination qioc-rec) being
independent ofthe magnetic field should beefficient inn:4owing to the short linker, the lifetime
is not shorter than that 1n n : I and actually dependent on the field. Rate constants of the
intermolecular electron transfer (inter-ET) being independent of the field were almost the same.
Therefore, the SoC-rec and inter-ET are considereã rehtionless to the difference in MFDs.

Thus, MFD inn:4, having an appreciable value of2J,was discussed by MFD of both SLR and
the spin-spin relaxation (the transverse relaxation) between S and To, *h"."u, MFD in n : g was
interpreted by the relaxation mechanism in SLR.

[] Y. Fujiwara et al., Bull. Chem. Soc. Jpn. 72 (tggg) 1705 and
references therein.

[2] H. Nakamura et al., Chem Lett. lgg7, S43.
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Laser_ flash photolysis studies of dynamic behavior of
radical pairs in micellar solutions ãnd biradicals under

ultrahigh magnetic fields of up to g0 T
Kivoshi Nishizawa, Yoshio Sakaguchi, Haruo Abel, Giyuu Kidot,

and Hisaharu Hayashi

Molecular Photochem'i,stry Laboratory, The Institute of Physi,cat and Chemi,cal Research
(RIKEN), wako, saitama s5l-0lgB, Japan tTsukuba Magnet Laboratory, National
Institute for Materi,als Sc'ience, Tsulcuba, Ibaraki 505-0005, Japan

Magnetic field effects on hydrogen abstraction reactions of benzophenone, de-
cafluorobenzophenone and naphthoquinone in aqueous micellar SDS and Brij 3b
solutions were investigated at room temperature by a laser flash photolysis tech-
nique with a rapid repeating pulsed electromagnet capable of producing fields of
up to 30T [1]. The decay rates of the radical pairs generated by laser irradiation
decreased with increasing field from 0 T to 3 T, then increased with increasing
field from 3 T to 30 T. Following with the deceleration and acceleration of the
radical pair decay rates by fields, the radical yields escaped from the pairs in-
creased with increasing field from 0 T to 3 T, then decreased with increasing field
from 3 T to 30 T. These magnetic field dependencies can be well describeà with
the relaxation mechanism [2] which is the characteristic mechanism in confined
systems like micellar solutions and biradicals. According to the relaxation mech-
anism, the decay rate constant (k") of the pair consisted of radical A and B can
be expressed as [3]

Vtn 2

+,- ¡v¡1, 4r¡ru+k",'¡a,ulnl 1+ø;r;
k

¿.1 AB

TTA;,iÆs
h,

!
where V¡B a,nd V (i : A, B) stand for the electronic spin-spin interaction be-
tween the radical ,4 and B and the sum of anisotropic zeeman and hyperfine
interactions on each radical j, respectively. r¡, a¡ ànd À" represent a correlation
time, the Larmor frequency of radical j, and the escape rate from the pair. From
the observed field clependence of k, under high fields, anisotropy of g tensor and
1¡ w€re evaluated for the Brij 35 micellar solution systems.

The magnetic field effects on intra-moleculer hydrogen abstraction reaction of
benzophenone-phenol chain-linked compounds up to 30 T will be also disccussed.

[1] K. Nishizawa et o/., Chem. Phys. Lett., 267,50I (1997).

[2j H. Hayashi and S. Nagakura, Bull. Chem. Soc. Jpn., 52,J22 (19g4)

[3] Y. Nakamtra et al., Chem. Phys. Left., 2tT, ZgT (1994).
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Recombination probability of radical pairs in high magnetic fields.

J. Boiden Pedersen," Martin J. Hansen," and Anatole A. Neuferclb

" Ph\'.çic'.ç Dept., Universitl, o.f Southent Dentttark, 5230 Odense M, Dennnrk
t'Ch<:micol 

Ph),.çics DepÍ.,Wei:monn Institute o/'Sc'ienc'e, 76100 Rahovot, Israel

Recently, we have been able to derive general and exact expressions for the quantum yield
of geminate radical pairs (RPs) in high rnagnetic fields []. We consider the dynamical S-T,,
rrrixing cattsed by differences in Zeeman and hyperfine interactions, intraradical (T, and Trj
rclaxatiott, and a first order scavenging process. The recombination process and the exchangó
interaction are assunled to be isotropic and of the contact type. Our general expressio' 

-is

expressed in terllis of the classical Green's function forthe relativemotion of the radicals and
is therefore valid for any kind of relative motion. Various limiting cases of the general
expression. such as diffüsion aud relaxation controlled recombination, are derived.

From an experitttental point of view, the nrost interesting results are explicit expressions
that can be applied to analysis of experirnental data. There are several types of systems that
are of particular interest: isotropic liquids, micelles, and biradicals. We have been able to
derive very accurate analytic expressions both for the free diffusion model [l], which is
expected to resemble isotropic liquids, and for the spherical potential well model of a micelle
system [21. The expressions have been formulated such that they are easy to use.

Sillce the fon.nttlas are exact, it is timely to investigale whether the assunred diffusion
Itloclels actually do describe the molecular motion of the radicals. Any difference betwee' the
fonnulas arld the experitnental data can only be attributed either to inadequacy of the
cliffìrsion model or to experiniental inaccuracjes.

We have perfbrnied a quantitative analysis of an interesting set of experimental data [3],
where one partictllar¡radical pair reaction has been studied in several solutions with different
viscosity. The result of the analysis is encouraging.

Micellar systems are much more complicated than regular solutions, but they also give
rise to interestittg, peculiar phenonrena that are specific to restricted volume systems. The
getreral and exact formula for this case is quite complicatecl and we have tlierefoie simplified
the general expression in two limits: slow mixing and fast rlixing. These new approximation
schetnes, which cover the complete range of parameter values, are for all practìcal purposes
exact. By comparing with the previously introduced phenomenological models, we found that
our simplifìed expressions are more accurate than the phenomenological ones. Moreover, in
the limiting case where the phenomenological models are appliõable, we can uniquely
identify the physical meaning ancl values of the phenomenological parameters. We have also
initiated a quantitative analysis of experimental data from micelles [4].

ill M. J.liansen. A. A. Neufèld and J. B. pedersen. chem. phys. 260 (2000) 125.

[2] A. A. Neuleld. l\4. J.Hansen and J. ts. pedersen, chenr. phys. (2001)subnritted.

[3] i\4. Wakasa. K. Nishizawa. H. Abe. G. Kidoancl H. Hayashi. J. Anr. C'henr. Soc. l2l (1999)9191

f4l K.Nishizawa.Y.Sakaguchi.ll.Hayashi.ll.AbeandG.Kido.C'lrern.phys. Lett.267(t997) sot
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An Overview of the Spin and Chemistry
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Malcolm D. E. Forbes
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill, Department of Chemistry

CB 3290, Chapel H|II, NC 27599, USA

Spin-correlated radical pairs (SCRPs) are observed in micelle-bound free radicals, in

covalently linked biradicals, and in non-linked radical systems in solutions of high viscosity.

They are characterized by their unsual chemically induced electron spin polarization (CIDEP)

patterns, which have been successfully modeled in our laboratory and others, using several

different theoretical methods.

This presentation will cover the basic featu¡es of the SCRP spectrum and show

examples from research in our laboratory over the past decade. Included will be a survey of
the conditions under which SCRPs are easily observed, and what type of spectroscopic and

structural information can be obtained from their time-resolved electron paramagnetic

resonance (TREPR) spectra.

SCRP spectra have been observed in covalently linked biradicals with as few as 5 and

as many as 26 carbon atoms. The exchange interaction, J, between the unpaired electrons is a

strong function of structure (distance, substituent), but is only a minor function of solvent

unless extreme viscosities are experienced. We will show how RP dynamics determine the

appearance of the.6CRP spectrum and the value of J obtained from simulation of the spectrum.

V/e will also discuss dynamic effects in terms of relaxation phenomena, and in particular show

examples where modulation of the exchange interaction can cause both T, and T, effects that

dominate the spectra under certain conditions. The overall effect of dynamics on SCRP spectra

will be presented and discussed, including a comparison of biradicals in liquid solution at low
temperatures to micellar RPs at room temperature.

Newly published and unpublished results from our laboratory will be presented in two

areas of SCRP research. First, we will show a new method for the production of neutral

biradicals in which the radical centers are separated by peptide linkages. The chemistry

involved uses photoinduced electron transfer followed by a rapid dehalogenation reaction.

Second, a new type of substituent effect will be presented, where mono-phenyl cyclic ketones

are photolyzed to give acyl-benzyl biradicals with different substituents in the para position of
the phenyl ring. The resulting SCRP spectra are initially very different due to an apparent

- substituent effect on the triplet mechanism, yet they merge to a similar spectrum at later delay

times due to the SCRP mechanism. This result has interesting implications for the correlation

of J values with electronic structure.
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Magnetic Field Dependence of Spin Dynamics of Radical Pairs
Studied by the Time-Resolved RYDMR

Yoshio Sakaguchi.

Mr¡leculur Photoc'hentistry Laborutory, RIKEN (The InsritLtÍe of Physicul ancl Chenùc'al
Reseurch), Hirosctv'u 2-1, Wuko, Sctitumu 351-0198, Jct¡turt

'Ihe tilne-r'esolved RYDMR provides not only the infbrmation about the component
radic¿rls fbrming a radical pair (RP) but also their reaction dynamics. By the application of
pulsed microwave in combination with the pulsed laser, we can observe the reaction
dynamics much more precisely than any other method ll. 21. The dynamics of RP is
dependent on the extelnal magnetic field, but the resonance condition restricts the field for
RYDMR observation around 300 mT for the X-band (9 GHz) setup. In order to investigate
the rnagnetic field dependence of the spin dynamics. we constructed a Ku-band (18 GHz)
RYDMR systenl working around 600 mT and compared the results with those at X-band.

'fhe nricrowave cavity with rectangular TEl02 mode is designed and used at ll.44GHz
The pulsed microwave source with the amplifier up to 18 GHz and the waveguides are

replaced with the X-band components. Remaining ones are the same as the X-band system.

Using this instrument, we measured the photochemical reaction dynamics of the aqueous
micellar sodium doclecylsulfäte (SDS, 80 mM) solution of 2-rnethyl-1, 4-naphthoquinone
(MNQ,0.5 mM).

T'he time-resolved transient absorption detected ESR spectrum is observed around
622 mT. Its f'eature is similar to that obtained at X-band but a small deformation of the
center peak is observed due to the diff-erence in g values of naphthosemiquinone (MNQH.)
ancl alkyl (R.) radicals. By changing the microwave pulse length, we observed the
quantLrm beat [3] on the yield of escaping semiquinone radical (MNQH.), which indicates the
r9, strength is 0.25 nrT at the optinium condition. Therefore, we applied the microwave
pulses rnuch srnaller than 180'fol the present experiments. The change of the transient
absorption indr:ced by the single microwave pulse reveals the recombination rate of the

singlet RP. 'Ihis rate was the same as that obtained at X-band within the experimental
errors. Since this recombination rate does not depend on the singlet-triplet mixing but on

the reaction rate. the absence of the contribution of Ag mechanism is plausible.

In Fig. l. tlie pulse shift spectra obtained
at 331 and 622 mT are shown. This
signal colresponds to the diffèrence of RP
concentration in T*, states ancl T,,-S states,

whose decay is governed by the sum of the
escape of RP and the recombination of T* I

RP through the relaxation to T,,-S.

Clearly, the decay rate at 622 nlT is smaller
than that at 331 rnT. Since the escaping
rate o1' RP is independent of the magnetic
field. the decrease is attributecl to the

relaxation rate of RP, ¿rs expected by the
relaxation mechanism.

0

lll Y. Sakirguchi. A. V. Astashkin, and B. M. Tacljikov Chcnt. Phys. Lar¡.1997,280,481

[21J. R. Wooclwartl ancl Y. Sakerguchi J. Pi¿r's. Chcm. A 2001. 105.4010.

t3l B. M.'l'adjikov, A. V. Astashkin, and Y. Sakaguchi Chcnt. Ph¡'s. Latt.1998,283,llt)
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Observation and Reaction Control of a Singlet Born Radical pair
in an SDS Micelle

Hiqao Mufgi, Atsushi Kageyama, Tadahiro Fukuju,
Haruhiko Yashiro and Kiminori Maeda

Departnent of Chemistry,Graduatc School of Science,
Tolnku University, Sendai 980-8578, Japan

The photochemical reaction of tetraphenylhydrazine (TPH)in an SDS micellar
solution is studied using time-resolved X-band EPR and transient absorption detected
magnetic resonance (ADMR) [1] methods. Thissystem is photo-dissociated via the
singlet excited state and formsa transient radical pair (RP) of two diphenylaminyl
radicals. The time-resolved EPR observation showed that the spectral pattern of the
RP confined in the micellarmicro-reactorchanged dramatically by time (30 ns - 4 ps) [2,3]. This observation was explained by the following time evolution of the spin states:
1) immediatelyafter laserphotolysis a singlet born spin-correlated Rp (SCRP) appears,
2) within 200 ns, the population of middle two spin states composed of S and \ relaxes,
3) during the spin-lattice relaxation process between all the states,the population of the
middletwo states decreases by the recombination reaction fromthese states. The last
process provides triplet precursor like inverted SCRP spectral pattern. In this
observation we proposed the quick singlet-triplet dephasing (STD)mechanismto
rationalize the spin relaxation of the middletwo states, and this dephasing is mainly
induced by the modulation of the exchange interaction of this Rp.

Strong mierowave inadiation to this system under X-band EPR magnetic field
provides an ADMR spectrum of the singlet born radical pair as the optical absorbance
change of the diphenylaminyl radical as a component of the radical pair. The
employment of a short duration microwave pulse (æ-pulse) which efficiently flipsthe
electron spin quantum (Ar4 = l) clearly controls the reaction of the Rp,and the reaction
rate constant from the singlet state of this system is determined. Furthermore, the
changing of the microwave duration shows the quantum beat of this system induced by
the electromagnetic fîeld. This beat signal carries both a single beat which
coffesponds to the Rabi frequency and a double frequency beat that is due to
simultaneous two spin controlling by microwave. The relatively slow recombination
rate of this particular RP system makes the observation of the ADMR spectrum and
microwave effects in the micellepossible.

[References]

[1] IL Maeda,Y. Araki, Y. Kamata, K. Enjo, H. Murai andT. Azumi, Chern. Phys. l*u., 262 (1996) I l0-l 14.
[2lT.Fukuju,H.Yashiro,K.Maeda,H.Muraiandr.Azumi,J.phys.chem.,4,.!gl OggT)77g3-77g6.
[3] T. Fukuju, H. Yashiro, K. MaedaandH. Murai, chem. phys. lzu.,3g4 ttws¡ 173-179.
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Photochemically induced coherences in radical pair intermediates
studied by high time resolution multifrequency EpR

Gerd Kothe,u Gerhard Link,u Thomas Berthold,u Michael Bechtold,uOleg Poluektov,b Lisa

Utschig,b and Marion C. Thurnauerb
oDepaftrnent of Plrysical Chemistry, [Iniversity of Freiburg, Albertstr. 21, D-79]04

Freiburg, Gertnany
bchemistry Division, Argonne National Laboratory,7900 South Cass Avenue, Argonne,IL

60439, usA

Spin-correlated radical pairs are generated as short-lived intermediates in the primary energy
conversion steps of photosynthesis. In this study we report on the structural chaructenzation of
these species by high time resolution EPR, performed at three different microwave frequencies.
Structural information is extracted from quantum beat oscillations observed in the transverse
magnetization of the radical pair at early times after laser excitation. To obtain information on
the mechanism of the light-induced charge separation process, the EPR techniques are applied
at two different temperatures with distinct electron-transfer kinetics.

A computer analysis of the two-dimensional Q-band experiment provides the orientation of
the various magnetic tensors of the radical pair with respect to a magnetic reference frame [1].
The orientation of the cofactors is then evaluated by analyzing time-dependent X-band EpR
spectra, extracted from a two-dimensional data set. Basis of the analysis are anisotropic
hyperfine interactions in the radical pair, giving rise to nuclear modulations in the transverse
magnetization [2]. The arrangement of the cofactors in the photosynthetic membrane is deduced
from angular-dependent W-band spectra (94 GHz), observed for a magnetically aligned
sample [3]. The physiial origrn of this magneto-orientation is an anisotropy in the diamagnetic
susceptibility of the reaction center protein.

Notably, the three-dimensional structure of a short-lived radical pair intermediate of
photosynthesis could be obtained in its native membrane [4]. The new structural information is
based on the analysis of quantum beat oscillations in combination with high-field EPR. We
expect that these techniques are of general interest, since the detailed structure of radical pair
intermediates can be determined on a nanosecond time scale [4].

tll A.M. Kiefer, S.M. Kast, M.R. Wasielewski, K. Laukenmann, G. Kothe, J. Am. Chem. Soc. l2l (Lggg) lBB.

[2] G' Kothe, M. Bechtold, G. Link, E. Ohmes, J.-U. Weidner, Chem. Phys. Letters 2S3 (1998) 51.

[3] T. Berthold, M. Bechtold, U. Heinen, G. Link, O. Poluektov, L. Utschig, J. Tang, M.C. Thurnauer, G. Kot]re,

J. Phys. Chem. B 103 (1999) 10733.

l4l G. Link, T. Berthold, M. Bechtold, J.-U. Weidner, E. Ohmes, J. Tang, O, Poluektov, L. Utschig, S.L.

Schlessel¡nan, M.C. Thurnauer, G. Kothe J. Am. Chem. Soc. 123 (200L) 42IL.
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Study of proton transfer from solvent radical cations
to alcohots in aikane liquids using MARY spectroscbpy technique

DmitriV. Stasso'b, Fyodor B. Sviridenkoo, and Yuri N. Molinu'b

'' Institute of Chemical Kinetics and Combustion, Novosibirsk 630090, Russia
h Novosibirsk State (Iniversity, Novosibirsk 630090, Russia

MARY spectroscopy has evolved into a useful technique that allows studying short-lived

radical ion species. Recently, primary radical cations of a series of n-alkanes were studied in

their own matrices at room temperature using this method and were shown to have lifetimes

as short as I to 30 ns. The instability of the radical cations was reported earlier from low-
temperature measurements, and a number of possible factors were suggested to account for
such a fast decay of the species. One of the most probable factors is believed to be proton

transfer reaction from radical cation to a neutral solvent molecule. To achieve better

understanding of deprotonation processes in liquid alkanes in natural conditions (in liquid
solution at arnbient temperature), in this work we studied the reaction of proton transfer from
primary radical cations of ¡¿-alkanes to alcohol molecules using MARY spectroscopy.

Adding proper alcohols to the typical MARY experimental sample (alkane solution of l0-2

M hexafluorobenzene) allowed us to introduce controlled deprotonation that can be registered

separately among the other reactions involving primary radical cations. If the ionization
potential of the alcohol is higher than that of the solvent molecule then charge transfer

reaction is precluded. Thus, the observed broadening of MARY line in zero magnetic field
when alcohol was added should be attributed to shortening of the lifetime of spin-correlated

radical ion pair due to proton transfer from primary radical cation of the solvent to alcohol

molecule.

The slope of tþ linear part of the dependence of the linewidth on the concentration of
added alcohol givðs the rate constant of the proton transfer reaction. The rate constant was

found to be close to the diffusion-controlled limit and dependent on solvent viscosity when

the proton affinity of the alcohol is greater than that of the solvent-derived alkyl radical. In the

opposite case the rate constant is considerably smaller.

This work was supported by INTAS (Grant No 99-01766), RFBR (Grant

No 99-03-32455), and Goskomvuz (Grant No 3H-468).
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Spin Effects in the Triplet Sensitized Decomposition of Azoalkanes

Sergej Mitikisyantsu, Anton Savitsþa, Henning Paulo, Akio Katsukib, Ultich Steinerb
oPhysical-Chemistry Institute, University Zurich, CH-8057 Zurich, Switzerland

b Faculty þr Chemistry, University Konstanz, DE-78457 Konstanz, Germany

There are two kinds of triplet mechanisms (TM), which in photochemical reactions can

lead to spin polarized raÃica\s. The coûrmon one involves a selective population of triplet
sublevels during the intersystem crossing process (Sr-+T) and a decay of the triplet into
radicals, which is fast enough to compete with the spin relæ<ation in the triplet molecules. 'We

name it the 'þ-type TM". Much less common is the "d-type TM", where a sufftciently fast

decay into radicals competes with a fast triplet sublevel selective intersystem crossing to the

singlet ground state (T1-+Se). The requirements for this mechanism to occur, i.e. especially an

ISC (Tr+So) dtr rate 10e-1010 s'1, are fulfilled only in rare cases. Thus, up to now, the d-type
TM seems to have been observed experimentally only for radicals generated from photo-
induced electon transfer reactions between thionine or quinone triplets and heavy-atom
substituted electron donors [l,2]. Upon collision, these molecules form triplet exciplexes,
which decay into radicals and retum to the ground state by substate selective ISC on the

required time scale.

Recently, we have reported on an unusu'al net emissive electron polarization of 2-cyano-2-
propyl radicals when generated from AIBN (2,2'-azobis[isobutyronitrile]) by triplet
sensitization with thermally equilibrated triplet acetone [3]. We have tentatively attributed the
emission to a d-type TM operative in triplet AIBN [a]. As this would be the first example for
an inta-molecular d-type TM, we have now substantiated our interpretation by quantitative
measurements of the spin polarizations as well as the radical yields for different systems
under various condilions. The magnitude of the polarizations and their dependence on the
solution viscosity, as well as the magnetic field effect on the radical yield, all seem to agee
with the assumption of a rather pronounced d-type TM taking place in triplet azoalkanes.

Ul U. E. Steiner, T. Ulrich, Chem. Rev. 89 (1989) 51; and references cited therein.

l2l S. Sasaki, Y. Kobori, K. Akiyama, S. Tero-Kubota, Res. Chem. Intermed. 27 (2001) 155; and references

cited therein.

[3] A. Savitsky, S.N.Batchelor, H. Paul, Appl. Magn. Reson. 13 (1997)285.

[4] A. Savitsþ, H. Paul, Chem. Phys. Letters 319 (2000) 403.
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Microwave induced quantum oscillations in micellized radical pairs under

spin-locking conditions.

Vitaly Gorelik", Kiminory Maedab, Hisao Muraiu

oDepartment of Chemistry, Graduated School of Science, Tohoku University, Sendai,99?-
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It is well known that the yield of a radical reaction can be affected by both static and
resonant microwave (mw) external magnetic fields [1]. The transient absorbtion detected
magnetic resonance (ADlnfit) observation shows 12,31 that an increase in the mw pulse
duration under electron spin resonance conditions leads to the alternation of the radical pair
(RP) concentration. This is due to periodical changes in the population of the S-To mixed
state of the RP under resonant mw inadiation. One can expect two kinds of oscillations for
the population of the RP spin states depending on the amplitude of the irradiating
ræonant mw field (ø, =Tþù. At weak h (a¡t<<6) the populations of triplet and singlet
RP spin states oscillate with the Rabi frequexcy q (single beats). Here ô 7 coo - co6 t

where coø, cÐb are respectively the resonant frequencies of the radicals a and á forming the
RP. In the case of a strong h (øÞ>á ) the mw irradiation efficiently excites EPR
transitions of both radicals in the RP and spin-locking occurs. In this case the oscillation
frequency doubles (2ø1, double beats). An informative characteristic of the quantum
beats is their decay rate. The decay of a single oscillations can be described using singlet-
triplet dephasing (STD) caused by random fluctuation of electron exchange interaction
[21.

In this work we presont the first detailed experimental investigation of mw-induced
double quantum beats using TR ADMR technique. The photochemical reactions of
triplet excited xanthone with tert-butyl-substituted phenols in a micellar media are under
the study. For the calculations we use the numerical solution of the modified Liouville
equation in an exponential model. The analysis of the experimental data obtained along
with results of the calculation allows us to conclude that STD fails to describe the double
beats decay in the conditions of a strong Br. In this case the triplet manifold is isolated
from the singlet one due to the spin-locking effect, and STD has no effect on spin
dynamics in the RP. The theoretical analysis shows that the dephasing process betwecn
triplet spin states of the RP (triplet-triplet de,phasing, TTD) is the main cause of damping
of the double beats. Random modulation of inter-radical electron dipole-dipole
interaction and hfc anisotropy are discussed as possible origins of TTD. The TTD rate
should be sensitive to the molecular rotational diffusion. Hence the dependence on
radical size is expected. Several phenoxyl radicals in different size aÍe under
consideration. On the other hand it could be sensitive to the rotation of the RP as a
whole. In connection to this, the micellar size dependence of the double beats decay is
studied.

This work is supported by the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science 0{s99276)

l. K.Salikhov, Yu.Moliq R.Sagdeev, A.Buchachenko, Spin Pola¡ization and Magnetic Effects in radical
reactions, Elsevier, Amsterdan\ 1984.

2. B.TadjikovA.Astashkin, Y.Sakaguchi, Chem.Phys.Lett.283 (1998) 179-186.
3. V.R.Gorelit K.Maeda, H.Yashi¡o, H.Murai, J.Phys.Chem. (2001) in press.
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Micellar confinement of charged donor-acceptor systems :

a case of large MF''E

Mintu Halder"b, Partha Parui", K. R. Gopidas', Deb NarayanNath' and Mihir Chowdhud
' Physical Chemistry Department, Indian Assocíationfor the Cultivation of Scíence,

Jadøtpur, Calcutta 700 032, India
b Cwrently at flidyasagar {Iniversity, Midnapore,lü'est Bengal, India

" Plntochemistry Research (Jnit, Regional Research Laboratory, Trivendram 695 019, India

The pnrpose of our investigation is to find out how effective are normal micelles in
amplifying the nragnetic ûeld eftct (lvtrE) on the geminate recombþtion process of organic

radical pairs (RP) generated from charged donor-acceptor systems. To this end, we first chose

the compound I in CTAB micelle and could detect small MFE on the RP generated by H-
abstmction by I ftom the micelle [1]. We then switched to positively charged electron

acceptorg such as derivatives of pyrylium ion (II-X), and coupled these with neutral electron

donors, such as biphenyl and skatole. The idea was to solubilise the donor in the micellar core

and localise the positively charged acceptor in the Stern layer of SDS micelle. After electron

transfer, the positively charged donor radical seeks more polar environment at tle negatively

cbarged micellar sr¡rfrce while the neutral acceptor ¡adical seeks the less polar enironment in
the interior oftbe micelle. The dpamics which follow electron transfer is quite favor¡rable for
MFE. Indee{ large MFE on the decay processes of D*' and A' could be observed in all cases.

coo-
Rr= H (tr)

= CH3 (Itr)

= c(cH)3 (IV)

=nC${rz (Ð
= CH3CO (VÐ

= Phenyl (Vtr)

VIII Rz=a-naphthyl
R3= R4: methyl

IX Rz:Ê-naphthyl
R3= R4= methyl

CH:
X &= R3: Ra=PhenYl

ThG MFE is particularly large for skatoH' - TPP' and biphenyt-Il systems [2]. The

yield of escape radicals gradually increa.ses with increasing field and ultimately reaches near-

satr¡ration No reversion of yields upto 5T fietd (pulsed) could be observed. The yield of
escapcd radicals at saturating ûelds is hg", almost for¡r times the corresponding zero-field
valw. The magnetb fiÊld dependence of the escape yield is ascribed to the HFl-Zeernan
competition at low fields, and to the Relaxation Mechanism induced by anisotropic trfi and g at

fields 1T-5T. Near satr¡ration occurs twice - once when Zeeman splitting exceeds the IIF
.¡/idttt and again u¡ben the relaxation rate exceeds the escape rate. The absence of reversion at

5T field has been ascribed to the relatively rapid escape rate ûomthe Stern layer.

[U M. Hald€r ef al., Chem. Php. Lett. 312 (1999) 432.

[2] M. IIald€r et al., Chem. Phys. Lett. 3f9 (2000) 349.
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Can an external magnetic field affect the thermal reaction of
pentafluorobenzyl chloride with n-butyllithium in hexane?

Masanobu Wakasa and Hisaharu Hayashi

RIKEN (The InstitLtre oJ'Ph¡'sicaluntl Chenúc'ul Reseurclt )Wako, SuiÍattta 351-019¿J, Jct¡ttut

In 1973, a Russian group reported MFEs on the thennal reactions of substituted benzyl

chloricles with n-butyllithium in solution []. This is the fìr'st report for MF-Es on chelnical

reactiorrs through radical pairs. ln 1976, two Japanese and two Germalt groups independently

reported MFEs on some photochemical reactions in solution [2-5]. Since the appearance of
the above-mentioned fìve papers, it has been widely believed that MFEs can surely be

observed fbr chentical reactions through radical pairs, biradicals, and triradicals.

As tàr as MF-Es on thermal reactior-rs are concerned, however, only a limitecl number of
MFEs have been observed so far, but none of tliem has been confirmed with tnodern

techniques. In fact. only the ratios of the NMR intensities of utrsytnmetrical product relative

to those of the corresponding syntnretrical one were nleasured in the first report of the

Russian group [l ] and their succeeding ones. Furlhermole. there was no detailed description

about the experimental conditions in their previous reports. 'fhus, we feel that tlieir Mþ'Es otl

thermal reactions should be re-examined with modern techniques.

In order to frncl reliable MFEs on thermal reactions with modern techniques, we have

recently constructed a new apparatus, which has an electromagnet (up to 14.9 kG) in a glove

box under argon atn.ìosphere (HzO and 02 < 1 ppm). Using this apparatus, we have stafied to

reproduce the MFEs reporled by the Russian group []. They reported that the ratio of tlie
NMR intensity of the unsymntetrical product to tltat of the symmetrical one had been

increased by aboút 30 % with increasing fìeld strength tì'onl 0.5 G to 15 kG, but we have not

yet reproducecl any appreciable MFE on this reaction. ln this paper, we repoft the results of
the measurenrerlts of the yields of the unsymmetrical and symtnetrical products in tliis
reaction in the absence and presence of an external rnagnetic field of 14.9 kG by usirrg

moclern techniques with sufficient repetitions [6].

[] tl. Z. Sagdeev, Yu. N. Molin, K. M. Salikhov, T. V. Leshina, M. A. Kamha, S. M'

Shein, Org, Mag. Res.,5 (1973) 603.

[2] Y.'Ianinroto, H. Hayashi, S. Nagakura, t.I. Sakuragi, K. Tokumaru., Chenr. Phys' Lett.,

lt (t976) 261 .

[3] N. Hata. Chenr. Lett., (1976) 547.

[4] M. E. Michel-Be¡'erle, R. Haberkorn, W. Bube. E. Steffènes, ll. Schroder, H. J.Neusser,

E. W. Schlag, Cherr. Phys., l7 (1916) 139,

[5] K. Schulten, ]1. Staerk, A. Weller, H. J. Werner, B. Nickel, Z. Phys. Chenr., l0l (1976)371

[6] M. Wakasa, H. tlayashi, Chenr. Phys. Lett. 340 (2001) 493.
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The Effect of Oscillating Magnetic F'ields on Radical Recombination

Jonathan R. Woodward,b Christiane R. Timmel,u Dmitri V. Stass,'Peter J. Horeu and Keith A.
Mclauchlan.a

"Department of Physical and Theoretical Chemisny, Oxford (Jniversity, South Parks Road,
Oxford, OXI 3QZ, UK

bDepartment of Chemistry, (Iniversity of Leicester, (Jniversity Road, Leicester, LEI 7RH, UK.
cThe Institute of Chemical Kinetics and Combustion, 630090, Novosibirsk, Russia.

It has long been established that radical pairs are usually formed in non-stationary electron
spin-states in reactions involving the conservation of spin angular momentum. They
consequently oscillate coherently between singlet and triplet electronic states at frequencies
determined by magnetic interactions of the unpaired electrons with each other (exchange and
dipolar interactions), neighbouring nuclear spins (hyperfine interactions), and external
magnetic fields. Singlet and triplet radical pairs possess different reactivities and thus any
change in the extent of singlet-triplet mixing can effect a change in the extent of reaction.

In 1997, the Oxford Group demonstrated that the application of radiofrequency'radiation
at frequencies in resonance with energy-level splittings arising from hyperfine interactions in
one of the radical pair members could alter the yield of a radical-ion recombination reaction

[1]. Here, extensions of our original experiments using a completely re-designed and re-built
spectrometer l2l are presented. The new apparatus allows completely automated
radiofrequency sweeping from I to 80MHz, with feedback circuitry ensuring that the RF
power level is constant over this range.

'
Spectra are presented for protonated and deuterated radical-ion pair / exciplex systems

Pyrene'+ I I,3-dicy,anobenzene'' and Pyrene'' / N,N-dimethylaniline'+. Resonances are
observed at all the frequencies expected, based on the hyperfine couplings present in the pair
members and simulated spectra are presented for comparison with experiment [3,4]. The
simulations employ a novel, approximate method, which is fast and provides insight into the
form of the spectra. Time-dependent perturbation theory is used to estimate the spectrum as a
collection of delta functions, whose frequencies are the spacings between the energy levels of
the spin system, and whose heights are proportional to the change in singlet product yield
induced by the field. Experimental data showing the effect of the application of a static
magnetic field of varying strength on the radiofrequency sweep spectra is also presented and
discussed.

[U J. R. rrlVoodward, R. J. Jackson, C. R. Timmel, K. A. Mclauchlan and P. J. Hore, Chem. Phys. Lett. 272,376

(tee7).

[2] C. R. Timmel, J. R, Woodward, P. J. Hore, K. A. Mclauchlan and D. V. Stass; Measurement Sci. Tech.12,

63s (2001).

[3] D. V. Stass, J. R. Woodward, C. R. Timmel, P. J. Hore, and K. A. Mclauchlan. Chem. Phys. Lett. 329,15

(2000).

[4] J. R. Wodward, C. R. Timmel, K. A. Mclauchlan and P. J. Hore, Phys. Rev. Lett. In press.
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Calculation of the Spin and Magnetic Effects,under the Spin Relaxation
using the Fluctuating Magnetic Field Approaqh

E.C. Korolenko'-", K. Kitaharab'd and K. Sonodad

oPowertech Labs, Applied Chemistry Surrey, 8.C., Canqda
oTokyo Institute of Technolog,,, Department of Applied Physics, Tblryo, Japon

"Institute of Chemical Kinetics and Combustion, Novosibirsk, Russia
dlnternational Christian lJniversity, Division of Natural Sciences, Tokyo, Japan

Studies of the reactions of the pairs of magnetically anisotropic radicals are a "hot spot"
of the contemporary Spin Chemistry In liquid, random rot¿tion of such radicals leads to
the appearance of the local fluctuations of the magnetic field (FMF) that cause the relaxation
of the electron spin.

We have implemented a new approach that explicitly treats the FMF dynamics, the
coherent motion of the electron and nuclear spins, and the spin-selective recombination of
the radical pairs (RP). The FMF and Redfield models of relaxation are applied to calculate
the magnetic effects under the spin-selective reaction between the radicals. The advantages
of the FMF approach are demonstrated.

It is shown that under FMF in the presence of the exchange interaction.between the
electron spins, an anomalous CIDNP pattern can appcar. Analysis of the calculated effects
allows us to distinguish the contributions of the well-known *hfi + J" mechanism, and of the
new relaxation-induced mechanism of CIDNP formation. The latter mechanism manifests
for the longJived RPs in which the relaxation effects become prominent.

The support of the Grant-in-Aid (P-95066) of PDF Research from the Japanese Ministry
of Education and Culture is gratefully acknowledged.

t

CIDNP*10{
Figure L. Exponential RP model.

External magnetic field (H.)

dependences of CIDNP in the singlet

(S) and triplet (T) recombination

products, Triplet RP precursor, gø:
gb,I : ll2, hfi : 2 mT, J" (exchange

integral) : -87.9 GHz, ks (singlet

reaction rate) : 106 s-1, k*(tirplet
reaction rate) : 106 s-1, /(FN[F
rate) = 1 GHz, 1 (FMF magnitude) :
0.3 GHz.
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Magnetochiral anisotropy

G.L.J.A. Rikken, E. Raupach and V. Krstió
(:iretrcble Higlt' Magtt'etic Fi,eld Laboratory, Mar Planck Institut für Festkörperforsch.ung/CNRS,

BP 166, F-380112 Grenoble, ],-rance

In biology, chemistry and physics one often deals with systems that can occur- in two
forms that are each others mirror image. This phenomenon of chirality (from the Greek
cheir-os : hand) plays a particularly important role ìn biochemistry, since in many bio-
chemìcal reactions only one enantiomer (mirror image) of the molecules can participate.
It is well-established that in order to obtain a well-clefinecl chiral r-esult from any 

'eac-tion, this reaction has to contain a chiral component or it has to be subjectecl to some
external chiral influence lAvalos 19981. A well-known exampie of this principle is the use
t'f circulally polarized light as a chiral agent in certain photochemical reactions, where
the handedness of the light determines the hancled.ness of the reaction procluct. Since
Pasteur, it has often been attempted to use magnetic fields to induce chirality in cherni-
cal reactions. but so far in vain. This failure can be unclerstood from very funclamental
symmetry considerations.

Recently a new magneto-opticai effect was observecl that estabÌishes a link between
chilality and magnetic fields. This effect is callecl magneto-chiral anisotropy (MC¡A).
The essential features of MChA are (i) its linear clependence on k . B, ( k wave vector of
the light, B magnetic field) (ii) its depend.ence on the hancledness of the chirai meclium
(enantioselectivity) and (iii) its independence of the polarization state of the light [Rikken
1997]. We wiil summarize the experimental observations of this effect so far..

In view of the enantioselectivity of MChA, one can expect that a photochemicaL re-
action rvith unpoiarized light in a magnetic field will lead to an enantiomeric excess. \A/e
rn'ill show both theoretically and expelimentally that this is indeecl the case [Rikken 2000].

As the existence of MChA can be deduced from generai symmetry argr:ments, the
cluestion comes to mind if this effect can manifest itself in other magneto-transport phe-
nomena ìn chiral media. We will present theoretical eviclence that indeed MChA is a
general phenomenon' and will experimentally demonstrate its existence in the eLectrical
conductivity of both macroscopic and molecular chirai conductors.

Avalos M. eú aL, Ch,em. Reu. g8,2391 (1ggg).
Rikken G.L.J.A. and Raupach E. , Nature 390, 493 (IggT),
Rikken G.L.J.A. and Raupach E. , Nature 4O5,932 (2000).
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Magnetic field induced superconductivity

in a two-dimensional organic conductor l,-(BETS)2FeCt1

S. Uji*, H. Shinagawa*, C. Terakura*, T. Terashimâ*, T. yakabe*, y. Terai*, M
Tokumoto*, A. Kobayashi, $ H. Tanaka$t, & H. Kobayashi$$

*Nationctl Ins'titute .for Materiqls Science, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-0003, Jopan
* 

Ncttionul Instìhtte oJ'Advancetl InritrcÍr'ial Science and Technologt, T,sLrkuba, Ibarctki
305-8568, Japan
sResectrch 0entre./ù' Spectrochemistry, Graclltate School of'Science, 'I.he Unit,et.sigt tl
Tolqto, Btmþto-lcu, T'olqto I 13-0033, Japan
ssInsfimte./'or MolecLtlct Science, Okazctki, Aichi , 1ll-8585, ,lapcxt

_ Studies on organic conductors have brought us deep understanding of physics in low
dimensional electronic systems. Among various organic conductórs,^BÉTS family
containing magnetic Fe ions is one of the most attractive compounds in the last ten years
because strong competition is expected between the antiferromagnetic order of the Fe
moments and the superconductivity [1,2]. Arnong them, ],-(BETS)rFeCla, where BETS
is bis(ethylenedithio)tetraselenafulvalene, is known to have a uniquJ phase diagrarn. At
zero magnetic field, ¡'-(BETS)2FeCla shows a rnetal-insulator tiansltion around 8 I(,
while the iso-structural salt ),-(BETS)zGaCl4 undergoes a superconducting transition
around ó K. The metal-insulator transition is associated wittr thè antiferrornagnetic (AF)
order of the Fe moments. The Fe moments are canted by the magnetic field of about i
T, but the electronic state remains insulating. The insulating phase is destabilized by the
application of magnetic fields above about l0 T, and a flramagnetic metallic státe is
recovered

We report. resistance and
magnetic-torqud experiments on
single crystals of ¡,-
(BETS)2FeCla We find that for
magnetic fields applied exactly
parallel to the conducting layers âof the crystals, I
superconductivity is induced for ú
fields above 17 T below 0 1 K
(Fig 1). The resulting phase
diagram indicates that the
transition temperature increases
with magnetic field, i.e. the
superconducting state becomes
further stabilized with rnagnetic
field.

[] L. Brossard er al. htr. Ph.v.s. J. Bl
(r998) 4:ì9

[2] H. Kobayashiet al. J..Lrn. Chen. Soc
118 (1996) :j68

t3l S. Uji et al. Nature 410 (2001) 908

Fig. I À4agnetic field dependence of
rcsistance for À-(BETS )2FeCla.
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Spin chemistry of triplet exciplexes: a joint view from three laboratories

A. Katsukio, Y. Koborib, S. Tero-Kubotab, S. Milikisyants", H. Paul'and U.E. Steinerd
oshinshu (Jniversity, Nishi-Nagano, b Tohoku (Jniversity, Sendai, "(Jniversity of Zurich,

d (Jn ivers ity of Kons t anz

In contrast to singlet exciplexes that are most conveniently studied by fluorescence methods,

direct experimental evidence of the formation of niplet exciplexes in liquid solutions is diffi-
cult to obtain since these species a¡e not emissive. In mechanistic photochemical studies, indi-
rect evidence of triplet exciplexes as intermediates is usually obtained from specific effects on

reaction product yields. An early example is the magnetic-field dependent heavy atom effect
on the quantum yield of free radicals in the electon transfer quenching of thionine trþlets by

haloanilines [1] that has been quantitatively accounted for by the d-type triplet mechanism in
fiplet exciplexes [2]. Spin polarization of the radicals ensuing f¡om this reaction has been

early predicted [3], however been detected only recently [4], and after other examples of d-
t¡pe spin polarization had been found [5,6].

31'H' 3(Tl-l'Anxt)

a)ciplcxtriplst

X,Y

----_----.-..-
TH' + Anx*'

fr€ê radlcals

PD
kdAnXl k¡¡

z

pr.cußor tripl.t

TH+ + ANX

singlet ground stato
J

Here we present a quantitative study of the CIDEP exhibited by the radicals arising from
1þisniñs triplet quenching by haloanilines. The variation of CIDEP intensity, both in CW and

FT-EPR as a function of heavy-atom substituent and concentration of the quencher is ana-

þed theoretically by taking into account the combined effects of p-type spin polarization and

spin relaxation in the precursor triplet and generation of d-type spin polarization in the triplet
exciplexes formed as intermediates of radical formation in the eleotron üansfer quenching of
the precursor triplets. The d-type electron spin polarization of the radicals being proportional

to the product kir. x D of the rate constant of sublevel-selective deactivation of the triplet exci-

plex and its ZFS paralaeter exhibits a two-fold heavy atom effect since both of these par¿rme-

ters are spin-orbit-coupling induced.

[] U.E. Steiner, and G. Winter, Chem. Phys. Lett.55, 364 (1978),

[2] T. Ulrich, U.E. Steiner, and R.E. Föll, J. Phys. Chem. 87 , I 873 ( 1983).

[3] U.E. Steiner.Ber. Bunsenges. Phys. Chen. 85,228 (1981).

[4] A. Katsuki, U.E. Steiner, S. Milikisyants and H. Paul, paper presented at the 6. International Symposium on

Spin Chemisry, Emrnetten, Switzerland, 1999.

[5] A. Katsuki, K. Akiyarna and S. Tero-Kubota,J. Am. Chem. Soc.116,12065 099Ð; S. Sasaki, Y. Kobori, K.
Akiyama and S. Tero-Kubota,J, Phys. Chem. A,102, 8078 (1998). .

t6l A. N. Savitsþ S.N. Batchelor, and H. Paul,Appl. Magn, Reson.13, 285 (1997).
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Electron and F,nergy Transfer Dynamics of
Spin-Coupled Trañiition Metal öomplexes

Brandon T. Weldon, Lauta A. Picraux, Jorge H. Rodrigu ez, andJames K. McCusker*
Department of Chemistry, Michigan StcLte-(Jrùversity, East Lctnsi,rg, MI 48g24 USA

Our research efforts have focused on assessing the role of Heisenberg spin exchange inchemical dynamics. whereas a variety of studies have demonstrated ihe importance ofelectron exchange interactions on the ground- [1] ancl excited-state l2lproperties of inorganic
compounds, little is known concerning its influence on the reactivity oi ru.rr molecules. Giventhe preponderance of exchange-couplecl metal clusters in a¡eãs ranging from materials
chemistry [3] to biology [4], we have undertaken a study to cletermine whãt impact, if any,
electron exchange interactions have on the electron and energy transfer-chemistry of inorganic
compounds.

initial efforts involved the use of oxo_bis_carbo
complexes as components in photo_induced bimolecular
results of these stern-volmer measurements indicated a

xylato-bridged dinuclear Fe(III)
quenching experiments [5]. The

substantial difference in the quenching kinetics of two
complexes having similar chemical compositions, but
whose intramolecular Heisenberg exchangì interactions
differed by nearly an order of magnitude (Figure 1). More
detailed follow-up work enabled us to establish that the
difference in reactivity was linked to changes in electron
and/or Dexter energy transfer rates upon modulation of the
spin exchange propefiies of the system t6l. It also proved
possible to decouple Heisenberg spin exchangá from
variables such as the crriving force and reorganization
energy for electron transfer, thereby enabling us to
independently påobe these factors as they relate to the
reactivity of exchange-coupled complexes.

Although the bimolecular work provided answers
to certain questions, limitations endemic to bimolecular
quenching studies (e.g', diffusion, cage escape, etc.) prevented us from establishing a firm link
between reactivity and Heisenberg exchangè. Current efforts therefore involve the synthesisand characterization of covalently likecl assemblies which will circumvent the problems
encounteted in the bimolecular reactions. The object is to attach electron and/or energy
transfer donors to exchange-coupled complexes, then study the kinetics of these processes as afunction of the coupling within the cluster itself. This experimenral work is being coupled
with theoretical efforts [7] to identify the principal superexchange pathways in such clusters,
with the goal of unifying the concepts that defingelectron transfer and magnetic exchange,

tll
tzl
t3l

t4l

tsl
t6l

t7l

For an overview, see: Kahn, o. MorecLùar Magnetism vcH publishers, Inc., New york, r993
McCarthy, P.J.;Güdel, H.ll. Cooil. Chent. Rev.19gg, gg,69
Gatteschi, D.; Caneschi, A.; par-di, L.; Sessoli, R. Science 1gg4,265, 1054
Berg, J'M'; Lippard, S.J. Principctls of Bioinorgctnic Chentistry Univer.sity Science Books, CA, 1994
Kirby, J.P.; Weldon, B.T.; McCusker, J.K. Inorg. Chem. ].ggg, 37,365g
weldon, B.T.; wheeler, D.E.; Kirby, J.p.; Mccusker, J.K., submirred |or publication
Rodriguez, J.H.; McCusker, J.K., submitted for publication
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Unified Consideration on Magneto-Thermod¡rnamic Effects
in Chemical Reactions

Masuhiro Yamagughi, lsao Yamamoto, Kiyonori Ishikawa and Soichiro Mizusaki
Department oJ Physics, Yokohama Nation¿tl Universíty,

Yokohatna, Kanagøwa 240- 85O I, Japan

The magnetic tield effects (MFEs) were studied on thermodynamic quantities in
chemical reactions from a unilied consideration. First, we introduced the magneto-chemical

potential which was composed of tle non-magnetic and the magnetic ternrs of the chemical
potential, starting from the magnetostatic energy which is the origin of t]¡e MFEs. Then, the
MFES on the thermodynamic quantities, such as the equilibrium constant Ç, the heat of
reaction A H, the free energy change A G and the entropy change A S, were

systematically formulated using typical thermodynamic relationships.

In calculation, the general formulation was applied to the ferromagnetic metal-

hydrogen system, especially to the system l,aCo.-Hr. This system has two kinds of reactions
of the CI + F and S + f regions. lt is inæresting that these two regions indicaæ. opposite

MFEs to each other. Indeed, when a magnetic field is applied, the absolutc value of the heat

of reaction is increased in the CI + 6 region, but decreased in the ß + f region.

In experiment, we applied higb magnetic fields of l0-3OT to this systern to observe

the MFEs [11. The MFE on the equilibrium constant was obtained from the change in
equilibrium hydrogen pressure which was a measure of the equilibrium. The MFE on the free
energy change was difectly determined from the influence on equilibrium electrode potential

for the metal-hydrogen electrochemical system. Howevern the MFE on fle heat of reaction

and the enhopy change were difficult to detect directly by the calorirnetric rnethod because of
very small magnetic effects. Therefore, we adopted a non-calorimefric method: The
temperature dependence of the equilibrium hydrogen pressure can give the effective values of
AH and AS in zero field or a magnetic field.

The observed results of the MFEs agreed qualitatively and quantiktively with the
calculated ones. For instance, the fractional change of ÀH caused by the magnetic field of
28T was observed to be 0.411.87o in the o+É region and -0.47tI.77o in the ß+r
region. These values are consistent with the calculated ones of 0.26*0.719o and -3.89* -
5.729o, respectively. The MFE on the entropy change also showed satisfactory agleement

between the observed and calculated values. All of the MFEs can be understood by the
present magneto-thermodynamic formulation.

tll M.Yamaguchi and L Yamamofo, in Dynamic Spin Chemistry, S. Nagakura, H. Hayashi and T
Azumi, eds. pp. 13 t - I 51, Kodarisha/Wiley, Tokyo, I 998.

Corresponding auûor: M. Yamaguchi, yamaguch@dnj.ynu.acjp
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Magnetoaerodynamics-Application to Fuel Cells-

Nobuko I. Wakavama and Tatsuhiro Okada

National lnstitute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology, Tsukub4 305-8565, Japan

One of the promising applications of magnetoaerodynamics is in toward the
promotion of the oxygen reduction reaction in fuel cells. In a proton exchange membrane
(PEM) fuel cell, the cathode electrode is made of porous carbon on which Pt catalysts are

dispersed and a following cathode reaction proceeds via a platinum catalyst:
Or+4H* +4e -+2HzO. In this reaction, the reaction product is water and the transport of
02 gas to the reaction site, Pt is caused by diffilsion process. Therefore, the transport of 02 gas

is the major rate-limiting process, and thus, causes high overpotential and loss of efficiency of
the system. The aim of the present paper is to study if the magnetic force acting on 02 gas can

promote the hansport in gas chamber and improve the perfonnance of the fuel cell.
The three-electrode glass cell was used for the electrochemical experiments. A

platinum-dispersed carbon paper was used. One side of the electrode was opened to the glass

cell. Behind the working electrode, a strong permanent magnet G\IEOMAX) was aftached and

a steep magnetic field gradient was applied on the electrode. The value of H(dH/dy) at the
electrode was varied by changing the thickness of the magnet. A model apparatus of the gas

diffrrsion electrode was used in order to test the promotion eflect by the magnetic field. These

experimental procedures are described elsewhere Il].
Figure 1 shows the cyclic voltammograms of oxygen reduction when platinum-dispersed

carbon paper wal tested , Polarization characteristics at various intensities of magnetic field
are shown in the figure. In the absence of magnetic field, limiting current behavior with a
hysteresis befween forward and

backward potential scans was

observed, but in the presence of
magnetic field, the magnitude of
reduction cur¡ent increased almost

linearly with the potential, and the

current was enhanced by increasing

the magnetic field strength. This

magnetic effect can be explained by

the magnetic transport of Oz gas and

the reaction product, H2O, to and

from the reaction zone.

tll N.LWakayama and T.Okada, Jpn.

J.Appl. Phys.40(2001

10

0.4 0.8

,E/Vvs RHE

t.2 1.6

Fig.l Cyclic voltammagram of 02 gas reduction with and

without permanent magnets. Voltage sweep rate was 0.01 Vs-r.

(a) Without magnetic field, (b) with the magnetic field of

0.10T, (c) 0.18, and (d) 0.23 T.
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Magnetic susceptibility and solidification
of high Curie temperature Cobalt binary alloys

Eric Beaugnon and Franck Gaucherand

CNRS / CRETA / cristallographie, Grenoble, BP 166, Cedex 9, France

High static magnetic fields are known to modiff the microstructure of many materials
when they are applied at high temperature during their processing : magnetic alignment of
nuclei during solidification is even seen in very weekly magnetic materials such as

paramagnetics at high temperature [1] or diamagnetics.

In the case of more magnetic materials, such effects should be drastically enhanced, allowing
new textr.¡ring processes to occur even in very viscous materials or during solid state

ftansformations. New effects are also expected : beside magnetic coupling between particles

and applied magnetic field, direct particle to particle coupling can occur due to their high
magnetisation.

Cobalt binary alloys are good candidates for the study of such effects, since their high Curie
temperature is frequently close to a melting temperature. Experiments on such systems have

been performed in a specially designed induction furnace inserted in a superconducting

magnet, allowing a maximum field of 4 Tesla to be combined with temperatures. up to
1500"C in secondary vacuum or helium gas atmosphere.

The samples to be treated are suspended in a high magnetic gradient zone and the magnetic
force exerted on them is measured by an electronic balance inserted in the vacuum chamber.

From this force measurement, the magnetic susceptibility is deduced, evidencing in real time
phase transitions such as melting, continirous precipitation or a ferromagnetic hansition.

hr the Co-Sn near-eutectic alloy (Co rich), the melting point is a few tenths of degrees above

the Curie temperature f the large magnetisation of first nucleating crystals induces new
structures in the resulting sotid. As confirmed by neutron diffraction, the eutectic consists in
magnetically aligned Co3Sn2 and disordered Co in the eutectic phase. More surprisingly,
very long colonies of primary Co phase are aligned parallel to the magnetic field, suggesting
a mechanism by which crystallites are attracted by the strong magnetic gradient on the tip of
the growing colony.

Annealings in high field were also performed on the same system below its curie
temperature. As seen from image analysis, growing of the initially finely dispersed phases

preferentially occurred along the applied field axis.

In the Co-B near-eutectic alloy (Co rich), strong differences in the microstructures were

observed : almost no Co primary phase is seen in the zero field cooled samples, while a
significant amount is observed in high field cooled samples, suggesting a magnetic
aggregation of Co nuclei prior to the eutectic solidification. Also, anomalous magnetic
transitions measured meanwhile the cooling need more investigations.

- 49*
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Magneto-Convection Processes Observed in Non-Magnetic
Liquid-Gas Systems

Koichi Kitazawau'b'", Noriyuki Hirotau'b'", Yasuhiro Ikezoeb, Hiromichi Uetakeb,

Toru Kaihatsu", and Tomohiro Takayamao
o Department of Advanced Materials Sciences, (Jniversity of Toþo, Bunþo-ku, Toþo,

113-0033, Japan
b Department of Applied chemistry, [Jniversity of Tobo, Bunþo-ku, Toþo, 113-8656, Japan

' CREST-Japan Science and Technology corporation, Kawaguchi, Saitøma, 332-0012 ,Japan

Owing to recent remarkable progress of superconducting magnet, magnetic fìelds higher

than 10 T can easily be obtained. Then, it has been turned out that the magnetic fields of this

range do produce various effects even on dia- or para-magnetic materials. Some interesting

phenomena have been observed in physicochemical processes under magnetic fields. The

water vaporization rate was found to be significantly influenced in air and oxygen. Under

forced flow conditions of the atmosphere, both enhancement and suppression of the

vaporization were observed depending upon the direction of the gas flow relative to the field
gradient. The dissolution rate of oxygen into water was significantly accelerated under

magnetic fîeld of several teslas. A magnetothermal wind blower without mechanical driving

parts was demonstrated by partial heating or cooling of the air in a bore of superconducting

magnet. When applying this mechanism into vertical direction, control of thermal convection

was made possible. Although the appearance is different in these phenomena, the mechanism

behind them are'all based on the magnetically induced convection due to the magnetic force

which is exerted under coexistence of the magnetic field and magnetic susceptibility gradient.

In non-equilibrium processes such as water vaporization or oxygen dissolution into water,

gradient of concentration is created. This, then, creates the gradient in volume magnetic

susceptibility in the fluid. If a magnetic field is applied with the intensity gradient

perpendicular to thus created gradient of susceptibility, then a convection will take place in
the phase in which the susceptibility gradient is present. In the case of water vaporization it
occurs in the gas phase, while in the dissolution process of oxygen into water it occurs in the

liquid phase. A local heating or cooling of the air also cause the inhomogeneity of the

magnetic susceptibility and hence provide the wind blower. These studies clearly suggest

that it is possible that certain biological processes that are subjected to magnetic fields in the

range of few to several teslas may be affected via a change of physicochemical processes

such as water vaporization or oxygen dissolution into water. Moreover, since the convection

of fluid plays an important role in some chemical and metallurgical processes, magnetic

fields may be a new way of control for such processes.
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Magnetic Field Effects on Electropolymeri zation

rn,,i,u,,?offi ,iH:,:x:'tr;:h?j:,y:::#';2#:;'f,i;,77,lapan
CREST Japan Science and Technologt Corporation

Control of chemical reactions by magnetic fields is one of current topics in high
magnetic held science, which stemmed from the development and wide use of a cryocoolèd
superconducting magnet. The direct control through the Zeeman effect on electron spins is,
however, difficult except radical pair reactions because the Zeeman enorgy is quite imaller
even at 10 T than the thermal energy at room temperature. 'We have proposed a new concept
for reaction control by magnetic fields, i.e. the use of a polymer electrode whose propertiès
are controlled by magnetic fields.

Conducting polymers are frequently used for electrode modification to improve
selectivity and sensitivity for electrode reactions, and such effects depend on the redox
properties of the modifiers. Polypynole is one of the most useful materials for electronic
devices and polypyrrole modified electrodes have been investigated in connection with
electrochemically catalytic properties and biosensing applications. Polypynole has a linear
chain molecular structure and is easily prepared by electropolymerization of pyrrole. It is well
known that most organic polymers have such a large anisotropy in diamagnetic susceptibility
that they are subject to the diamagnetic orientation, resulting in the morphological changes, in
magnetic fields. Magnetoelectropolymerization (MEP), which means electropolymenzation
in magnetic fields, is thus expected to induce oriented polymenzation, leading to additive
functions. We made attempts at the MEP of pynole in a TsONa (sodium p-toluenesulfonate)
aqueous solution and found that the magnetic fields brought about drastic changes in the
morphology and the electrochemical properties of polypyrrole films. The films prepared in 5
T have denser organization, resulting in the change of doping-undoping behavior Il j.

We have used such a polypynole film as a modified electrode and examined some
electrochemical reactions [2,3]. Figure I shows the voltammograms of the proton reduction
on the OT-film and the MEP fîlms in a TsOH aqueous solution. It is clearly seen that the
electrode activity for the proton reduction is decreased with increasing magnetic field during
the polymerization. The result means
that the proton reduction proceeds
easily on the 0T-film and it hardly
proceeds on the MEP films. This effect
is considered to arise from the
diamagnetic orientation of the pyrrole
planes in the MEP films.

[] I. Mogi, K. Watanabe, and M. Motokawa,
Elecrrochemistry 67 (1999) 1051.

[2] I. Mogi, K. Watanabe, and M. Motokawa,
Synth. Met. 98 (1998) 41.

[3] I. Mogi, K. Watanabe, and M. Motokawa,

Mat. Trans. JIM 41 (2000) 966.
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Fig. I Voltammograms of the proton reduction on
the 0T-filrn and the MEP films of polypyrrole in a 0.1
M TsOH aqueous solution in the absence of a
magnetic field.
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Magnetic orientation of carbon Nanotubes at Temperatures of
231 and 314 K

Masao Fujiwara and Yoshifumi Tanimoto
Graduate School of Science, Hiroshima (IniversiÍy,

K agamiyama, H i ga s h i - H ir o.s h ima 7 3 9 - I J 2 6,,1 apan

The orientation in magnetic fields has been investigated for paramagnetic and diamagnetic
substances and proteins. The magnetic orientation arises frorn thé magnetic anisõtropy
energy and follows the Boltzmann distribution at thermal equilibrium Il]. Recently, we travä
studied the magnetic orientation of carbon nanotubes and have estimaied the magnetic sus-
ceptibìlity anisotropy for them [2]. Here, we report the temperature-dependenl magnetic
properties of nanotubes.

Carbon nanotubes were suspended in organic solvents and placed in magnetic fields of
0.0*80.0 kOe at temperatures of 23 I and 314 K. Scanning eleciron microscoly showed that
a single and free nanotube was oriented with the tube axis parallel to the fields.

First, the magnetic orientation of carbon nanotubes was examined by variation of the field
intensity (0.0-80.0 kOe). At zero field, the directions of nanotubos were random. As the
field intensity was increased, the proportion of nanotubes increased near the. orientation
where the tube axis was parallel to the field and the width of the distribution narrowed near
the parallel orientation to the field. At an 80.0 kOe field, most of nanotubes were oriented
parallel to the field. The field-intensity dependence of the orientation of nanotubes can be
interpreted as the Boltzmann distribution for the directions of different magnetic energies.
When the field intensity is low, the difference in the magnetic energies is smãll betweeriany
direction and the stable direction and the orientation is disordere¿ ó be random by the ther-
mal energy. As the field intensity is increased, the difference becomes larger between them
and the probabilitybf the orientation becomes higher in the stable direction.

Second, the magnetic orientation of carbon nanotubes was compared by change of the
temperature (231 and 314 K). At231 K, the proportion of nanotub.r *ui small near the
orientation that the tube axis was parallel to the field. When the temperature was raised to
314K, the larger proportion of nanotubes was near the parallel orientaiion to the field. The
higher probability of the orientation of nanotubes at the higher temperature cannot be ex-
plained by cornpetition between the magnetic and therrnal energies, because the orientation is
suppressed by the thermal disordering. Instead, the temperature dependence of the orienta-
tion rnay be explained by an increase of the susceptibility anisotropy of nanotubes with raise
of the temperature. If the susceptibility anisotropy is larger at 314 K than ãt 231 K, the
stabilization by the magnetic energy is larger and the probabitity of the orientation is higher
at the higher temperature.

The orientationally-averaged susceptibili$ of carbon nanotubes has been reported to
depend on the temperature. The present result of the magnetic orientation of nanofubes
indicates that the susceptibility anisotropy increases with raise of the temperature.

[] M. Fujiwara, M. Fukui, and Y. Tanimoto, J. phys. Chen. B tlg (tggg) 2627.

[2] ltl' Fujiwara, E. Oki, M. Hamada, Y. Tanimoto, [. Mukouda, and y. Shimomura, J. phys. Chem. B 105
(2001) in press.
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Magnetic-field-induced neformation of Lipid Membranes

Hutoshi Kurashima, Haruo Abe,x and Sumio Ozeki
D-gartmel!^oÍ^Ç!rç*:ttry, Fqcrylty of Science, Shinshu University, 3-l-I Asahi, Matsumoto,
A""Soryg 3^2q-86-21_, Japan: *National Research Institute for Metâls, 3-13 Sakura, Tsukuba,
Ibaraki, 3 0 5 - 85 6 5, Japan

There are several methods for structural control of organized molecular assemblies, such as use
of a flow and an electric field. One of potential methods to align and orient molecules and a
domain is a magnetic field, because which can align even diamagnetic materials having the
magnetic anisofopy. When magnetic field Fl and/or molecular number N in a domain is large
enough, the long molecular axis of chain molecules in a domain can be cooperatively aligned at an
average tilt angle. In this paper, we will report magnetic-field effects on liposomes and black
membranes of phospholipids

The BLM of didodecyl phosphite (DP) or dipalmitoylphospharidylcholine (DppC) in aqueous
NaCl solutions was formed in the hole of a thin teflon sheet which divided the teflon cell into two
comparünents. Membrane potential arising ¿rcross a BLM w¿ß measured by maintaining a l0-
fold difference in the NaCl concentration. DPPC liposomes were prepared from chloroform
solutions of DPPC with the vortex method.

Deformation in membranes of DPPC led to the fusion of its liposome and large changes in the
membrane potential of its black membrane.under high magnetic fields of up to 2g T. The
magnetofusion of DPPC liposomes significantly depended on the paticle size and aromatic
compounds doped., As a theory for the magnetic deformation of liposomes predicts, both
magnetofusion and magnetodivision were experimentally observed. There seemed to be
discrete liposome sizes stabili zed ata given magnetic field. The changes in liposome size due to
magnetofusion gives an estimation of the local curvature of the membrane. The membrane
potential behavior in the region of low magnetic field (<0.5T) may arise from the magnetic
orientation (within a plain surface) of domains in a membrane. We assumed that magnetic fields
should modify the apparent fixed charge density of the membrane via the molecular orientiation,
which would lead to changes in the molecular density (area per molecule) at the membrane surface.
The membrane potential markedly increased with high magnetic fields and doped molecuìes,
corresponding to magnetofusion. Undulation of a membrane due ûo high magnetic fields may
relax any orientational defects in a black lipid membrane, leading to a ripple-like structure, which
may cause the magnetoresponse in the membrane potential.

These results demomstrates that the magnetic regulation of rhe functions, structures, and sizes

of artificial organized membranes are possible and may be related to molecula¡ devices and
sensors.
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Spin dynamics in three- and multispin systems. Cascade transitions.

Vitaly L.Berdinsky and Anatoly L.Buchachenko
The Institute of problems of Chemical physics,
Chernogolovkn, Moscow reg., 142432 Russia

Spin dynamics and triplet-singlet conversion of radical pairs and radical triads with a num-ber of magnetic nuclei in arbitrary magnetic fields have been shown to be described as evo-lution of coherencres p¡ (off-diagànal ãlements of the spin de.rsity matrix p). Thus, the prob-ability øs(r) ro find rhe initially t ipt"t radical pair in thå singlet srare is

pr, (/) =Ð rì pi sin2 a2rt /2 ,

herc f , and pr¡ are the coherencies of the final (singlet) and the initial (triplet) states, andou = \L, - L , lt n ate the frequencies of evolution of the (1,7)-coheren.ì.r. The production ofthe coherenciés and their sums charac;terize the probabiliìies of r-s conversion in multispin(multilevel) systems. The spin evolution of radical pairs and their r-,s conversion in weakmagnetic fields have been proved to be differentlrom the processes in strong magnetic fields.In weak magnetic fields nuclear spins and hyperfine interactions induce both'direct 4 + ,s,4 -+^s , T- -+,9 electron spin transitions, and cascade transitions T. _+ To_, ;,
T- 

t rt -+ s' 4 -+ T* -+ 's ' 4 --> T- -+,S simultaneously. The probabilities of the direct andthe cascade transitions are shown to be comparable. Thus, in weak magnetic fields spin dy-namics of radical pairs and magnetic and spin effects are áetermined: a) by direct transitions;å) by cascade transitions; c) by quantum interference between direct and cascade transi-tions.
For some models of radical pairs the field dependencies of reaction yields, chemically in-

fucef nuclear spin polarization and magnetic isotope effects have been evaluated and ana-lyryd.simple observable anal¡icar forirules will úe presented.
The support of the Russian Fund for Basic Researci lc.*, 99-03-33266) is greatly ac-knowledged.
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Spin chemistry and organic molecule-based ferrimagnetics

Daisuke Shiomi," Kazunobu Sato,L'and Takeii Takuib

'Department rl'Materials Science and bDepartment of Chemistry, Graduate School of
Science, Osokq City Universiry, Sumiyoshi-ku, Osøka 558-8585, Japan

Ferrimagnetic long-range order has not been documented so tàr in purely organic
molecular crystals. Molecule-based f-errimagnetics has been a long-standing issue in terms of
materials ohallenge in spin chemistry. In this study, we examine the possible occurrence of
f'errimagnetic spin alignment in organic molecular systems composed of biradicals with two
unpaired electrons and monoradicals with S=1/2 tiom both theoretical calculations in
quantum terms and experiments of ESR spectra and magnetic susceptibility on some model
compounds.

A signifìcant f'eature of the molecule-based l'errimagnetics is multi-centered or multi-
contact exchange interactions within and between the open-shell molecules [1-31. The
ground state of a molecular chain composed of a biradical with So,+S', and a monoradical
with S," (,Sn,=S6r=S.=112) is examined in terms of numerical calculations of a model spin
Hamiltonian. It is shown liom the calculations that the one-dimensional molccular
assemblage o1 biradicals with a triplet (S=1) ground state and monoradicals with S=1/2 has a

l'errimagnetic ground state with S=N12 (N: the number of unit cells) [3]. A spin contraction,
however, is t'ound in the expectation value of the biradical spin <(So,+Sor)2>, which deviates
littm the value ol Sn,+S,,r=1 as expected f'or isolated molecules. An S=1 is not a good
quantum number tbr describing the biradical embedded in the exchange-coupled molecular
assemblage [3]. It is noteworthy that the deviation of <(So,+Sor)" is fbund fbr a molecular
assemblage of ground-sl,ate singlet biradicals and monoradicals as well [a]. The calculations
indicate a possible f'errimagnetic ground state resulting fiom the quantum spin "elongation",
<(Sbr+Sb,)2>t0, at¡the ground-state singlet biradical, although in non-quantum terms the
biradicals seemingly have no contribution to the magnetization at low temperatures.

Organic biradicals and triradicals of stable nitronyl nitroxide derivatives were synthesized
(see Scheme) as model compounds fbr organic molecule-based t-errimagnetics [5,6]. The
intra- and inter-molecular exchange interactions of the molecules were examined tiom ESR
spectra in solutions and magnetic susceptibility in solid states. Potentialities ol the radicals as

molecular building blocks ['or organic f'errimagnets will be discussed.

o
o-
I

OR = OH, O-Na+, O-K+, OC

[1] D. Shiomi el al., J. Phys. Chem. B l0l (1997)3342,

[2] M. Nishizawa et al., J. Phys. Chem. B. 104 (2000) 503.

[3] D. Shiomi et al., J. Phys. Che.m. ll. 104 (2000) 1961.

[4] D. Shiomi el al., J. Phys. Chem. B. 105 (2001) 2932.

[5] S. Hase el al., J. Maler. Chem. I I (2001) 756; il¡id., Polyhedron, iu press.

[6] T. Kanaya et al., Polyhedron, in press.
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ESR Studies on the Ground State Properties of S=l Antiferromagnetic
Chain Systems

Masayuki Hagiwara
RIKEN (The Institute of Physícal and Chemical Research), Wako, Saitama 351-0lgg, Japan

Antiferromagnetic chain systems have attracted for about two decades since Haldane
predicted [1] that the Heisenberg antiferromagnetic chain (HAC) with an integer spin value
has an energy gap, while the HAC with a half integer spin one has no energy gap. After hisprediction, a number of experimental and theoretich studies on Heiúnùerg HAC with
quantum spin number (,S) one have been carried out. The ground state of the ^l=l HAC
system is a singlet.one and the properties of it were investigated firstly by electron spin
resonance (ESR) in the nickel complex Ni(en)r(p-NOrXClO, (en=ethylenediamine),
abbreviated as NENP, doped with a small amount of öu impurities (NENp: Cu) t2l. From
this study, it turned out that the ground state is well approximate to the valence bond solid(VBS) state [3] that consists of singlet pairs emanåting from on. *ulnedc site and
terminating on the neighboring one.

Using the same theoretical method as in Haldane's prediction [l], Affleck and Haldane
[4] argued that HAC systems with bond alternation have gapless points depending on the
bond alternating ratio which is defined as the ratio of the neighboring exchange consrants.
For the case of S=1, several numerical calculations were done ãnd the-bond alternating ratiofor the gapless point was estimated as 0.6 and the phase of the ground state is expected to
change at this point (the Haldane and the singlerdimer phases). The gapless behavior was
observed in a nickel bond alternating chãin complex uy the pres-ent author and his
collaborators [5J.

Recentl¡ single crystals of the nickel bond alternating complex Ni(333-tet)(¡r-NOrXClO4)
(333-tet=bis-(3-ámin_opropyl)-1,3-propanediamine), abbÃviateã as NTENp, were synthesized
and investigated. \V'è observed an energy gap of about 10 K above the singlet ground state.
From the comparison of the experimrntr *ith the numerical calculations, thJbond alternating
ratio is estimated as 0.45 where the ground state is expected to be in the singlet-dimer phase.
The nature of the ground state in this complex \ryas stu¿ie¿ by impurity aofrng as performedin ESR experiments on NENP: Cu. Hóre, we doped nonmagnetic Zn ions into NTENp.
From the VBS representation of the singlet-dimer phåse, we expect that the spin one emerges
at the site without forming the singlet dimer. Eiy ESR measurements on NTENp: Zn, we
observed the lowest triplet state in the energy gap which is well explained by the picture
mentioned above [6]. For comparison, *" *iU p."sent the results of ESR in Ni(pn)r(¡r-NoJ(Clo4) (pn=1,3-propanediamine) abbreviated às NINO, which is one of the Haldane
materials, doped with Zn ions. We observed two sets of two ESR signals at X-band.
The angular dependence of them are explained by the anisotropy of the g-tensor of spin l/2.

lU F,D.M, Haldane, phys. Rev. Lett. S0 (1983) il53.
[2] M. Hagiwara er al., phys. Rev. tætr. 65 (1990) 3181.

[3] I. Affleck et al., phys. Rev. [æt. Sg (tggt)7gg.

[4] I. Affleck and F D. M. Hatdane, phys. Rev. B 36 (tg,jI) SZgt.

[5] M. Hagiwara er al., phys. Rev. L,en. E0 (Iggg) l3ll.
[6] Y. Narumi et al., Phys. Rev. Left. E6 (zOOt)3Vt.
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2D Electron Spin Transient Nuation Spectroscopy as Transition Moment
Spectroscopy; Application to High Spin Systems'

Kazunobu Sato,u Koyaf*uk?,u Hideto lV[a19uo.\3,", Shigeaki$akazawa,u Daisuke Shiomi'u
Ke ij i o räd ; r f üä" öi,ï i'ü; Ë-Ë;hìht; Ñã;Èi,b ràt'üv' É i H ira i, 

b

Hideo Tomiokab and Takeji Takuiu
uDepartments of Chemistry and Materials Science, Graduate School of Science,

Osaka City University, Osaka 558-8585, Japan
bChemistry Department for Materials, Faculty of Engineering,

Mie University, Tsu, Mie 514-8507, Jopan

Molecule-based magnetism ancl magnetics have been attracting wide interest in pure

utta uppii"d sciencés. lnitre last decadei, _efforts have. been mqde to sytrthesize various

i"tiig,iii,g molecular high-spin !]stems. wé have synthesized novel types of stable high-spin

;i[ö;t * 
"r¿ 

ðtruictei:ized'their electronic sþin structures by Continuous wave ESR

;p;ï;Ñ"py. Sèrious difficulties increase in chãractertztng such high spin systeml as

g;;;ñf ãärn 
"ort"rponding 

precursors via chemical or photóchemical reactions. one of the

reasons is that .o"u."iiã*iËSn techniques are not intrinsically workable.for extremelr- la1ge

molecular electronic-spin systems, since finger-print absorptiol.peaks involving high M'-
manifolds lose theirl.ä*iti,i" inteásities in nõn-oriented media. Tlie other is in that chemical

ã¿ai"* processes--ãt"" yi.to complex_mixtures. of .high spins .with various spin

ãrftrpri"itiãi ánà f-r-rtructúre puramete.s. We have developé{a two-dimensional electron

spin transient nutation (2D-ESTN) method based on pulsed ISR spectros:opy in order to
;';icoñ-irrËr. ãim.ulìies. rhe in-BsTN method mèasures interactions between electron

;pi" ;;#iiò moments and a microwave irradiation freld in. a.straightforward nranner'

å'nabling"us to equivocally identiff the-electron spin multiplpjtiq:^gf the spin systems

i"uof".ä and disciiminate between complicated spin systems with different molecular spin

*uttipiiðities by two-¿imensionally coding differences-of the transient nutation freq:rencies

ãppèJri"g in tití"- aomàitr spectroécopy. Ã transient nutatio^n frequency, which is defined as

"ãïr"iiiãti"g 
fr"q"ã*y ofä -u"ror.oþic magnetization of spint in the.rotating frame with

rh" fi.;d¿n""y òf ift" rúi..o*uu" irradiation ñ:1d, 4gp:nds on the transition moment of an

ESR t;ilritidn, fme-structure allowed or forbidden. Tñis is also true for hyperfine transitions

involved. pulsed based 2D-ESTN method is defined as transition moment spectroscopy

which enables us to discriminate transition moments quantitatively. The methodology is

g.""i"fiy áppii.áUt. to a variety of spectroscopies. In this pãper, we present the field--swept

ãn-pSrN ifectroscopy developed gï fut q 9gr grogp -and applied to various high-spin

systems, exempli$ingiñe potential of the 2D-ESTN method.

A europium(Il) ion system (S:l12 and I:512) diluted in a CaFz single crystal is. w{eþ
known ur oï" oi spin íystems with the most complicated spectral features in ESR

;p;.ññpy U""á"r"-of tfi. high electrgn an{ nuclear ipins in an environment with cubic

symmetry sensltlve to subtlç cristal flelds. In the FSR spê:ctra of the europium(ll) ion, nraqy
pSn f""r includine nu"t"* rõitt forbidden (AMs:tl and LM1*O) as well as electron spin

ø.ùi¿¿"lfl¡rf¿rÞfittu itioni are observed. The complic_ated ESR spectra are. interpreted in

iãir ãf ttieË.i tÏbuítt and sixth) order 19tms in the.spin Hamiltonian in the cubic. symmetry.

The 2D-ESTN methãd *ur uppii.d to discriminate bétweenthe_coqplicated transitions of the

rvri.* and identify the transitions directly. The observed.2D-ESTN spectra of the system are

quantitatively repróduced by the transition moment analysis.

Applications of the 2D-ESTN spectroscopy in organic glass. matric.es to high-spin

polycartäne systems and other intriguing molecüiar ones-in molecule-based magnetics will
t" áir"urr.¿. itre ryr*r under stuõy inõlude extended high-spin polycarbene systems based

nn a phenylacetyléne dendrimer and a dilnJhrylcarbene. Their molecular structures are

áàrigri"¿ tõ h""r tãporogUlly controlled high sþìnsìn the electronic ground or thermally
acceîsible excited rtut.r."tt is'shown that the-2D-gsrN method is a usefulness tool for the

unequivo cal high- spin identification in non-oriented media.
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Electron self-exchange kinetics determi4ed by MARY spectroscopy

Guenter Grampp, Martin Justinek and Stephan Landgraf

Institute of Physical and Theoretical Chemistry
Graz University of Technologtt, Technikerstrasse 4/1, A-8010 Graz, Austria

Electron self-exchange rates play an important role in the application of Marcus theory.
Only very few experimental methods [1], of which EPR linebroadening technique is the most

widely used for organic systems l2;3f, are available to determine the rate constant /c.* of the
electron selÊexchange between a neuiral molecule A and its radical cation or anion A. +/-

A+ A.*/- ==&L A.*/- + A

It was shown theoretically that the hyperfine-induced spin motion of spin-correlated
radical pairs (RIPs) should be influenced by second-order exchange reactions [4]. Weller et

al. [5] found out that it is possible to use MARY (MAgnetic Field Effect on Reaction Yield)
spectroscopy to determine electron self-exchange rates. They studied the system pyrene /
N,N-dimetþlaniline (DMA). Unfortunately, no electron self-exchange rate constants for the
DMA / DMA. * couple are available from EPR measurements due to the instability of the
DMA radical cation. So these MARY results could not be compared to EPR values from the
literature. Recently Mclauchlan et al. [6] reporte'd on the pyrene / dicyanobenzene system in
their study of magnetic field effects under time-resolved and field-modulated steady state

conditions. A linewidth effect for the pyrene / DMA system was also observed by this group.

We report on electron self-exchange rates of the dicyanobenzene isomers obtained
applying field-modulated steady-state MARY spectroscopy in the pyrene / dicyanobenzene
(DCB) system. DCB / DCB.- electron self-exchange rates can be obtained independently by
EPR measuremlsnts to be compared with MARY results. Due to electron self-exchange of
DCB, the energy levels of the spin states of the RIP (pyrene. * DCB. - ) involved in MARY
spectroscopy are broadened. This results in a dependence of the By2value, the magnetic field
strength at which the magnetic {ield effect reaches half its saturation value, on the frequency
of the electron self-exchange and, consequently, on the concentration of DCB. For low DCB
concentrations c¡ the following equation holds [5]:

Buz(cr) -- Buz(0) +h/(gps)k,*ct

The rate constants of electron self-exchange å.* obtained via this relationship agree quite

well with literature EPR results [7].

[1] G. Grampp,Spectrochim. ActaA 54 A (14) (L998),2349.

[2] G. Grampp andrW. Jaenicke, Ber. Bunsenges. Phys. Chem.88 (1984),325.

[3] D. Ji¡rgen, S. U. Pederseru J. A. Pedersen and H. Ltxtd,Acta Chem. Scand. Sl (1997),767.

tal a.) E. W. Ituapp and K. Schulten, J. Chem. Phys.Tl (1979), 1878.

b) K. Schulten and P. G. Wolynes, J. Chem. Phys. 68 (1978),3292.

[5] If Saedq R. Treichel and A. Weller, Chem. Phys. Lett.96 (l) (1983), 28.

t6l S. N. Batchelor, C. W. M. Kay, K. A. Mclauchlan, I.A. Shlrob, J. Phys. Chern.97 (f 993), 13250

Pl B. A Kowert, L. Marcoux and A J. Bar{l Am, Chem. Soc. 94 (1972), 5538.
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Intrinsic Enhancement Factors of the Spin-Orbit Coupling Induced
Electron Spin Polarization in Photoinduced Electron Transfer Reactions

Shozo Tero-Kubotau, Takashi Tachikawa,a Akio Katsuki,b Yasuhiro Kobori,u
Kimio Akiyama,u and Yoshiharu Usui,'

alnstitute of Multidisciplinary Researchþr Advanced Materials, Tohoku University, Sendai,

980-8577, Japan
bDepartment of Chemistry, Faculty of Education, Shinshu (Jniversity, Nagano 380-5144,
Japon
"Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Ibaraki University, Mito 310-8512, Japan

The study of CIDEP mechanisms has made fundamental contributions to our
understanding of photochemical reaction mechanisms and dynamics of short-lived species.

The RPM verifies the weak interaction between the unpaired electrons in solvent separated

radical pairs (RPs). In contrast, spin-orbit coupling (SOC) interaction operates in exciplexes
or contact RPs because of the short-range interaction [1]. In our recent work [2-6], a

net-absorptive CIDEP due to the SOC interaction was observed in the photoinduced electron
transfer reactions containing heavy atoms. In this work, we present solvent effects on the
intrinsic enhancement factors of the SOC mechanism (SOCM) in the photoreduction of
duroquinone (DQ) with xanthene dyes (eosin Y and erythrosine B).

Echo-detected FT-EPR measurements were performed by using an X-band pulsed EPR
spectrometer (Bruker ESP 3S0E) equipped with a dielectric resonator (Q - 100). The sample
solutions were deoxygenated by argon gas bubbling and flowed into a quartz cell within the
EPR resonator. The radical yield was determined by using nanosecond transient absorption
spectroscopy. Eosin Y and erythrosin B (l x 104 mol ¿*t) were selectively excited by a
Nd:YAG laser (Spectra-Physics GCR-I55, 532 nm).

Excitation of the xanthene dye in the presence of DQ gave the CIDEP spectra due to the
net-emissive TM and net-absorptive SOCM. The buildup rate of the SOCM significantly
depends on the DQ ôoncentration, because the spin polarization is generated by bimolecular
reactions. We measured the concentration dependence of the time profiles of the
echo-detected FTEPR signals. The nonlinear curye f,rts were performed with numerically
solving the modified Bloch equation by the Runge-Kutta method. We determined the kinetic
parameters and intrinsic enhancement factors of the CIDEP in the xanthene dyes - DQ
system in several alcoholic solvents. The radical yield escaped from the solvent cage
remarkably depends on the solvent: methanol < l-butanol < ethanol < l-propanol. On the
other hand, the intrinsic enhancement factors of the SOCM were extremely influenced by the
solvent viscosity but little by the solvent polarity. The electron spin polarization due to the
SOCM was clearly observed even in the water containing ethanol solutions, suggesting that
the contact RPs has suffrcient lifetime to create the polarization in the present system.
Coulomb interaction is not important in forming the contact RP, because the xanthene dye
sensitized reduction reactions do not form ion pairs by electron transfer.

[l] U. E. Steiner and T. Ulrich, Chem. Rev. 89 (1989) 51.

[2] A. Katsuki, K. Akiyam4 Y. Ikegami, and S. Tero-Kubot4 J. Am. Chem. Soc. 116 (1994) 12065.

[3] A. Katsuki, K. Akiyama, and S. Tero-Kubota, Bull. Chem. Soc. Jpn. 68 (1995) 3383..

[4] S. Sasaki, A. Katsuki, K. Akiyama and S. Tero-Kubot4 J. Am. Chem. Soc. 119 (1997) 1323.

[5] S. Sasaki, Y. Kobori, K. Akiyama and S. Tero-Kubota" J. Phys. Chem. A 102 (1998) 8078.

[6] S. Sasaki, Y. Kobori, K. Akiyam4 and S. Tero-Kubota, Res. Chem. Intermed. 27 (2001) 155.
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CIDEP Investigations of the Mechanism and Kinetics of

Electron Transfer Processes.

D. Beckert, J. Geimer and Jian-Ming Lü

University of Leipzig, Faculty of Chemistry qnd Mineralogy, Interdisciplinary Group Time'
Resolved Spectroscopy, P ermoserstras se I 5, D-04 3 I I LeipZig, Germany

Using Fourier transform electron paramagnetic resonance (FT EPR), the

anthraquinone-2,6-di-sulfonate (2,6-AQDS) radical anion generated by photoreduction with
different amines and pyrimidine-type bases as electron donors was studied in the nanosecond

and microsecond time scale. The radical anions were generated via triplet-sensitized electron

transfer from amines or pyrimidine-type bases donor to anthraquinone-2,6-disulfonate triplets

in aqueous solution with laser photolysis at 308 nm. The radical anions show strong

chemically induced dynamic electron polarization (CIDEP) by the triplet mechanism, this

polarization was affected by the properties of different donors. As the donor is triethylamine,

the concentration of 2,6-AQDS-' is higher than that as the donor is thymine, this is due to the

back electron transfer reaction within the primary radical ion pair {2,6-AQDS-'*.'.DH*'*}'
However, the polarization of the former is smaller than the later, this coupled with

dependence of the time profiles of 2,6-AQDS-' on the quinone concentration, a concept of
quinotte-qoinone complexes and quinone-pyrimidine complexes is proposed. Analysis of the

FT-EPR time profiles and NMR results gave the equilibrium constant of the free and quinone

complex equilibrium.
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Time profiles of anthraquinone-2,6-disulþnate rqdical anion for dffirent quinone

concentrations with 20 mM triethylamine at pH 11.

As a conclusion of this results together with the temperature behaviour we discuss a

model which is able to describe the complexity of the mentioned electron transfer systems.

Apart of diffusion controlled dynamic triplet quenching there must be also static triplet
quenching due to ground state complexes between donor and acceptor. These complexes are

connected directly or via H-bonds to the solvent.
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Chemically Induced Electron-Nuclear Spin Polarization in Zero and Very
Low Magnetic Fields

Elena Baerra!Êkqya', Haruhiko Yashiro'. Matvei Fedinn.

Peter Pultovt'and Malcolm D. E. Forbes'

" lntcrnational Tomogra¡thy Cenfer,.gB Rl.ç , Novosibirsk 630090, Ru,s.çia
t'lnstittttc of'Chemical Kinetics and Combustion, SB RAS, Novosibirsk 630090, Rus'çia

c[/cnahle and Kenan Luborafories, Departntent o.f Chemisfry, C:B#3290
(Jnitet'sity of North ()arolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599

In present paper we report the first experiments on the direct measurement of the low

rnagnetic field chemically induced spin polarization using Time-Resolved ESR techniqr-re. In

our investigations we have used the reaction of photolysis of 2,4.í-trimethylbenzoyl phosphor-ric

acicl dimethyl ester (TMPDE). The use of the photochemical reaction yietding

dimetlroxyphosplronyl arrd diphenylphosphonyl radicals with alarge HFI constant allowed us

to employ modified L-band ESR setup to detect low and zero field spin polarizatiorr. Large
mLrltiplet electron-nuclear spin polarization in very low and zero lragnetic fields has been

observed for the first time. The theoretical description of the formation of this large

polarization lras been proposed ancl founct to be in good agreement with experimerrtal data.

The spectra ancl tirne-resolved kinetics in low and liigh magnetic fields have been measured. It

has been found that the kinetics detected by tl're low-field emissive line decays much slower than the

one cletected by the high-f,relcl line at the same laser light. The decay of the high-field kinetics is

well-describecl by the monoexpollent, whereas the kinetics detected by the low-field emissive line is
well-described by the second-order reaction. This fact is explained by the specific character of the

HFl-induced spin relaxation in a low magnetic frèld and is in a complete agreement with our recent

paper [1]. It has been shown. that in a low magnetic field the relaxation rate between the lower ancl

3 upper spin-levels of the radical with one HFI constant is expected to be very slow in comparison

witlr the lrigh field. HFl-induced relaxation rate between levels decreases down to zero ín zerc

magnetic fielcl. because dipole-dipole relaxational transitions are not allowed between states u,ith
clifferent total spin. It is shown that the high-fìelcl TR ESR kinetics is determined by the HFI-
induced spir-r relaxation, while the low-field one is determined by the chemical reactiou. since it is

faster than the relaxation rate in that field.
We would like to note that despite the fact that electron-nuclear polarization has been cletectecl for

the specific case of radicals with large HFI constant. the proposecl polarization mechanisms should

also work for the radicals with HFI constant of 1.0-2.0 mT or for the radicals with several HFI-
constauts. For a raclical with more than one norl-zero HFI constant, the situation is rnore

complicated. but non-equilibriurn electron-nuclear polarization should still be obset'r,ed. The

existence of spin polarization in a low and zero magnetic field which can be detected r.rsing the

oscillating rf-fìelcls is very important result obtainecl. This allows to investigate mechanisms aud

kinetics of chemical reactions, molecularancl spin dynamics of short-lived radical interrnediates in a

low and zero lnagnetic frelcl.

This work was slrpported by RFBR (Project No.99-03-32459) and INTAS (Project

No.99-1766).

I I M. V. Fedin. P. A. Purtov. E. C. Bagryanskaya, Chern. Phys. Lett. 339, 39,5 (200 I )
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Time-Resolved EPR Studies on the Lowest Excited rriplet States
in Fluid Solution

Seigo Yamauchi, Akihiro Takahashi, .lohei lwasaki, Yasunori Ohba,
Aharon Blanko, and Haim Levanono

IMRAM, 'lbhoku {lniversity, Sendai 980-8577, Japan
nl)epartment oÍ Pbts¡cal Clzemistry, The Hebrew University, Jerusalem 91904, Israel

Since the first observation of a time resolved EPR (TREPR) signal for excited triplet
fullerene in fluid solution [], we believed to observe the excited triplet signals in other
molecules and have succeeded in observing triplet signals for metallo-porphyrins and -
phthalocyanines [2]. A marked difference among those rnolecules is that the fullerene signal

does not include information on the zero-field splitting (zfs) parameters due to its
extraordinary sharp (ca. 0.05 mT) signal as compared with those (>10 mT) of the others.

In this study, we examined simulation of TREPR spectra of a boron subphthalocyanine
(SubPc) triplet observed in toluene at various temperatures (5-360 K) We also obtained the

EPR properties (spectrum and spin relaxation) for metalloporphyrins (MTPP; M:Hr, Mg, and

zn) by changing microwave frequency of three bands, x-, e, and w- bands at room
temperature. The concentrations of the samples were ca. 0.3 mM. From these data we

tried to analyze a dynamic electronic structure and molecuiar motions in the excited triplet
state in solution.

The sirnulation was made with two models; one is based on an average of EPR properties

such as zfs pa;ameters D and E between two states and the other between the two sites
having the same EPR parameters. It was concluded that the average between the Jahn-

Teller split states with different E occurs at lower temperatures (60-120 K) and molecular
rotations occur from 150 K, initially around the out-of plane z axis, gradually around the in
plane (x and y) axes above 200 K, and becomes isotropic above 280 K. The zfs parameters

remain constant in solution.

The spin-lattìce relaxation time (Ir) was obtained for three kinds of metalloporphyrins,
HTTPP, MgTPP, and ZnTPP of the excited triplet state in toluene at X-, Q-, and W-bands.
The values remained nearly the same (30-35 ns) for ZnTPP and varied remarkably from 50
(X) to 1200 ns (W) for H'TPP. MgTPP showed a moderate change. These values are
discussed in terms of a spin dipolar interaction, a spin-rotation interaction, and averaging
over the Jahn-Teller split states.

References

[1]G. L. closset a1.,J. Phys. c.hem.,96,5528(1992);H. Levanon etal.,ibid.,97,3671(1993)

[2] J. Fujisawa et al., J. Phys- chem.,lol,434 (1997);J. Am. chent. soc.,lt9, 8736 (lgg].).
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Magnetic Effects on the Spin Dynamics of the

Photo-excited Triplet State of Organic Molecules

Tien-sung Lin, David J. sloop, Tran-chin Yang, and Samuel I. weissman

Department of Chemistry, lltashington (Jniversity, St. Louis, MO 63I 30, USA

By the application of an ultra fast magnetic field sweeping (2.0x105 T/sec) and the zero-

fieid magnetic resonance free induction decay (ZFMR/FID) techniques, we are able to probe

the dynamics at the level anti-crossing GAC) region of the photo-excited triplet states of
pentacene-hrc in p-terphenyl (PHPT) and pentacene-dr¿ in p-terphenyl @DPT) systems. We

obtain the (minimum) energy gaps between the two crossing levels as 16.7 t 2.0 and 14.3 t3.7
MHz for PI{PT and PDPT, respectively, when Bo ll x [1,2]. The minimum energy gaps occur at

14 mT for both systems. The hyperfine interaction contributes only partially to the observed

energy gap. We find that the crossing is a non-adiabatic passage at such a high jumping rate.

fhe ituãy also allows us to examine the initial population of the photo-excited triplet states of
these two systems.

Further application of pulsing a magnetic field along selected crystal axes during the FID,

we are able to examine the changes in spin diffi¡sion processes, hyperfine, quadrupole, and

crystal field interactions. We observe that the measurable FID shortens dramatically as a

mâgnetic field is applied and it is difñcult to observe signals when the magnetic field is greater

than 5 mT and no .òho is observed when two microwave pulses are applied. A proper selection

of pulse sequence allows us to conveniently measure the EPR lineshape in the 0 - 3 mT

magnetic fieids range. The field is stable before the end of the spectrometer dead time, the FID

.uol r., in the progta.med field. Line broadening and splitting is clearly observed in the FT

spectrum of thê pbpf Tv-Tz transition with the field pulsed at zero and 0.7 mT [3]' We

believe such spectral information should provide valuable data in this difficult spectral region

(where the applied magnetic fields are on the order of the hyperfine interactions.)

We employ fwo different pulse schemes (A and B) to study the LAC dynamics of PIIPT

and PDPT systems by sweeping an external field through an avoided crossing region. The FID

intensities of the Tv-Tz transitions are increased significantly upon field sweeping in both

PI{PT and PDPT systems. The maximum intensity is increased by 250% at 16.8 mT, beyond

Hxc in pulse scherne A (populate the triplet state in zero field), and 3500/o in pulse scheme B

(populaie the triplet state at specified fields). The intensity change may arise from_the non-

øiãUatic population transfer, or cross-relaxation between two upper triplet levels. However,

the experimental results indicate that the non-adiabatic state mixing is the dominant

mechanism.

The non-adiabatic transition probabilities are calculated theoretically by the time-dependent

Schrodinger equation. The probability strongly depends on the minimum energy gap between

the two óupüñg states. ThJ maximum probability can reach 0.8 for the system with a coupling

constant, V : 9 MHz. The spectral simulation by including the participation of the second

species provides a better fit with the experimental data. However, small misalignments of
sämple orientation and sample inhomogeneity may also affect the outcome of the simulation'

I V. Kouskov, D.J. Sloop, S. L Weissman and T.-S. Lin, Chem. Phys. Letters,232 (L995) 165

I T C Y*g, D.J, Sloop, S.I. Weissman, and T.-S. Lin, Chem. Phys Letters, 331 (2000) 489.

I T.C. Y*g, D.J. Sloop, S.l. Weissman, and T.-s. Lin, J. chem. Phys Ll3 (2000) I I 194.
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Time-Resolved EPR Study on the Excited States of High Spin Molecules

Kimio AKIYAMA, Atsuko SUZUKI, and Shozo TERO-KUBOTA

Ins t i tute of Mul t i di s c ipl inary Re s e ar c h for Adv anc e d Mat er i al s,

Tohoku University, Sendai 980-8577, JAPAN

In a recent paper, l) we repofted the first observation of
the TREPR spectrum of the Tr state of diphenylmethylene
(DPM) and determined the ZFS parameters (both lDl and lEl)
directly. The lDl of ZFS parameters was reduced by
one-half compared with that of the Ts state. The results
were well explained in terms of the delocalization of
unpaired electron to the phenyl moieties, and also supported
by MO calculations. The electron spin polarization of an
AAA/EEE pattem was observed for the lAM,l:l transitions in
the T1 state of DPM. The pattern was interpreted in terms of PBM

the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) interaction between the Tr and Sn states, which induces the
selective decay from the highest sublevel through the anisotropic non-radiative decay.

To obtain the detailed information on the electronic structure of the Tr state of DPM, we
observed the TREPR spectra of the l3C enriched sample in the central carbon atom of DPM
in a benzophenone single crystal. In single crystal the To and Tr components were
measured separately in the spectrum because of the narrow line width and gave the splitting
in each signal causing by hyperfine (hf) interactions. Based on the results for different
orientations of the magnetic field principal values of hf tensor were determined as well as

those of g-tensor of unpaired electron for both the T1 and T6 state of DPM. The principal
values of the hyperfine tensor were Axy:204, Ayy:21 1, and Azz:124 MHz for the Te state,
and Axx:l 17, 

tÃvv:I69, 
and Azz:94 MHz for the T1 state of I3C-DPM, respectively.

Using the anisotropic components of hf tensor the unpaired electron distributions were
determined for both the To and Tr state of DPM. Spin densities on the n orbital of the
central carbon atom in the T1 state was reduced by 70 o/o compared with that in the Tç
indicating the delocal ization to phenyl moietie s.

Upon excitation of m-phenylenebis(methylene) (PBM), which is a quintet (S:2) in the
electronic ground state, polarized EPR spectra were observed in a glassy matrix at low
temperatures. Two types of the spectra were observed depending on the excitation
wavelength of the laser pulse. The excitation with the light of 465 nm, which
corresponded to Q-Q absorption of the Q6 state of PBM, gave the polarized spectrum in a
rigid matrix at low temperature. The polarized species is assigned to the Q6 state, because
the ZFS parameters were agreed well to those of PBM reported previously.2) On the other
hand, upon excitation at 485 nm the Qs state signals were disappeared and the different triplet
species was observed. The ZFS parameters and the polarization pattern were close to those
of DPM. The assignments andpolarization mechanisms in the quintet spin system will be
discussed.

I ) K. Akiyama, S. Tero-Kubota, and J. Higuchi, J. Am. Chem. ,Soc. 1998, 120,8269

2) K. Itoh, Chem. Phys. Lett. 1967 , I ,235 .
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Toward Maser Action at Room Temperature

by Electron Spin Polarization Generated via Triplet-Radical Interaction

Aharon Blank and Haim Levanon

Department of Physical Chemistry and the Farkos Center for Light-Induced Processes,

The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 91904 Israel

Recently, we have discussed the question of how encounters between stable radicals and

photoexcited triplets affect the radical's magnetization and polarization [1]. This problem

was treated analytically for low-viscosity solvents. In the present report we have extended

this treatment by a general numerical formulation for solving the stochastic Liouville

equation. This enables one to calculate the degree of the radical's polarization generated by

the radicaltriplet encounters. It considers the efficiency of triplet quenching by the radical,

which is an important factor in determining the radical polarization and the triplet lifetime in

solution. In a different numerical calculation, the diffi;sion process is considered to obtain the

overall magnetization, which is directly proportional to the polarization of the radical and its

time dependence. The theoretical results comply with the experimental data and allow

optimizing efficiently the photoinduced magnetization in terms of magnitude and lifetime.

This was accomplished by choosing a suitable chemical system, which is durable and

reversible with respect to light excitation, solvent properties and temperature.

Parallel to the basìc part of this study, the applicative aspects of achieving maser action

at room temperature is a long-sought goal. The key-question is to reach high spin

polarization, above a particular threshold. Thus, to achieve successfully this goal, the volume

susceptibility (r") of the spin system should obèy the relation:

s K" > (4It' rl'Qr)-t,

which is the threshold value for maser operation (r1is the filling factor of the sample in a

cavity, whose quality factor is Qr-) Notice that rc" is directly proportional to the spin

population difFerence (ÂN) through the relation:

r,' : ÀN/g . TYY2 . 0 .7 5). f ,, (v-vo),

where/" (v-vo) is the normalized absorption/emission line shape function [2]. At this stage

of research we have obtained a value for K", which is 30Yo of the required maser threshold at

room temperature [3]. A full maser actioq in a prototype device, operating with ultra low
noise at room temperature is underway.

tll Bla*, A. and Levaron, H. "The Interaction Between Polarized Triplets ard Stable R¿dicals in Liquid

Solutions," J. Phys. Chem. A. in press.

tzl Yariv, A. Quantum Elect¡onics (Wiley, New York, 1967).

t3l Blank, A. Levanon, H. "A First Step Toward Maser Action by Electron Spin Polarization at Room

Temperafiire," submitted to Appl. Phys. Lett.
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æ-Topology and spin alignment utilizing the excited molecular field:
ObServation of the excited high-spin states on the purely organic

n-conjugated spin systems

Yoshio Teki,t'2 Sadaharu Miyamoto,l Masaaki Nakatsuji3 and Yozo Miura3
Department of Material Science, Graduate Schoo,l of Sciencei PRESTO JST,' and-Department
of-Applied Chemistry, Faculty of Engineering,' Osaka City University, 3-3-138 Sugimoto,
Sumiyoshi-ku, Osakn558-858t Japan E-mail:teki@sci.osaka-cu.acip

The studies on the spin alignment between the metastable excited triplet state and the stable
radicals will give veryimportant knowledge on the novel spin alignment fl,2,3),,leading to a
new strategy for the photo-control of the magnetism of the organic spin systems. In this PQPe¡,
we report llie excited quintet (S:2) stâtes ariiing from the intramolecular radical-t¡iplel pai.r-i1
the pùrely organic øôonjugøted spin systems. [n 9,10-anthracen-bis(4-phenyliminonitroxrÍle)
(1¡), twó iminonitroxidoraãicals are linked to the diphenylanthracene moiety (a spin-coupler)
through the æ-conjugation as shown in Fig. 1. A time-resolvod ESR spectrury ryith well resolved
fine-säucture spliitiñg was observed in aîigid glass and assigned to ân-excited quintet stale. []^1.
On the other tiand, such a high-spin excitèd state was not observed for 9,10-anthracen-bis(3-
phenyliminonitroxide) (1b) which is the æ-topological isomers of la [3]. Therefore, the direct
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Fig. I Photo-Induced Spin Alignment of la and 2autiliziîgthe Excited Molecular Field

observation of the quintet state in La indicates the photo-induced fenomagnetic spin alignment
between the excited triplet state of the diphenylanthracene moiety and the doublet radical spins.

Since a weak antiferromagnetic exchange interaction was observed in the ground state of la, the

effective exchange coupling between the two dangling radicals through the spin coupler has

been changed ûom antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic upon photo-excitation as shown in Fig. l.
Thus, a photo-induced spin alignment utilizing the excited triplet molecular field was realized

for the first time in the purely organic n-conjugated spin system. The similar excited quintet

state was also obse¡¡ed for the 9,10-anthracen-bis(4-phenylverdazyl) system (2a). Ab-initioMO
calculations (DFT) were carried out in order to clariff the mechanism of the spin alignment. The
role of the spin delocalization and the spin polarization mechanisms was revealed on the photo-

excited state as well as the important role of the n-topology in the spin alignment.

tU C. Corvaja et al., I Am. Chem. Soc. lt7 (1995) 8857; F. Conti et al., J. Pltys. Chem. 104 (2000') 4962.

[2] K. Ishii et al., J. Am. Chem. ,Soc. 118 (1996) 13079; J. Phys. Chem. 103 ( 1999) 1986.

[3] Y. Teki et al., J Am. Chem. Soc. 122 (2000) 984; ìbid.l23 (2001) 294.
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Spin-Polanzatton of Weakly Coupled Triptet-Doublet Pairs in Head-to-
TaiI Porphyrin Dimers: Bnergy Transfer and Molecular Relaxation

Motoko Asano-Someda

Department of Chemistry, Toþo Institute of Technology,

O-okayama, Meguro-ku, Tolcyo, I 5 2-85 5 l, Japan

In the triplet-doublet pair states where electron spins are coupled weakly through a
long distance, photodynamics of the originally triplet part is changed from the triplet alone
and subjected to interaction with the doublet. Electron spin polarization patterns and their
time developments are expected to reveal how the interaction controls the coupled system
and its dynamics. While extensive efforts have been devoted to study strongly coupled
triplet-doublet systems, relatively few examples have been observed for the weakly coupled
systems[1]. In rigidly-linked linear-type porphyrin dimers, we have observed time-
resolved EPR signals due to electron spin polarization of weakly coupled triplet-doublet
pairs, and discuss spin dynamics in these systems as well as how the photodynamics is
affected by long-range spin-spin interaction.

In biphenyl-bridged head-to-tail porphyrin dimers, which have one half with a metal
or radical electron spin in the ground state, photoexcitation yields a weakly coupled triplet-
doublet pair. In the case of the free-base-copper(Il) porphyrin dimer, direct excitation at
the free base generates a free base triplet which is coupled with the copper doublet, whereas
excitation at the copper porphyrin leads to energy transfer to the free base triplet. For both
cases, the observed transient EPR spectra are ascribed to a weakly coupled triplet-doublet
state, and consist of a broad porphyrin triplet-like feature and narrow signals in the center
of the spectrum. However, the spin-polarization patterns are completely different between
the two pathways. 'For the triplet-like features, the polarization pattern with direct
excitation of the free base is explained by spin-orbit intersystem crossing whereas that from
energy transfer can be interpreted in terms of spin-selective depopulation or flip flop
relaxation. On the other hand, the narrow signals in the center of the spectra decay more
quickly than the triplet-like features. Similarly, for the free base-radical ligating zinc(Il)
porphyrin dimer, a tripletlike feature and narrow signals are observed. However, the
polarization pattern of the tripletlike feature shows spin-orbit intersystem crossing
independent of the excitation wavelength, probably due to fast energy transfer to the free
base singlet state. The observation of the narrow signals in both dimers suggests that
these features are of a contribution mainly from the doublet character transitions in the
coupled system.

[] Asano-Someda, M.; van der Est, A.et. al. J. Phys. Chem. A 1999, 103,6704.
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crDEP study on energy- sptitting of quartet and doublet states

in radical-triplet encoùnter pairs

Akio Kawai, yasuyuki Watanabe, and Kaeuhiko Shibuya
Department of Chemis*y, Toþo Institute of Technologt,
2-12-l Ohokayama, Meguro_ku, Tokyo tSã_gSSt, J"p*.

^-^t$i"{ltriptet interaction is one o{F.. interesting ropics in the studies of spin chemistry.CIDEP of free radigals created by radical-triplet .n-ro,rit , processes reflects the magneticinteractions *iüh-t: encounter pairs [1,2]. 
' 

e.ror¿ing to tt. theory of radical-triplet pair
mechanism for CIDEP, net emissiõn signal is created for ¡lo and net absorption for J>0 whereJ.means.energY splitting of quartet and doublet states (J<0 for quartet > doublet). With thissimple sign rule, a large number of radical-triplet ,yi.*, were examined to understand theenelgy splitting, J. Usually, antiferromagnetìc coupling (J<0) occurs in the pair due to theexchange interaction. 

.This is very similar to the'couitìng in radicJ pui.. in which thetiplet states is higher in energy than singlet state. ^iecently, 
we found fenomagnetic

coupling appearinq in the pairs of some triplet molecules with galvinoxy radical systems [3].In these pairs, an interrrolecular charge transfer (cT) state interacts with the radical-tripletpair state' This additional effect oti.o.rgy sptiuing is larger than the splitting caused byexchange interaction and the sign of J value iu*r out tã b, poritiu".
otu goal of the present study is to understand the effect cT state much in.details. wepaid oru attention to these systems where the sign of J value is very sensitive to the effect ofCf $te' We performed time-resolved ESR ðetection of ClDEpcreated in the systems ofgalvinoxyl and naphthalene derivatives or biphenyl derivatives. Sitn of J values

determined by cIDEP was examined against the ¡c'values between cr-ããà radical-triplet
pair states. The ÁG values were estimãted by the equation,

theJe oxidarion porenriar^$;#;fTïiîiîilrìff Íå'SFl;gÍ?". rhe sorvation and
Coulomb energie's were excluded in the estimation. Tíe figure ìho*, sign of J value vs.

oo
(0

'Ê
oE
oz

and LG value obtained in galvinoxyl-
naphthalene derivative systems. It is
noteworthy that the most of systems show
positive J value and that negative J value
was found in the two systems whose ÂG
values are smaller than the others. This
may suggest that the coupling between CT
and radical-triplet pair states is large
enough to overcome exchange interaction
giving positive J value in the most of
galvinoxyl-naphthakene systems. It is
interesting that CT state locating 2 kcaVmol
below radical-triplet pair state is no longer
effective for sign of J value. Similar
analysis on biphenyls will be shown as well
and details of the CT effect will discussed.

[U C.Blättler, F. Jent and H. paul, Chem. phys. Len., t66 (tgg})375.
[2] A. Kawai, T. Okursu and K. Obi, J. phys. Chem., 95 (1991) 9130.

[3] A. IGwai, K.Shibuya and K.Obi, Appl. Magn. Reson., tg e000) 343.
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Specific Features of Non-Adiabatic Transitions in Liquidlhase Processes

Mechanisms of CIDBP Generation in Triplet-Radical Quenching'

A. I. Shushin

Institute of Chemical Physics, Academy of Sciences, Kctsygin str'4, Moscow, Russia'

The non-adiabatic transitions (NATs) play important role in dynamics ancl kinetics of

generation of the spin selective liquict-pttuse reactions tU. In particular, triplet-radical

[uenching (TRe) in iiquiOs is strongþ affected by the NATs between the states of the spin-

hamiltonian of reacting particles [2-41.

In this work we analyzeths basic physical principles of the NAT's and illustrate thsm using

the process of chemically induced dyrnrnic èlectron polalization (CIDEP) generation in the

TRe as an example. It is shown th¿t the bimolecular rates of CIDEP generation (K") and

rnd (&), * *"il as the corresponding probabilities P" 'arr,.d Pn for g"Ti*¡" process' are

determined by the efficiency of the NATs bctween the terms of the spin-hamiltonian of TR-

pair. The ,p.rifi. features of the NATs clepend on the form of the terms' Two main types of

crossing und upprouching torms aro considored. It shown that in principle, correct treatment

of the TRe-process and-calculation of the rates K" and Kn requires accurate descrþtion of

both types of NATs [4,5].

In the TRe the most imporfant contribution to the rates usually results from NATS in the

regíon of the crossing of quartet and doublet tffms of the TR-pair' Ilowever, in order to

cJrrectly describe these transitions over a wide region of parameters of the system bnc needs

to take into accorurt the effect of the regions of approaching terms as well' The effect of them

becomes especially important in the tiirit or rarge mobility of particles- It is also of principle

importance for correctialculation of the efüciency of the NATs in the crossing regions in the

case of the isotropic initial spin state of the TR-pair'

The important specific featur.e of the TRQ is in that one of thc most significant [zero field

splitting tZfSll inier4ction which çausÈs thaNATs in the crossing regions fluctuates in time,

Recently the simple method of propor description of these fluctuations has been proposed in

the limit of fast fluctuations [a], It is clear, however, that this method is applicable only in tho

case of small size of triplet mättcote. h the opposite case of large triplet molecule another'

quasistatic, limit is *or" 
"ppropriate, 

in which the ZFS-interaction can be corsidered as a

non-fltrctuating, though l.uodo*, value. The quasistatic approximation enables one to

significantly simpfiffîhe problem and make it tractable, in general, still flumerically, but in

,o}u ,ur* ana$ticatly as well. The general theory shows [4] tttat for hieh viscosities the

NATg in the crossing regions can bo Jescribed by the Landau-type formula in both the fast

fluotuation ancl quasisøtic limits. Howevcr, for iow viscosifies the formulas for the NATs

effrciency are different in these limits.

1.F.J.Adrian'L.Monchick,J.Chem.Phys.Tl(1979)2600;72(1980)5786.
2. C. Blättler, H. Paul, Chem. Phys. Lett' 166(1990)201'

3. A. Kawai" T. Okutsrl K. Obr, J. Phys. Chem' 95(1991)9130'

4. A.I. Shushirr, chem. Phys. Lett.208(1993)173; J. Che¡n. Phys.99(1993)8723'

5. A. I. Shushin, Chem. Phys. Lett.3l3(1999)246'

t
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W-band Time-Resolved Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Spectroscopy

on Transient Organic Radicals in Solution

Anton N. Savitsky and Klaus Möbius

Department of Physics, Free (Jniversity of Berlin, Arnimallee 14, D-|4195 Berlin, Germany

Usually, CIDEP studies employ time-resolved EPR (TREPR) measurements after pulse
radiol¡ic or flash photolytic radical generation, ffid such experiments are no\il routìnely
carried out at standard X-band (9.5 GHz) microwave frequency [1]. On the other hand,
experiments at different microwave frequencies and, Zeeman fields are desirable for a
complete understanding of the CIDEP phenomenon, because several CIDEP mechanisms
dgnend strongly on the extemal magnetic freld. Furtherrnore, usefi.rl information may be
obtained about the dynamics of intermediate radicals. Consequently, extensions of TREpR to
lower and higher microwave frequencies were performed in the last decade.

The development of W-band (95 GHz) high-field EPR spectrometers capable of time-
resolved experiments represents a major instrumentation advanõe in the past decade [2]. Up to
now, all the systems studied by W-band TREPR were either stable or gèneratea Uy ieversiUte
photoreactions. However, in many cases the flash photol¡ic radical genãration is aócompanied
by irreversible sample depletion. To provide fresh sample for each tight flash, a continuous
flow system corurected to the microwave cavity is usually used at X-band EpR.

The development of a high-field EPR spectrometer for time-resolved measurements with
flowing samples is a challenging task because, with decreasing EPR cavity dimensions, liquid
flow-induced distortions of the cavity performance become critical for the success of the
experiment. We report on TREPR spectra of spin-polaúzed, transient radicals in liquid
solution, generated in a continuous flow-system which is incorporated in a W-band (95 GiTz)
high-field (3.4 T) €PR spectrometer [3]. The organic free radicals are created by laser flash
photolysis of ol,ol-dimethoxy-or-phenylacetophenone (DMPA) and diphenyl-2,4,6-
trimethylbenzoil phosphine oxide (TMDPO) inside the microwave cavity, and are observed at
10 ns to 20 ¡rs delay times after the laser pulse.

Distinct advantages of high-field EPR concerning the investigation of CIDEP effects, of
radical dynamics and kinetics are demonstrated. The analysis oi the positions of the well-
separated EPR signals at W-band yields the g-values of the observable transients with high
accuracy. The high time resolution of W-band EPR of 10 ns combined with the high detectiõn
sensitivity allows one to record even weak transient signals on a much shorter time scale as
compared to conventional X-band EPR (100 ns). The increased Boltzmann polarization at high
fields even allows detection of transient radicals without CIDEP effects. This enables one to
determine absolute initial radical polaÅzation contributions as well as radical reaction
constants.

[l] H. Murai, S. Tero'Kubota, S. Yamauchi, A Specialist Periodical Report: Elecfon Spin Resonan ce, 17 (2000)
130, and references therein.

[2] G'M' Smith and P.C. Riedi, A Specialist Periodical Report: Electon Spin Resonance, 17 (2000) 164, and
references therein.

[3] A.N. Savitsþ, M. Galander, and K. Möbius, Chem. phys. Len., 340 (2001) 45S.
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Exploring Complex CIDEP with Time Resolved CW-EPR

Martin Jäger and James R. Norris. Jr.

Department of Chemistry, University of Chicago, 5735 S. Ellis Avenue, Chicøgo, IL 60637,

Investigation of ostensibly simple photochemistry by time-resolved electron paramagnetic
resonance spectroscopy (TREPR) requires rather complicated computational modeling. To
understand more fully our observed transient EPR spectra, we have explored a comprehensive
computational method for the calculation of chemically induced dynamic electron polarization
(CIDEP) signals depending on time and magnetic field. In particular, processes that induce
magnetization transfer between hyperfine (hf) states are described by the normal means of a
kinetic matrix incorporated into the modified Bloch equationsla. The implemented method
can take into account all hyperfine states of all species involved in the chemistry along with
accompanying chemical exchange, electron transfer and secondary radical generation. Such an

approach is now straightforward because of the extensive availability of powerful personal
computers. Computational examples will be r
illustrated along with experimental signals of i
radicals generated by laser flash photolysis.
In particular the TREPR spectra of the p- E

benzoquinone system (see figure for a typical r
TREPR spectrum)) will be analyzed in terms g

of magnetization transfer as a function of pH
and solvent. The applied modeling 

0.00

demonstrates that chemical exchange and #f3
electron transfer between the neutral and/or 3600

anionic semiquinones are present in the p- 33't40 337ó0 33780 338'00 33

benzoquinone system.

[] Hore, P. J.; Mcl-aucflun, K. A. Molecular Physics 1981,42,533-550.

[2] Hore, P. J.; Mclauchlan, K. A. Chem. Phys. Letters 1980,75,582-586.

[3] Mclauchlan, K. A.; Ritchie, A. J. D. Mol. Phys. 1985,56,141-1,59.

[4] Mclauchlan, K. A.; Ritchie, A. J. D. Mol. Phys. 1985, 56,1357-1367.

[5] Jäger, M.; Noris, J. R., Jr. J. Magn. Reson.2001, I50,26-34.
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Photo.induced dissociation re¿ctions in solution
a challenge for FT-EPR -

Klaus-Peter Dinse

Chemistry D ep artment, D armstad't Univ ers iry of T e chnolo gy'

D' 642 87 D armst adt, P et e r s en s t r as s e 2 0' G e runany

Fourier-Transform-EpR (Irr-EpR) with its inherent stroboscopic properties is ideaily

suited for an investigation of the time evolution of Electron Spin Þolari'!\on (ESP) being

generated in the .o.ir., of photo-in11i{ea chemical reactions' B"tu"t" of the possibility to

probe ESp at ,t ort åJuy ,i'*., well below 1 ¡rs with respect to the initiating laser pulse'

processes involving one or two intermediate reaction steps óan be discriminated' In particular

quite often it ¡.rå*rs possible -to 
identify the reaction step responsiblg for the fínally

observed ESp. This is important if the primary reaction step involves photo fission of solvent

molecules reading to reaction p.oaurtå-*ù"í, *" not detectabre by EpR either because of

short rife time or because of ultra-fast ,fio rrt*ution..Results obiained by photo-induced

radical addition reactions to cøo in photolyìed ccl¿ solutions are discussed in this context'

Apartfromsuchkineticstudies,timeoscillationsofEsPcanbedetectedunderfavorable
conditions in sorution, in which ,ro rilio relative orientation of reaction products prevails'

Some time ago we have reported uu*iro.r, qu*** beat effects detected by evaluating the

dispersive component in the EpR spectrum of furly separated radical ions [1]. As a result' the

exchange coupling between the radicars confinäd for a limited time by their attractive

Coulomb interactiõn was evaluat"¿. qJi" recently, in" 
the 

laboratory of Hans van Willigen

osc'rations in the build-up of ESp wàr" also detåcted in the absorptive component of FT-

EPR signals [2],

This oscillation of EPR sígnal polarization was interpreted as evidence for coherent inter-

conversion between the triplet and singlet electron spin manifold' the, beat frequency

originating from differences in the r-u*or"rr.quencies of iadicars in the weakly coupled pair'

Apparently, this was the first time tt u, ,t i, effect, which was predicted much earlier by

theory [3], was ou**.¿ in the cóÈp tpectra of-freely diffusing radicals' A detailed

modeling of the observed signals ,* u¿uånÞgeously be performed- using a full density

matrix description, covering not only the action of the microwave pulses but also the time

evolution of the ,yr,"* in tñe observation time interval of about 1 ¡ts'

[1]G.Kroll,M.Plüschau,K'-P'Dinse'andH'vanWilligen'J'Phys'Chem'93(1990)8709

[2] A. Bussandri and H' van Willigen' Chem' Phys' Lett' - submitted -

t3l F, J. Adrian, Chem' Phys' Lett' 272 (1997) 120
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Non-Classical Spin Transitions

Victor Ovcharenko and Renad Sagdeev
Internulit¡ttul Tomogruphy Cenfer, Siherian Brench o./'Rirs;ian AccttÌemy o/ Science^s,

Nottt¡.ç i b i r,ç k 6 3 0 0 9 0. Rus,s ia

A fàrnily of unique heterospin chain complexes Cu(hfac)2l-R lLIì is pyrazole-s,bstitutecj
rritronyl nitroxide; R : Me, Et. n-Pr.i-Pr. rz-Bu) have been found which in solid state exhibit
spin-crossovel'-like (SCL) phenomena. Despite the structural pliase trarrsition occurring at low
temperatures. the single crystals retain their quality needed for an X-ray investìgatio'.
pelrnitting olle to exalline the most important structural motions. The latter rnainly take place
inside coordi¡ration polyhedra, leadìng to SCL phenomena. The rearrangement is dominated
by the 'laln-Teller nature of the Cu2* ion due torvhich the coordination site is constructed as
an elongatecl octahedron. The shift of the coordinated nitroxyl O atoms fi.orn the axial (d¡.,,_1.¡.-
2'2-2'4 Å) to equatorial^(d¡,,-1 ) - 2.0 Ä.) position is accompanied by a change of the exchange
interactiotr irl the Cu2*-o'-N< exchange clusters from weak ferromãgnetic (or weak
antiferromagnetic) to stroug antiferromagnetic, leading to spin compensatioã of tt.'ð.,r- ioi
and nitroxide fiagment. The motif ("head-to-head" o-r "heacl-to-tail") of the polyrner chain
proved to be ltllimportaut f-or initiation of a thennally induced SCL transition. I' both cases.
the effective nlagnetic lttoment of the complex decreåsed v2 fold due to the shorteni¡g of theCu-o distatrce in the Clu2*-o'-N< exchange cluster because spin compensation took place inonly half of the total nutnber of tlie coorclination sire; (cu(hiac)zI-Fi c.,frrrã.j,1,:Ë;
Cu(hfac)2LM'. and Cu2(hfàc)4Lt"L.,).

Tlre strttctLtral rearrangement occnrring in Cu(hfac)2LFt^at low temperatures proved to be
unusual. The lengthening of the Cu-O distances in tl-re Cu2"_O._N. 

"*.hung. 
cluster led to a

sharp change of interactio. fiorn antifèrromagneiic to ferromagnetic.
At low ternperatures. the unit cell volume decreased considerably (by 5-6%) for all

courpouuds under stucll'.¡'Ihe absolute value of the decrease proved to be extremely large (400
' ¡ in accordance witll the unit cell parameters. The greatest change was observed in thedirectiorls of infìnite chains along which the cu...ðu distances experienced the mostsignificant shortening. The least degree of compression or even lengther-ring at low
temperatures was observed in the direction along which the Cu-O¡1¡. bãnds leigthened.
During the repeated cooling/heating cycles. cu(hfac)zlEt and cufrriäåjrr-Éi ringt. cr¡,srals
possess high nrechanical stability.

Research fìrrlcled in part by Russian Founclation of Basic Research (grants 00-03-329g7 and
00- I s-e7450).
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Intramolecular Charge Transfer Reactions in Rigid Donor-SpâGer:
Acceptor Complexes.

Photo-CIDNP Studies at Magnetic Fields Between 0 and 7T.

Stefan Grosse,u Michael Onnen,o Hans-Martin Vieth,u Mathias Wegner,b Hanns Fischer,b

Affia Oliver,o and Michael Nicholas Paddon-Rod
olnstitut/i)r Experimentalphysik, Freíe Universittit Berlin, D-l4195 Berlin, Germany

bPhysilcatisch-Chemisches Institut der Universitcit Zttrich, CH-8057 Zürich, Switzerland

"School of Chemistry, University of New South Wales, Sydney 2052, Australia

The importance and complexity of biological light induced charge transfer reactions has

stimulated numerous studies of similar proçesses in model compowrds. Here we present

investigations on a series bichromophoric molecules, where the donor and acceptor

chromophore are interconnected by a rigid, nonconjugated hydrocarbon bridge that is varied

in well-defined incremcnts[1]. Charge recombination in these systems occws eithcr to the

singlet grorurd state or to a local donor triplet state. The involved singlet-triplet intersystem

crossing in the charge separated ion pair leads to nuclear polarization (CIDNP) mainly due to

elecfron-nuclear spin flip-flop transitions. The potarizatíonefficiency depends on thc extemal

magnetic field and is süongest in regions of level crossing between singlet and triplet spin

states thus allowing determination of sign and magnitude of the exchange coupling constar¡t J.

By use of a fast field cycling unit with mechanical positioning of the NMR probe in the

stray field of the NMR specfometer magnet the CIDNP field dependence is mapped out

between 0.05mT and 7T. bu. to high speõtral resolution individual rH sites in the molecule

can be monitored separately. As solvents benzene, toluene and dioxane are oompared,

temperature is varied between 195 and 297K.

For all nuclear positions of the ground state molecule the polarization takes its maximum at

the same field position, which depends on the spacer lenglh and thus on the distance of charge

separation. In all cases the polarization has emissivc sign conesponding to positive J. The

width of the CIDNP field dependence is determined by the recombination rate kr from the ion

pair to the donor triplet st¿te. kr varies with tempçrature and solvent, while J stays

independent. From this we conclude that the main contribution to J comes through the bond

orbitals of the spacer group whçreas superexchange via solvent molecules is of no

importrance. Qua¡¡tum chemical calculations reproduce surprisingly well both, sign and

magnitude of J and its dependençe on the distance of charge separation.

kr is by orders of magnitude larger than the singlet recombination rate, but its influence on

the total ion pair lifetime is rather small, since the intersystem crossing acts as bottleneck.

Variation of the kinetíc constants can be modeled in accordance with Marcus theory.

The clos€ correlation between exchange interaction and CIDNP field dependence make

field cycling experiments a well suited method for determination of J without having to rely

on vague model assumptions.

[U M.N. Paddon-Row, E. Cotaris, H.K. Patney, Tetahedron 42,1986,1779

t2l J.M. Warman" K.J. Smit, A.A. Jonker, J.W. Verhoeven, et al., Chemical Physics, 170,1993,359
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Spin Dynamics in Acyl-containing Biradicals: Role of L]ncorrelated

Relaxation of AcYl MoietY

Malcolm Forbes#, lgor Plotnikov. Olga Morozova' Alexanclra

YurkovskaYa. and Renad Sagdeev
Yuri Tsental ich.

Inlerttrtlit¡ncrl Ttttttogrttphy Center' InsÍittttsktrltct 3a' 630090 Not'r¡sibirsk' Rtts'sitt

HVanuhlc uncl Kcnan Labr¡rtttories, De¡tctrtment of Chenlistry, CB#3290'

(Jnil,cr,çity of,North ()arolincl, Chapet Hill, NC' 27599' USA

Mechanisms and rate constants of relaxation of o-radicals in solution is one of the weakly

studiecl areas of chemical physics. In very few publications concerning the EPR observations

of acyr radicals. the spectra are repofie¿ tt ue bioad. with weakry resolved structure' Tl-re o'ly

noticeable exception is the radióals with CO grotlp attached to an tlnsaturated rnoiety' in

which case the EPR spectra are sig'ifrcantly ,tu.in*ér. The low-tet'uperature steady-state EPR

measLrrements of trre fb''yl radiJal Ir] shtw that the relaxation in small linear acyl radical

proceeds by a spin-rotational mechanism. To the best of our knowledge' for larger saturated

acyl raclicais the relaxation time ûleasllrements have llever been perf-ormed'

In tlris work we perf'o'ned a combined TR-EPR and LFP study of acyl-benzyl biradicals

(BR) formecl under laser photolysis o1 1-phenyl-cyclotetradecauone (c14Ph) in a wide

temperature range. l-he Spln-Co.related Radical Pair (SCRP) spectrum of acyl-benzyl

biradical consists of two broad p'sitive and negative components whose centers are separated

by approximately 7 G. 'fhe temperature depend-ence of BR lifetime and rate constant of SCRP

sig'al decay c¿rn be clivided inthe followìng regions: l) at high temperatures (240K-290K)

the biradical lifètime cloes not depe¡d on the solve¡t viscosity' and the rate consta¡t of the BR

decay is approximatel-r twice as large as the rate constant of the electron polarizatiou decay'

I' this regior. the confbrmational moveûrent in biradical is much faster than the spin

dynamics: 2) below 240K. the BR lifetime in hexane is signifrcantly shorter thau that in

isopropanol:3) at temperatures below 210K the SCRP signal decay becomes biexponential:

the fàst component of clecay only slightly depends on temperature and viscosity' whereas the

temperatLlre clependence of the slow .oÃporr.nt coi¡cides with the temperature dependence

of the BR lifètime. The fast component is àttributed to the decay of the "pritnar¡r" polarization

formed cluring the hrst separatìon of the biraclical termini' whereas the slow component

correspo'cls to the polarization formation in seconclary encolrnters of the biraclical ends' Iu the

temperature."gion below 210K. the rate of spin evolution is much fàster than the rate of

molecular cly.arnics, ancl the conformational inovement is the rate-determining step of the

biraclical decaY.

The analysis of SCRp decays at different temperatures shows that the main rnechanism o1'

tl-re spin evolution in acyl-containing flexible biradicals is tl-re uncorrelated spin-rotational

relaxation of the acyl rnoiety. associated with the rotation of CO group alo¡g C-C' bond

(propeller-like rotation). The measured Tl relaxation time practicall.v does not depend oll the

solvent viscosity and only slightly depends on temperature: it increases fiom approxirnately

120 
's 

at room temperatllre to approxìmately 200 r'rs at 180 K. The T2 value is much shorter

than T¡ value: it is below 70 ns for the whole temperature/viscosity region studied in the

present work.

Acknowleclgen'Ient. Tl'ris work was supported by RFBR (Project No' 00-1 5-97450 ancl 99-

04-49879) ancl CRDF (Project No' RC2-2208)'

I l Paul. H. ('hcnt. Plttts. I'etters 1915" 32,472-4'75'
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For 30 years CIDNP has been used to investigate free radical reaction mechanisms' and to

identify and characterise radicals too short-lived to be detected directly by NMR and, in some

cases, 6y EpR. h 19?8 Kaptein showed that CIDNP could also be used as a surface probe for

biomacromolecules, in particular proteins. By adding to a solution of the protein u tn14

quantity of a photor"nritir.r, utoully a flavin, and irradiating the sample inside the NMR

pro5e with a lur"r, one can generate nuclear polarization in the side-chains of histidine,

iryptopfran and tyrosine ,"tidu"t provided they are physically accessible to the

púåtosensitiser. The technique has been used to study the changes in side-chain exposure

ùrought about by protein interactions with ligands, nucleic acids, lipids, and other proteins,

and to compare related protein structures [1].
Our recent work has concentrated on a promising but largely neglected application of

CIDNp, namely protein folding. The large diff.t n..t in side-chain reactivity expected for

native, denatured, and partiallyitructured states can be used to monitor the re-folding process

12-61.
Here we describe a new CIDNP method for probing the structures of non-native states of

proteins at the leyel of individual residues. The method involves transferring CIDNP effects

in exposed tyrosine and tryptophan sidechains to the native state by rapid refolding using a

stopp;d-flow method. Thè hrgh spectral resolution of the NMR spectrum of the native state

then allows the exposed residues to be identified. A crucial boost in sensitivity was achieved

by generating the polarization in a substantially lower magnetic field than was used to record

the-spectru-. tt 
" -"thod is applied to the low pH molten globule state of ülactalbumin'

o58

Photo-cIDNP: new methods for shedding light on proteins

P. J. Hore

tll
t21

P, J. Hore and R' W. Broadhurst,Prog. NMR Spectrosc', 1993,25'345'402'

J. Balbach, V. Forge, N.A.J. van Nuland, S. L. Winder, P. J. Hore and C'M' Dobson, Nature Struct' Biol"

1995,2,865-870.
p. J. Hore, S. L. Winder, c. H. Roberts and c. M. Dobson, J. Amer. chem. soc., L997 ,119,5049-5050'

C. M. Dobson and P. J. Hore, Nature Struct' Biol' 1998,5' 504-507'

c. E. Lyon, J. A. Jones, c. Redfield, c. M. Dobson and P. J. Hore, J. Amer. chem. soc', L999,121,6505-

6506.

t6l K. Maeda, C. E. Lyon, J. J. Lopez, M. Cemazar, c. M. Dobson, and P. J. Hore, J' Biomolec' NMR,z0oo,
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Electron Spin Polarization in Photosynthetic Reaction Centres:

Strategies to Extract Structural and Functional Information.

Yuri E. Kandrashkinl'2 and Arthur van der Estl
1 Depart*"nt of Chemistry, Brock (Jniversity, St.Catharines, Canada L2S 3A1

2 Kota, Physical-Tehnícal Institute, Kazan, Russia 420029

'We have developed a model for the singiet-born consecutive radicai pairs (RP's)
observed in photosynthetic reaction centers (RC's) observed by continuous-wave transient

electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy (TREPR) at different frequency bands. The

theory and experiment demonstrate that there are different contributions to the polarization of
the pairs, which can be separated by their time and magnetic field dependences. In general, the

polarization of a secondary pair is comprised of two contributions: a) a singlet contribution, i.ø.

the pattern associated with singlet-born RP character, and b) a precursor contribution, i.ø. the

polarization, created by spin evolution dwing the lifetime of the precursor and transferred to
the subsequent pair. We have explored both contributions and developed strategies to extract

structural and functional information.

In Zn-substituted bacterial RC's the state P+Q' is a singlet-bom weakly cqupled RP.

Our study shows that, in this case, the intensity of the spin-polarized EPR spectra is linear in
the spin-spin interactions between the radicals. This fact is very important for extracting
structural information. Indeed, in the case when the intensity is proportional to the dipole-
dipole interaction, the polarization pattern can be expressed as a linear combination of fouf
oowder soectra. which are endent of seometrv of RP. The coefficients of these functions
contain the geometry of the RP and can be found straightforwardly by fitting to the

experimental spectrum. The proposed treatment not only demonstrates avery easy and elegant

method to extract structulal information but also shows the restrictions on obtaining structural
information from the polafization pattern. A unique set of angles cannot be obtained from
polarization pattern if the exchange interaction is negligible. In fact, the combination of angles

leading to the same spectral shape is a function of an arbitrary scaling factor relating the

experimental and simulated intensity. Possible strategies for extracting a unique geometry are

discussed.

Tlre precursor contribution is proportional to the polaúzatíon p:

-- bq
n q'+k''

which depends on the spin-spin interactions å in the precursor state. This contribution
increases withmagnetic field if the difference of Zeemart frequencies of radicals g is less then
inverse lifetime È of the precursor and decreases if the lifetime is large. Our investigations at

X- and K-band of samples of heiiobacteria (short-iived precursor, r:0.6ns) and plant
photosystem I (long-lived precursor, r: 290 ns) clearly show this behavior. The applications
of these results to extracting structural and functional information are discussed.
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INSIGHT INTO THE ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE
OF PRIMARY ELECTRON DONORS

BY PHOTO.CIDNP SOLID.STATE NMR SPECTROSCOPY

Els A.M. Schulteno, Jan Peter Gasf , Hans J. vanJörg Matysil{, Aliao,
Gorkomu, Johan Lugtenburgo, Arnold J. and Huub J.M. de Groot"

"Leiden Institute of Chemistry, Gorlaeus Laboratoria, Leiden University, P.O.Box 9502, 2300 RA
Leiden, The Netherlands
bDeparhnnent of Biophysics, Huygens Laboratory, Leiden University, P,O.Box 9504,2300 RA, Leiden
The Netherlands

Photosynthetic reaction centres are natu¡al electron pumps, converting light-induced
electronic excitation of chlorophyll into electrochemical energy with unsurpassed

efficiency. The primary charge separation reactions in the oxygen evolving photosystem

II and in purple bacteria ale very similar and involve electron transfer from
(bacterio)chlorophyll to (bacterio)pheophytin, but the oxidising potential is very
different. The radical cation of P680, the oxidised primary electron donor in photosystem

II, is the strongest oxidant known in living nature, capable of oxidising water. Revealing

the mechanism of this natural electron pump is of great interest, since understanding of
its function may guide to construct efficient artificial light-driven electron pumps.

Photo-CIDNP (photochemically induced dynamic nuclear polarization) is, a unique

opportunity to study the primary events of photosynthesis on the atomic scale.' The high
nuclear polarization is produced by an electron-electron-nuclear three-spin mixing
mechanism'when the radical pair recombines to the electronic ground state. Our photo-

CIDNP solid-state NMR data of unlabelled PS2 provide the first observation that the
unpaired spin-density in the radical cation of P680 is asymmetrically distributed over the
macrocycle an$ localized mainly on pyrrole ring III'. This electronic structure is clearly
distinguished from the symmetric spin distribution in the special pair in the bacterial RCs,

and from the distribution in isolated ChI-a radical cationso u¡here the spin is localised on
ring II. The shift of spin density in P680+ reveals the presence of a local electrostatic field
over the Clú, a that can be caused by protonation or strong hydrogen bonding of the

carbonyl group of ring V.

Observation of photo-CIDNP signals with brilliant quality from a bacterial reaction
centre with selectively isotope labelled cofactors allowed for the first time multi-
dimensional photo-CIDNP solid-state NMR experiments. The unambiguous assignment
obtained by these experiments enables to determine the electronic structure of the
photochemically active cofactors on the atomic scale. Differences between the two BChls
of the special pair in the electronic ground state are discussed.

rM.G. Zysmilich, A.E. McDermott (1994) J. Am. Chem. Soc. 116,8362-8363.
2 G. Jeschke (1993) J. Am. Chem. Soc. 120, 4425-4429.
3 J. Matysik, Alia, P. Gast, H.J. van Gorkomo A.J. Hoff, H.J.M. de Groot (2000) Proc.
Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 97,9865-9870.
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The investigation of short-lived radical ions by quantum beats technique

Vsevolod I. Borovkovo'b. Victor A. Bagr)'ansk)r "'h, Ilya V. Yeletskikht'.
Tat'yana V. Kobzeva"" Oleg M. Usov ". and Yuri N. Molin"

" Institt.ttc o/ Chentical Kinatics and Contbustion, Novosibirsk 630090, Ru.çsiu
t' 

N ot, o s ib i r :; k St a t e (Jn iv e r s' i t y, N ov o s ib ir,ç k 6 3 0 0 9 0, Ru.ç.s i ct

The dynar-nic transitions between singlet ar-rd triplet states of spin-correlated radical ion
pairs (quantum beats) rlodulate the kinetics of recombination fluorescence. These oscillations
depend on the streugth of external magnetic fìeld. giving rise to the features of tirne resolved
magnetic field effect (TR MFE) in recombination fluorescence. Since spin evolution of spin-
correlated radical pairs is determined by the same parameters (h./b constants. g-values.
relaxation tinres. lifetirnes) as ESR spectra are. the TR MFE technique may help to obtain
ESR parameters of sl-rort-lived species when ESR techniques are not applicable.

Tlie rnethod of quantunl beats was applied to study n-alkane radical cations in irradiated
solutions. Tlie rnagnetic freld effect was recorded as a ratio of fluorescence decay curves in
the 0.1 T ar-rd zero maglletic fielcl for solutions of C¡¡. Ce. Cro. Clz and C¡¡, n-alkanes in hexane
witlr 3'10-5 M ofTr-terphenyl-cls. All the systems demonstrate distinct maximum.at l0 to 25

ns followed by slowly decaying plateau. Sir-nulation shows that the maximnm corresponds to
unresolved IISR line u,ith the peak-to-peak linewidth ranging froln 1.2 to 0.5 rnT for C¡¡ to
C¡¡, radical cations. J'he unresolved structure is believed to result frorn the hyperhne
couplings with many ¡rrotorrs of a radical cation. the increase in the number of interacting
protons as conlpared with low temperature matrices being caused by the methyl group
rotation and contbrurational motion of the carbon chain. The lifetimes of raclical cations and
the rate cc'rnstants of- degenerate charge exchange was estimated by simulating magnetic field
effècts at varit-x.ts coircentrations of added alkane.

The quantutn beats technique was also applied to estimate the solvent cation (hole) capture
rate in m- Cr. Clo. C¡2 and cyclo- Cs, Co. Cz. Ca alkanes. 9.1O-Octalin was used as a hole
acceptol'. At high acceptor concentration tlie magnetic field curve has a sharp peak
determined b1,'spin dynamics in (9.1O-octalin)" containing pairs. The peak disappears at low
acceptor concentration due to long tirne of 9,10-octalin radical cation formation. Simulations
allowed us to determine the hole migration rates in the alkanes.

The financial support of INTAS (Grant No 99-01766). RFBR (Grant No 99-03-33158).
ancl Program thriversit,'-' of Rusiia (Grant No 3H-3 I 5) is greatly acknowledged"
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Magnetic field effects on the reaction of photoexcited triplet 2-methyl'lr4-
naphthoquinone in SDS micellar solution containing 4-

(lauroylamino)TEMPo radical

Jiafu Chen, Yoshio Sakaguchi, Hisaharu Hayashi

RIKEN (The Institute of Physical and Chemical Research ), Wako, Saiîama 351-0198, Japan

In the past two decades, our group have studied magnetic field effects (MFEs) on radical

pair lifetime(tor) and escaped radical yield for the photochemical reduction of carbonyl

compounds in micelar solutions. we could successfully explain the observed MFEs for these

systems by the relaxation mechanism(RMxl-3]. In this stu^dy, we investigated the reaction of
2-methyl-I,4-naphthoquinone in the excited triplet state (3MNQ*) in SDS micelar solution

containing 4-(lauroylamino)-TEMPO(¿-'n') in order to clarify effects of coexisting
paramagnetic component(r-'R') on the dynamic behavior of radical pairs(RPs) in micelle.

The MFEs observed in MNQ/I-2R'ISDS system were similar to those observed in

MNQ/SDS system; the decay rates (k5) of RP monotonously decreased with increasing

magnetic field (B) from 0 to L75T, which were shown in TABLE 1. For comparison, the data

in parentheses determined in MNQ/SDS system were also shown in TABLE 1. Since ft5 is the

sunr of escape rate (k¡;) and the relaxation rate (kr¡.r), the observed MFEs means that kr¡'
decreases with increasing B, which can be explained by RM. The too(=l/È5) value of the

former system was shorter than that of the latter one, suggesting that the spin relaxation of the

RP was faster in the former system. Assuming that the absorbance at 380nm for t>3.5¡rs is

ônly due to absorption of semi-naphthoquinone radical escape from a micellar cage, we

represent the magnitude of MFEs on the escaped radical yield by R(B)[=1330(3.5p

s,B)/13g6(3.5ps,0T)1. The A(B) values. increased with increasing of B from 0 to 1.75T for
both system, and the MFEs were not saturated even at 1.75T.

TABLE l. THE DECAY RATE CONSTANTS (/<s or k¡ OF RPs AND THE RELAXÄTION RATE

CONSTANTS (fr,¿.) t

Several factors could affect the MFEs: (i) 3MNQ* may react and/or be quenched

by L-}n' competing with H-abstraction from SDS molecule. (ii) The S-T conversion of
RP(MNQH"SDS_H ) is induced through the spin exchange on encounter of component

radical with¿-tR'in the micellar cage. Such enhancement of the spin conversion decreases

Tpp and the escaped radical yield. (iii) Comparison with the results for Brij 35 micellar system

indicates that differences in the diffusive motion of the radicals in micelle and/or the kp value

give rise to different magnetic field dependence. Further studies by IRESR and ODESR

techniques might give the details of the generation and decay processes of RPs in the present

system.

Il] "Dynantic Spin Chernistry", S. Nagakura, H. Hayashi, and T. Azunri, Eds., Kodansha/Wiley, Tokyo, 1998"

[2] Y. Sakaguchi, S. Nagakura, H. Hayashi, Chem. Phys. Lett.72(1980) 420.

[3] Y. Sakaguchi, H. Hayashi, J. Phys. Chem.88(1984) 1437.
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Field /T k6 or ksl 106 s-l k / 106 s-lrlx
Field /T fr" / 10ó s-l kro I 106 s-l

0 4.69(4.t8) 0.33 1.86(1.43) 0.929(0.160)

0.04 2.83(2.41) t.90(r.74\ 0.62 t.66(r.34) 0.729(0.670)

0.1 2.29(t.86) 1.36(1.19) t.75 x(1.23) x(0.s60)
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Theoretical approaches in CIDEP studies

Alexander Doktorovu. Anatoly Neufeldu, and J' Boiden Pedersenb

"I,'t¡tute of Chemical Kinetics and Combustion, SB RAS,

6 30090, Novosibirsk, Russia
b Physics Department, SDU-Odense University

DK-5230, Odense M, Denmark

We have analyzed different currently available methods for analyical calculation of

electron polarization (CIDEp) of neutrál radical pairs for free diffusion and micelles.

Stationary polarization at high magnetic fields has been calculated, a micelle has been

modeled by a potential well. The accuracy of the expressions derived has been tested by

comparison with numerical results based on solutions of Stochastic Liouville Equation (SLE)'

'fue have established that Green's function method is the most general and accurate over a

wide variation range of magneto-resonance parameters [1,2]. For free diffusive pairs this

method gives the rásults foilocally weak exthange integral l^IllD (J* is the value of the

exchangã integral at the contact, L is its characteristic decay, D is the relative diffusion

coefficient) at any rates of singlet-triplet (S-To) mixing t3] . In this case the result based on the

so-called "splitting" method ¡À1 shows an acceptable accuracy solely on condition of weak S-

T¡-mixing. For lócally moäeiate and strong exchange interactions Green's function and

,,splitting; methods give identical results validfor weak S-T6-mixing only' The method for the

development of appioximations with respect to the exchange interaction influence [5] provides

acceptâble accuracy at extremely weak S-T6-mixing and moderate-strong exchange

interaction.
For stationary electro n polarization in micelles the analytical expressions showing high

accuracy at any rate of S-Ts-mixing have been derived for locally weak exchange interaction

on the basis of Green's function method. They serve to obtain simple analytical formulae that

account for the nature of two polarization peaks under the change of S-T6-mixing rate

(quasiequilibrium rand fast mixing regions). Comparison with the "cage" and "supercage"

models ìuggested in [6] has been made. It is shown that Green's function approach is more

general unã *uy t. appii.a to smaller micelles where the "supercage" model cannot be used.

Mor. consistent classification of CIDEP mechanisms is proposed'

For locally moderate and strong exchange interactions the expressions for quasiequilibrium

region have blen obtained, and comparison with the "cage" model result has been performed'

[ ] A.B.Doktorov and J.B. Pedersen, J.Chem.Phys. 108 (6868) 1998'

[2] A.B.Doktorov, A.A. Neufeld, and J.B. Pedersen, J.chem.Phys. 110 (8869) 1999.

[3] A.B.Doktorov, A.A. Neufeld, and J.B. Pedersen, J.chem.Phys. I l0 (8881) 1999.

[4] A. I. Shushin, Chem'Phy s. I 44 (20 l, 223) | 990'

[5]P.A.Purtov,A.B.Doktorov,andA.V.Popov'Chem'Phys'182(149)1994'
[6] A.l.Shushin, Chem.Phys.l0l (8747) 1994'
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Energy exchange between a Rydberg electron and the molecular core
by external fïelds

Hirohiko Kono, Takayuki Tazaki,"and Yuichi Fu tmura
Department of Chemisîry, Graduate School of Science, Tohoku University, Sendai 980-8578

^ Dai Nippon Printing Co., Ltd. Central Research Institute, 250-1, Wakashiba, Kashiwa,
277-0871, Japan

It is well-known that high Rydberg states of spatially diffuse electronic wave functions
are susceptible even to weak external electric or magnetic fields. For example, an external dc

electric field modulates the orbital angular momentum {. of the Rydberg electron [1]. An
external electric field can temporally turn the coupling to the molecular core off and on,
which causes an elongation of the decay times of Rydberg states [2]. When an external
magnetic field perpendicular to the electric field is applied, the fraction of a slow decay
component increases. The motion of Rydberg electron is also altered even by the diamagnetic
interaction of a weak magnetic field. In this paper, we report a theoretical treatment of
magnetic field effects on the lifetime of a Rydberg electron of a molecule. The manipulation
of a Rydberg electron by external fields provides control schemes for the autoionization of
the electron and chemical reactions of the core. For this purpose, the probability of finding
the electron near the core (residence time) is used as a measure to quantify the interaction
between the electron and the core [3]. Classical simulations are performed by numerically
stable symplectic integrator (SI) schemes [4], up to a field intensity at which the motion is
chaotic [5]. First, the effects of the Zeeman and diamagnetic terms in the weak field case are

analyzed in terms of transitions among hypothetical periodic "secular" motions. Second,

characteristic features in the chaotic and intermediate regimes are discussed.
Within the framework of the secular motion model, the residence time near the core

increases linearly with r. In the numerical simulations beyond the secular motion model, the

residence time near tlie core has a quadratic component with r. Slow modulations in / are

observed, in addition to the fast modulation originating from the secular motion. The slow
modulations are interpreted as transitions among secular motions that maintain high values of
/. When the magnetic field is so strong as to induce chaotic motion, much stronger
interaction with the core is expected. In the presence of the non-Coulombic interaction, the
residence time at 2000G decreases below the level at 600G and a quadratic component with r
appears.

[1] W. Pauli, Z.Phys.36,(1926) 3369 ; M. Born, Mechanics of the Atom ( Blackie, London, 1951), Chap.3.

[2] e. Rabani, R. D.L evine, A. Mühlpfordt, and U.Even, J. Chem.P hys. 102, (1995)1619 .

[3]H. fono, T. Tazaki,I. Kawata, and Y. Fujimura, J. Chem. Phys. 111, 10895 (1999).

[4] H. Yoshida, Celestial Mech. Dyn. Astron. 56, (1993)27; E. Forest and R. D. Ruth, Physica ]13, ( I 990) 105

[5] H. llasegawa, M. Robnik, and G. Vy'unner, Prog.T heor. Phys.S uppl. 98, (1989)198; H. Ruder, G. Wunner,

H. Herold, and F. Geyer , Atoms in Strong Magnetic Flelds (Springer, Berlin, 1994).
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Low-dimensional Molecule-Based Magnets; Cooperative Jahn-Teller Distortion in

Hydrogen-Bonded Network SYstems

'AKira HASEGAWA, 'MOtOKO SAKAI, IJiTO TOYODA, 2MiNOru MITSUMI, IKAzuhiTO

NAKÑüi, ,f; iÜ* , 'Duir,rk. SHIOMI, 3Kazunobu SATO, and 3Take¡i rAKUI

rDepartment of Chemistry, Graduate School of Science, Osaka (Jniversity, Osaka 560-0043'

Japan.
2Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Himeii Institute of Technology, Hyogo

678-1297, JaPan.
3 Departments of Chemistry and Materials Science, Graduate School of Science, Osaka City

[JniversitY, Osakn 5 5 8-8 5 I 5, JaPan.

In recent years, many kinds of the molecule-based magnetic materials with

hydrogen- bonded network have been reported [1]. Nevertheless, the relationship between the

magneti c propertres and the hydrogen-bonded network has not been investigated in detail. In
this paper, the structural-magnetism relationship for transition

metal complexes with cyananilic (CN) and viorulic (VI) acid

ligands were examined bY means of X-ray diffraction,
R: -H, -Me

magnetic susceptibility measurements, and powder-Pattern
Viorulic Acid Cyananilic Acid

Tp

300 K

and single-crystal ESR spectroscopy

From the X-ray diffraction, the three-dimensional (3D) hydrogen-bonded network was

found in the M-CN (M Fe(lI), Cu(ll), Zn(lI), Mn(ll)) complexes. In the Cu(ll)-VI

complexes, the 2D or 3D hydrogen-bonded network was observed. Figure I shows the 7o -
lots for the Cu (ll)-VI complex. In this complex, the temperature dePendence of the

magnetic susceptibi lity reveals the low-dimensional antiferromagnetic interaction interPretable

by the extended Bonner- Fisher model [2]. The intra- (-r¡) and inter-chain (-/2) interactions are

estimated as follows; Jt = -4.45 K, and zJ2= -3'5 *'
In order to study Structural-magnetism relationship, the powder-pattern ESR spectra for

these complexes wére measured. fig*. 2 shows the temperature dependence of the ESR

spectra foi the Cu(ll)-VI complex. In this complex, marked g shifts as well as a reversible

"'hung. 
in lineshape were observed in the range from 150 to 300 K. No marked temperature

depeãdence of tné magnetic susceptibility in the range from 150 K to 3 K was observed. The

rotation of the g-tensor was identifîed by single-crystal ESR analysis at various temperature,

showing symmetry lowering of the Cu site, i.e., an increase in the axial symmetry of the

g-tensoi. 
-ln 

order to reveal the anomalous g-shifts, low-temperature X-ray diffraction was

[erformed. Both elongation and compression of the Cu(tl)-ligand bonds were identified.

itt ttt. hydrogen-bond- lengths at 100 K are shorter than these at 300 K. From these

experimental results, we

concluded that the marked
g-shifts are attributed to the .ã

cooperative Jahn-Teller :
distortion assisted bY :"
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Fig.l. The 7o-I plots for ¡¡s dependence of the ESR spectra for

Cri[D-vl.o-it.*. 
- the Cu(II)-VI complex'

lll Mol. Cryst. Liq. Cryst.;Kahn, O., Ed.; Gordon and Breach Science Publishers: Amsterdam, 1999;334/335

[2] Bonne¡ J. C.; Fisher, M.E. Phys. Rev' A'1964,135,640.
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P07

Magneto-Archimedes levitation and its application

Noriyuki Hirotauþ'", Yasuhiro lkezoeb, Hiromichi Uetakeb, Toru Kaihatsu',

Tomohiro Takayama", and Koichi Kitazawa"'b'"

o Department of Ad.vanced Møterials Sciences, (Jniversiry of Toþo, Bunþo'ku, Toþo,

113-0033, JaPan

u Department of Apptied Chemistry, Universíry of Toþo, Bunþo-ku, Toþo, 113-8656, Japan

' CREST-Japan Science and. Technology corporøtion, Kawaguchi, Søitama, 332-0012 ,Japan

Magnetic levitation is an attractive phenomenon because it seems applicable to a lot of

research field such as crystall ization, materials processing, microgravity, and so on.

Magnetic levitation is achieved by the balance between the gravitational force and the

magnetic force that is exerted on materials under gradient magnetic fields and is proportional

to the product of magnetic field and its gradient,B'dBldz. But, it is only applicable for

diamagnetic substances. Moreover, to attain magnetic levitation, extremely high magnetic

field is required due to the small volume magnetic susceptibility of diamagnetic materials.

To levitate water, for example, the required value of B'd'Bld.z is around L400 T2lm. The

value of B.d.Bf dzwhich is easily obtainable by ordinal L0 T superconducting magnet is

only around 400 to 500 f lm. This is a big problem to apply magnetic levitation technique to

various processes.

We have succeeded in the levitation of water, some solutions, and some solid materials

by using ordinal 1,0 T superconducting magnet with the aid of "magneto-Archimedes effect".

If one use pressurized oxygen as a surrounding gas, buoyancy force acting on an object will

be enhanced magnetically because oxygen gas is fairly paramagnetic and is pulled

downwards. This ,,magneto-Archimedes levitation" enable us not only stable levitation of

diamagnetic materials by ordinal superconducting magnet but also levitation of paramagnetic

materials. Position of levitation depends on the materials because it is determined by the

volume magnetic susceptibility and density. This means that the magneto-Archimedes

levitation technique is also applicable as a new way of separation. We have made some

demonstration of mixed powder separation by magneto-Archimedes separation technique

already. Detail of above mentioned magneto-Archimedes levitation and separation will be

reported in this presentation.
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Influence of large magnetic fields on nonradiative transitions

from the A state of thioPhosgene

Shigeru Ikeda, Nilmoni Sarkar, Wade Sisk, and Hisaharu Hayashi

RIKEN (The Institute of Phvsical and Chemical Research), Wako, Saitama 351-019¿1, Japan

The fluorescence quenching of gaseous carbon disulfide by external magnetic fields (B)

was discovered by Matsuzaki and Nagakura l l ] as the ftrst example of the magnetic

quenching (MQ) of the fluorescence from a non-nìagnetic excited singlet state. Since this

study, MQ of the fluorescence in the gas phase has been widely found in many molecules [2]
at relatively small fields (B <2 T) which are generated by electromagnets. These studies

have shown that the application of a magnetic freld is one of the most useful methods to study

the intralnolecular radiationless transition processes of excited molecules. The effect of a

magnetic freld on the intramolecular nonradiative transition has been theoretically and

systematically interpreted by two mechanisms: the indirect and direct mechanisms (IM and

DM) t2]. In IM, MQ of the fluorescence is caused by the magnetic-field-induced

acceleration of the intersystem crossing between the fluorescing singlet and the isoenergetic

triplet manifold. Such MQ has been found for many molecules: glyoxal, acetylene, formic

acid, pyrimidine, and so on. On the other hand, in DM, MQ of the fluorescence is caused by

the magnetic-field-induced acceleratior"r of the internal conversion between the fluorescing

singlet and the isoenergetic other singlet manifold. Such MQ of the fluorescence has been

observed for few molecules: carbon disulf,ide, sulfur dioxide, and thiophosgene.

The studies mentioned above were carried out only at B < 2 T with electromagnets. Even

if MQ of the fluorescence is not observed aI B <.2 T, there is a very strong possibility that

MQ of the fluorescence is obserued at B > 2 T . Therefore, it is very interesting and important

to study MQ of the fluorescence under such large fields. Recetrtly, Ikeda eî al. fitst extended

external magnetic frelddup to l0 T for the study of MQ of the f'luorescence and observed

fluorescence excitation spectra and fluorescence decay profiles for several bands in the V

system of carbon disulfrde [3]. From these studies, new information about the intramolecular

radiationless transition processes can be obtained.

In the present study, we examine fluorescence excitatioll spectra and fluorescence decay

profiles for various vibronic bands in the X-+ A transitions of gaseous thiophosgene (ClrCS)

runder magnetic fìelds of up to I 0 T. As a result, it is found that experillental results cannot

be interpreted only by the ordinary theory of DM. In order to interpret such experimental

results and find out new phenomena characteristic of MQ of the fluorescence at such large

fields, we apply a new theory which Lin et al. have recently developed by solving the

equation of motion for the density matrix [4]. Moreover, to clarify whether MQ of the

fluorescence comes from some changes of the intramolecular processes or those of
intermolecular processes, we examine the pressure dependence of MQ of the fluorescence in

several vibronic bands.

I I I A. Matsuzaki and S. Nagakura, Chem. LetI. (197 4) 675 and Bull. Chem. Soc. .lpn. 49 (1976) 359.

[2] "Dynarnic Spin Chernistry", S. Nagakura, H. Hayashi, ancl T. Azurrri, Eds., Kodansha/Wiley, Tokyo, l99tì.

[3] W. Sisk, N. Sarkar, S. lkeda, and H. Hayashi, J. Phys. Chenr' A 103 (1999) 7179.

t4l S. H. Lin, M. Hayashi, H. Kono, H. Hayashi, H. Abe, and S. lkeda, J. Chinese Chern. Soc. 44(1997)203.
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Magnetic fields (50H2 and 100 ¡.r,T)-induced disruption of protein-protein
communications in the inhibitory pathways of adenylyl cyclase of a cell-line

of human breast cancer (MCF-7)

Masami lshido and Michinori Kabuto

National Institute for Environmental Studies, Tsukuba 305-8506, Japan

An association between magnetic fields (MF) and cancer was first reported in 1979 by an

epidemiological case-control study on childhood leukemia, showing a two- to threefold greater risk in

the viciniries of high voltage power lines [1]. Dr. Stevens [2] hypothesized that MF may affect pineal

gland melatonin secretion in vivo, which, in turn, could influence mammary (breast) carcinogenesis.

Melatonin, a hormone produced primarily by the pineal gland, has been indicated to exert

antitumor activities as well as to regulate circadian and seasonal rhythms [3]. Melatonin, at least

when administrated exogenously even in humans, suppresses estrogen synthesis possibly through

reducing luteinizing hormone/follicle stimulating hormone (LH/FSH) secretion, interferes with the

binding of estrogen to its receptors expressed in breast cancer cells in vitro, ameliorates immune

functions, and also acts as a scavenger of free radicals.

In in vi¡o studies, Dr. Blask and colleagues demonstrated that physiological dose of melatonin

inhibited MCF-7 human breast cancer cell growth. Using MCF-7 cells obtained from Blask, Dr'

Liburdy [4] reported that MF inhibited the antiproliferlative effects of the hormone, allowing the cancer

cells to grow in the presence of melatonin. Therefore, it was purposed to confirm and examine the

molecula¡ mechanism of the biological effects of MF on MF-sensitive MCF-7 cells provided by Dr'

Liburdy.

Throughout a series of experiments using the [12sl]-melatonin binding assay and RT-PCR

analysis, the MCF-7 cells were shown to have 1a melatonin receptors only. Moreover, preceding

exposure to MF of 100 'lrf fo, 3, 5, and 7 days was also shown to block the melatonin-induced

inhibition of gAMP accumulation in a time-dependent manner, while none of the melatonin receptor

functions or GTPase and adenylyl cyclase activities were affected. Estrogen-evoked cell

proliferation was not altered by MF, either. Exposure to a very low level MF of 1.2 ILT MF still

showed the same effects on the melatonin-signaling pathway as in case of 100 pT. Thus, it rnay be

concluded that MF may cause uncoupling in the signal transduction from melatonin receptors to

adenylyl cyclase.

[1] N. Wertheimer and E. Leeper, Am. J. Epidemiol. 109 (1979)273.

[2]R.G, Stevens, R.G. Am. J, Epidemiol. 125 (1987) 556.

[31M. Kabuto, ln " The melatonin hypothesis: breast cancer and use of electric powel. " Battelle Press, Columbus

Richland, 1997.

[4]R.P. Liburdy, J. Pineal Res. 14 (1993) 89.
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Heat of Reaction under the Influence of Magnetic Fields

for Metal-HYdrogen SYstems

Kivonori Ishikawa. Isao Yamamoto, and Masuhiro Yamaguchi

Faculty of Engineerng, I'okohama National University,

Tokiwadai, Hodogaya, Yokohama, 79-5, 240-8501, Japan

Recently, magnetic fields effects (MFEs) are recognized to appear on the thermodynamic

aspecr of ôhemical systems tllt2lt3l. However, the heat of reaction, one of the important

chemical quantities, iras not been studied from this point of view so far. We systematically

studied the magnetothermodynamic effects in chemical reacúons. The magnetic field-induced

effects *rre for*ulated on th. equilibrium constant and the thermodynamic quantities

including the heat of reaction AH, the change in free energy AG and the change in entropy dS

on the basis of the thermodynamic theory. Then, we applied this formulation to metal-

hydrogen systems and showed the possibility of the MFE on the heat of reaction. The purpose

oi this-study ir to observe the change in the heat of reaction caused by magnetic fields and to

compare it with our theoretical prediction.
ile experimentally investigated the eft'ects of magnetic fields on the heat of reaction by

examining the metal-hydrogen system LaCor-H,. This system is excellent for observing

various MFEs because tne fenômagnetic moment depends strongly on the hydrogen

composition of the hydride and the magnetic free energy possibly becomes comparable with

the ihermal energy at room temperature in high magnetic fields. There are two kinds of

reactions in this system, the a+B and the B+y regions[4].
The heat of reatdon was measur,ed in zero fieid and magnetic fields of 5-28T by the non-

calorimetric method and the calorimetric one. Both the methods gave generally the same

results that the magnetic field caused the absolute value of the heat of reaction to increase a

little in the a+B rdgion and decrease considerably in the B+y region. The results agree

satisfactorily well *ith t¡r calculation based on the general formulation of magneto-

therrnodynamic effects in chemical reactions. This is the first observation of the magnetic

field effect on the heat of reaction.

tll M, yamaguchi and I. Yamamoto: Dynarnic Spin Chemistry, eds. S. Nagakura, H' Hayashi and T. Azumi.

Chap. 5, pp.l31-l5l (1998), Kodansya, Toþo

tzl M, yamaguchi, L Yamamoto, F. Ishikawa, T. Goto and S. Miura: J. Alloys and Comp. 253-254 (1997) 191'

t3l I. yamamoto, N. Deguchi, M. Yamaguchi, Y, Shimazu, F. lshikawa and S, Miura: Physica B 246'247

(1ee8) 404.

t4l F. A, Kuijpers, Philip. Res. Rep' Suppl. (2) (1973) 1'
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Spin dynamics and exchange interaction
ìn 

" 
potphyrin-radical ligated system

Yohei Iwasaki,o Jun-ichi Fujisawa,o Yasunori ohba,o Seigo Yamauchi,o

Noboru Koga,b Stefan Weber," Michael Fuhs" and Klaus Möbius"

" lnstitute of Muttidisciplinary Researchfor Advanced Materials, Tohoku Llniversity,

Sendai 980-8577, .laPan
b GraduaÍe School of Phctrmaceutical Sciences, Kyushu Universilt,

fiukuoka 81 2-8582, Japan
c Institute of Experimental Physics, Iiree LlniversiÍy of Berlin, Berlin D-11195, Germany

Radical-excited triplet pairs are important intermediate species for photochemical

reactions in liquid media. The excited doublet (Dr) and quartet (Qr) states of a

radical-excited triplet pair are characterized by interactions between these states. We have

observed the Di, Q1, and ground doublet (D6) signals separately on the time-resolved high

frequency W-band (95 GHz) EPR spectra for metalloporphyrins ligated by nitroxide radicals

in toluene solution [1,2]. In the present report, we discuss dynarnics and interactions in the

excited states for zinc(Il) meso-tetraphenylporphine (ZnTPP) ligated by the 3-

(N-oxy-N-lert-butylamino) pyridine radical (3-NOPy) in toluene at room temperature.

ln this system, g values of the Dc,, Dl and Ql states were determined as 2.0059,

2.0031 and 2.0005, respectively. These g values are in good agreernent with those expected

from the equations in the strong exchange limit [3]. The Dr signal showed net absorptive

polarization and decayed following a single exponential function with a decay rate constant

of 1.8 x 107 s-r. In contrast polarization of the Qr and D6 signals varied from absorption to

emission with time. ?he decay of the Q1 signal was analyzed by a double-exponential

function with the rates of 2.3 x 107 s-r and 2.7 x 106 s-r, and the D6 signal with 3.7 x 106 s-r

and 7.7 x 105 s-1. We tried to simulate these time-evolution by means of numerical

calculations based on the kinetic model [4]. The decay of absorptive Qr signal is explained

by the spin-lattice relaxation in the Q1 state. The emissive Qr signal indicates that the

lifetirnes of the upper sublevels (Qr(3/2) and Qr(1/2)) are shorter that those of the lower two

sublevels. This is caused by the different strength of spin dipolar interactions between the

Q1 and Dr sublevels, which is consistent with the positive sign of exchange interaction .l

obtained for this system [2]. The time-evolution of the D6 signal must contain the lifetirne

of Qr and the spin lattice relaxation time of Do. The discussion including the data of other

ligated systems will be shown in the presentation.

[1] J. Fujisawa et al., J. Phys.Chen., A l0l (1997) 5869

[2] J. Fujisawa et al., J. Phys.Chem., A lO3 (1999) 213

[3] A. Bencini and D.Gatteschi, EPR of Exchange Coupled Systems; Spring-Verlag, Berlin, Heidelberg,

1990

[4] C. Corvaj a et al, Appl. Magn. Reson., 12 (1997) 477
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MARY spectroscopy as a tool to determine electron self-exchange

kineticsinthesystemspyrene/dicyanobenzeneisomers

Martin Justinek, Guenter Grampp and Stephan Landgraf

Institute of Physicat and Theoretical ChemisÍry

Graz [Jriverr¡'ry o/f""inotâgy, Technikerstrasse 4/1, A-80]0 Graz' Austria

The rate constant k"" of electron self-exchange between the radical anions of I'2-' 1'3- and

1,4-dicyanob.*.n. töCgi and the respective neutral molecules'

DCB.- +DCB =Jv- DcB +DCB'-

i-

_.t

l
l
l
l
l
I

I

I

1

I
.ï

')

')

has been investigated making use of magnetic fierd affected luminescence. For the frrst time

this has been successfully done for"ry.t"*s whose values of k"" can be obtained

inO"p.nO.ntly by other techniques such as EPR'

Fluorescence spectra show that the DCB isomers form exciplexes with excited singlet

pyrene. uring.lvranï rp.rrror"opy @A;;tic ¡et¿ eff1ct on Reaction Yield) the exciplex

fluorescence rs monitored while ,*";pii;-un t*tttnul magnetic field' With increasing

magnetic field, the fluorescence intensity iricreases up lo a saiuration value' The exciplex is

considered to be in equilibrium with'the spin-coftful"a singlet radical ion pair (RIP)

(pyrene. 
* DCB. - i;htäh can underg;;i; ,å*.,,ion driven b-y electron-nuclear hyperfrne

interactions. Due 
'to 

Zeeman splitting ä! 
"*11 

levels' the effrciency of spin converston

decreases with an applied magnetic f,e-ld B, teàoing to an-increase in population of the singlet

RIp. Consequently, the equilibrir-'.ãn,sntrati;n of the exciplex increases' resulting in

higher exciplex flúorescence ìntensity. ïit ¡,, value, the magÅetic field strength at which

the magnetic ¡ef¿ efflcì reaches hali its ,uturution value, has turned out to be dependent on

the concentration of DcB. A plot of Bnversus this concentration starts with a linear increase

and shows saturâtion at highe*on.án,rur¡ns. This behaviour is explained by lifetime

uncertainty broadening of the energy levels of the spin states of the Rrps. It arises because of

electron self exchange between n",'r,rui pcg mote'"t"' ut'¿ the DCB **:l anions involved

in the RIp. The following equation h"ù; for low DcB (acceptor) concentrations ca [1]:

Byz(c,') : Bttz(O) + f/(g¡rn)k'" ce

The rate constant of electron self-exchan 8e k"*which can be measured independently by

EpR-linebroadening effects are obtained from the slope of the plot of Btiz vs ca' Depending

on the DCB isomer, fr""-values u..-ï ihe o'der^oi t-Z*i.' M-tt-t in methanol and

3-9t 10s N,fl.' in propylenecarbonatel Cã""tponaing k'"-values from EPR measurements are

1.2*10e M-rs-r (1,2-DCB in N,N-dim.,fryfior*umidã) ui¿ f .4x lOe M-rs-r (1,4-DCB in N'N-

dimethYlformamide) [2]'

[1] H. Søerk, R. Treichel and A' Weller' Chem' Phys' Lett' 96 (l) (1983)' 28'

t2l B. A. Kowert, L. Ma¡coux and A' J' Bard' J' Ant' Chent' Soc' 94 (1972)' 5538'

I

Ð

Þ

¡
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Transient absorption studies on radical ligated porphyrins

Keita Katano, Yohei lwasaki, Seigo Yamauchi,

Satoru Karasawal, and Noboru Kogal

IMRAM, Tohoku (lniversity, Sendai 980-8577, Japan
lGraduate School of Pharmaceutical Science, Kyusyu (lniversity, Fukuoka 812-8582,Japan

Interactions between photoexcited triplet molecules and radical(s) have shown interesting

phenomena [1-3]. In our previous papers, we reported EPR signals of excited quartet (Qr)

and doublet (Dr) states by means of two kinds of advanced EPR techniques such as two

dimensional pulsed EPR [4] and high frequency EPR [5], However, details of dynamics

have not been clarified yet because time-evolution of the EPR signal contains spin relaxations,

which are sometimes diffrcult to be analyzed. In this study, we investigated photophysical

processes of the excited states by means of a transient absorption technique and tried to

elucidate kinetics in radical-triplet pair systems. V/e selected a system of zinc ( II )

tetraphenylporphine (ZnTPP) and two kinds of stable radical isomers, 3- and

4-(N-terrbúyl-N-oxyamino) pyridine (3NOPy and 4NOPy) in toluene at room temperature.

First we have determined an equilibrium constant for axial ligation from a UV-vis

spectral change as ca. 1 X 104 M-l for both systems. The excited triplet state of ZnTPP was

remarkably quenched by both radicals and the second order rate constant was determined as

8.3 x 108 M-rs-r and 1.0 x 10e M-rs-r for 3NOPy and 4NOPy, respectively.

A decay-profile of, ZrilPP-3NOPy showed double exponential behavior, indicating an

existence of two components. The decay time of faster component was 280ns, which is

considered as that due to excited multiplet state (Qr and/or Dr). This component was also

quenched by 3NOPy, where the second order rate constant was 3.5 x 108 M-ls-t. Slo*er one

is as the ZnTPP triplet. In contrast, only the excited triplet signal was observed in a case of

ZnTPP-4NOPy, where the very weak and weak EPR signals were observed for the Qr and Do

states, respectively. This result suggests that energy transfer occurs effectively from excited

singlet ZITPP to ligated excited doublet 4NOPy in this system.

A study of tetra-tert-butyl-phthalocyanine (ZnTBPc) as ZnTBPc-3NOPy and

ZnTBPç-4NOPy is in progress, where excited ZnTBPc is lower than those of 3NOPy and

4NOPy.

[] Corvaja, C. et al. J .Am. Chem. Soc. 99,17082 (1995).

[2] Ishii, K, et al. J. Am. Chem. ,Soc. 118, 13079 (1996).

[3] Teki, Y. et al. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 122,984 (2000).

[4] Mizuochi, N. et al. J. Phys. Chem. A 101, 5966 (1997), ibid. 103,7749 (1999)

[5] Fujisawa, J. et al. J. Phys. Chem. A 101, 5869 (1997), ibid. 103,217 (1999)'
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A study of p-fype and d-type triplet mechanism

Akio Katsuki, 
u Ulrich E. Steiner, 

b Yasuhiro Kobori, " Shozo Tero-Kubota,' Sergej

Milikisyantsd and Hennig Pauld

oshinshu University, Japan, b(Jniversity of Konstanz, Germany, "Tohoku Univeristy, Japan,

d (Jniver sity of Zurich, Swi tzerland

It is well known that spin polarization of intermediate radicals during photochemical

reaction is mainly generated Uv tttè radical pair mechanism (RPM) and the triplet mechanism

(p-TM) Oecades ago it was observed by the Konstanz group that the magnetic field effect

àï ,u¿í"ut yields was=affected by heavy atoms, and the phenomena were interpreted in terms

of selective depopulation of triplet exciplex sublevels [1,2]' The Sendai group found

unusual CIDEp spectra for xanthãne dye - quinone and quinone - haloaniline systems [3,4].

In shape, these spectra were similar to typical TM type spectra, but the phase was opposite'

The Zurich group observed the same type of polarization for thionine - haloaniline systems

t5] The intensity of the observed spin polarization increased as the atom number on the

iaái.ats increased. The results were qualitatively explicable in terms of the triplet

exciplex mechanism proposed in refs. [1,2]. Both phenomena observed for the radicals,

magnetic field efféct and CIDEP, aÍe caused by the same mechanism: the

spiã-sublevel-selective depopulation of the intermediate triplet exciplex to_ the ground state

*ur", the magnetic-freld ì.tãuced decrease of the radical yield as well as their çlectron spin

polarization. Ii was suggested to call this mechanism "d-type TM" to be contrasted against

ih. "norrnul" p-type itvt that is based on selectiv e population of triplet sublevels. The

efficiency of the å+yp. TM depends on the magnitude of spin-orbit coupling.

In a previous report [6] we used a uniflred theoretical treatment based on the

Stochastic Liouville equåtion islgl to describe the spin and magnetic field effects during

radical formation in the electron transfer quenching of thionine triplet by haloanilines. In

that report we neglected the frnite rise time of the CW-EPR signal due to the flipping of the

r-rornpon.nt of ãagnetization into the y-direction. In principle, this part of the time

depenåence of the Jignal can be accounted for by solving the Bloch equations for the

y-åornpon.nt of magietization. However, an exact simulation is difficult and liable to

l*p"ri¡1ental error. 
'Alternatively, 

using pulsed EPR it is possible to avoid the time lag due

to the flipping. By applying the indicated theoretical formalism we achieved a

quantitativ.ty ,ór.".t interpietation both of the observed magnetic field effect on the yield of

tire radicals ánd of the time-dependence of their spin polarization.

tU U. E. Steiner, Ber. Bunsenges. Phys. Chem' 85,228 (1981)'

I2lT.LllricluU.E.Steiner,andR.E.Föll,J.Phys'Chem'87,1873(1983)'
l3l A. Katsuki, K. Akiyama, Y. Ikegami, and s. Tero-Kubota, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 116, 12065 (1994)'

t4l S. Sasaki, Y. Kobori, K. Akiyam4 and s. Tero-Kubota, J. Phys. chem. A, 102, 8078 (1998)'

t5]A'N.Savitsþ,S.N.BatchelolandH'Paul,Appl.Magn.Reson.13,285(|99'7).
t6l Akio Katsuki, Ulrich E. Steiner, Sergej Milikisyants and Hennig Paul, Abstract of "Intemational

Symposium on Magnetic Field and Spin Efects in Chemistry and Related Phenomena", EÍmetten, Switzerland

(leee).
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Determination of the kinetic parameters of the heavy atom radical pairs in
micellar solution by optical detected X- and Ku-band ESR

Yasutaka KITAHAMA, Yoshio SAKAGUCHI
RIKEN (The Institute of Physical and Chemical Research), 351-0198 Wako, Saitcurtct, Jctpan

The intermolecular spin-orbit coupling (SOC) causes the recombination from triplet radical
pairs (RPs) to singlet products, namely the intersystem recombination []. When the RP has

heavy atoms, especially halogens, the SOC is more eff-ective and effects on the heavy atom RP
lifetirne. Recently, the reaction dynamics of RPs have been revealed directly by the reaction
yield detected magnetic resonance and the nanosecond time-resolved optical detectecl ESR
using a microwave (MW) pulse [2,3]. We observed the yields and the time profiles of the
transient absorptions of the ketyl radicals, A(t), fbrmed by the photochemical reaction of ben-
zophenone (BP),2,4-,2,4'-,3,4-, 4,4'-C!,BP, ancl 4-BrBP in a sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS)
micellar solution with and without irradiation of an X- (9.15 GHz) or Ku-band (17 .44 GHz)
MW short pulse. From the analysis of these data, the important kinetic parameters (The hydro-
gen abstraction reaction rates: ft". The recombination rates of the singlet radical pairs: k,"-. The
escape rates: ft.... The intersystem recombination rates: fr*,r.. The relaxation rates: fr,,_.) were
determinecl.

The sample solutions were degassed at room temperature and flowed into a quarts tube.
The concentration of SDS was 0.08 M (= mol dm t), and the one of BP or its derivatives was

0.002 M. The fburth harmonic,266nm, of an Nd:YAG laserwas used as an exciting light
source. The transient atrsorptions of the ketyl radicals were observed at 525 nm. The MW
pulse wiclth was l5 ns, and the B, field was 1.2 mT.

The decay rates of the ST,, mixed state, which are approximately equal to k,"./2, were
estim¿ited by the difference of A(r) between with and without the single MW pulse shown in
I,ig. l. The change of the yields with varying delay time to irradiate the MW pulse after laser

excitation represents the difference between the Sl, mixed state and the T* state. Therefore k"
and k.,,. * k.,. * fr,,, wére determined. The magnetic field dependent fr,,^ was evaluated by
comparing the data at diffèrent magnetic fields corresponding to X- and Ku-band. Moreover,
k"." can be determined by the fitting of
A(t).

The kinetic parameters of the RPs

consisting BP, CI,BP. and 4-BrBP ketyl
and SDS alkyl radicals in micellar solu-
tion are following as:

k,,(4-BrBP)
> ftH(BP, 3,4-, and 4,4'-CI,BP)
> kH(2,4- and 2,4'-Cl,BP).

k,.t,(3,4- and 4,4' -Cl,BP)
> ft,r"(BP, 2,4-, and2,4'-C\.BP).

ft,...(4-BrBP) > k,".(BP and CI,BP).
fr"..(BP) > ¿...(Cl,BP and 4-BrBP).
ft*o"(4-BrBP) > k.oc(BP and CI,BP).
In other words, we discovered that the
substituents affect the kinetic parameters.

tll Khudyakov, I. V., Serebrennikov, Y. 4.. Turro, N. J., 1993, Chetn. Rev.,93, 531

I2l Konishi, Y., Okazaki, M., 1998, Ap¡tl. Magrt Reson.,14. l3l
t3l Sakaguchi, Y., Astashkin, A. V., Tadjikov, B. M., 1997, Chettt. Plq,s. Lett.,280,481
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Time Resolved EPR Study on Electron-Transfer Reorganization Energy in
Individual Solvent Separated Radical lon Pair

yasuhiro Koboriu'b, Tomoaki Yagou, Kimio Akiyamau and Shozo Tero-Kubotau
o Institute of Muttidisciplinary Research for Advanced Materials,Tohoku University, Sendai,

980-8577, JaPan
bpRESro, Japan science qnd Technology corporation, Kawaguchi, Japan

The solvent separated radical ion pair (SSRIP) is created after the bimolecular

photoinduced electron transfer (ET) reaction in polar solvents. Charge-recombination (CR)

ieactions have extensively studied for the SSRIP in many electron donor (D)- acceptor (A)

systems by the laser flash photolysis spectroscopy. However, no studies have done to obtain

tÀe characteristic solvent reorganization properties of the individual reactant molecules during

the long-range ET reaction of the flexibly separated radical ion pairs. In this study, we

successfully determined the individual reorganization energy (2) for the radical ion pair (RIP)

separated at r - 1.2 nm produced from the triplet precursor photoinduced ET reaction, by
observing the dependence of the time resolved electron paramagnetic resonance (TREPR)

spectra on the solvent polarity and on the temperature.

We probed the radical pair mechanism (RPM) chemically induced dynamic electron

polarization (CIDEP) produced through the interaction of the singlet-triplet energy spliuing (.f
for the I,2,4-trimethoxybenzene cation and duroquinone anion RIP. The RPM polarization
pattern provides the information of the sign of the J at the flexibly separated center-to-center

D-A separation, where the magnitude of the -r is comparable to that of the hyperfine

interaction [1]. We observed the inversions of the sign of the J depending on the CR free

energy gaps (-AG6,¡) with the variations of the solvent polarity and of the temperature.

Recently, it has clearly been demonstrated that the -I in the RlPs is governed by the charge-

transfer interaction (,/cr), which is gènerated by the perturbation of the electronic coupling Z(r)
: H0 exp(-flr-d)D) from the charge-recombined D-A configurations [2-5]. From the Jcr
mechanism, when the -LGcnis smaller than the ).,the-/is negative, while in the case of -LGcn
> )", the J is positive in the triplet precursor reaction systems [4,5].

Numerical analysis of the stochastic Liouville equation (SLE) [6] has been performed with
taking into account the solute molecular diffusion and the Jclr), which is determined by (i)
the r-dependent solvent reorganization energy 2(r) predicted by the Marcus model [7], (ii) the

intramolecular vibrational reorganization energy ).v and (iii) the ,'G) I5l. The observed -AGcn

dependence of the RPM phases was well reproduced by the ./cr mechanism, indicating the

experimental determination of the )" at the region (r - 1.2 nm) for the effective RPM CIDEP
generation with the simple relation of -AGcn(J:0) : ).[5]. The determined solvent

rcorganization energies (2s - 1.3 eV) were well consistent with the values at r : 1.2 nm. This
result strongly supports the validity of the determinations of the individual solvent

reorganization properties for the nanometer separated radical ion pair systems.

lll F. J. Adrian, J. Chem. Phys. 54 (1971) 3918.

[2] M. Bixon, J. Jortner, M. E. Michel-Beyerle, Z. Phys. Chem. (Munich) 180 (1993) 193.

[3] S. Sekiguchi, Y. Kobori, K. Akiyama, S. Tero-Kubota, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 120 (1998) 1325

[4] Y. Kobori, S. Sekiguchi, K. Akiyama, S. Tero-Kubota, J. Phys. Chem. A. 103 (1999) 5416.

[5] Y. Kobori, K. Akiyama, S. Tero-Kubota, J. Chem. Phys. l13 (2000) 465.

[6] J. B. Pedersen, J. H. Freed, J. Chem. Phys. 58 (1973)2746.

[7] R. A. Marcus, J. Chem. Phys.24 (1956) 966., R. A. Marcus, J. Chem. Phys.24 (1956)979
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Time resolved MARY spectra of radical pairs in micellar solution

KiminoriMaeda, Toshiaki Suzuki, Tatsuo Arai,

Department of Chemistry, (Jniversity of Tsukuba, I - I - I Tennodai, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, 305-857 I ,

Japan

The magnetic field effect (MFE) on the geminate recombination kinetics of radical

pair in a micelle has been widely investigated.[1] Generally, MFE of the radical pair in a

micelle is explained by the mixture of hyperfine mechanism (HFM) and relaxation mechanism

(RM). In contrast, the MFE in the short lived radical ion pairs, which is studied by MARY

(Magnetic field effect on Reaction Yield) spectra of exciplex fluorescence, is rationalized by

only the coherent spin dynamics of isotropic hyperfine interaction because the lifetime of

radical pair is much shofter in homogeneous solution. From this, we can expect to

distinguñh these two mechanisms by time domain. However, very few studies in such

concept has been done.
In the present poster, a time resolved feature of the magnetic field effect on the

recombination kinetics is discussed by the time-resolved MARY spectra observed by transient

absorption in photocleavage of Diphenyl(2,4,6-trimethyl-benzoyl)phosphineoxide (TMDPO)

and hydrogen abstraction reaction of Naphthoquinone (NQ in SDS micelle. The MARY

specrra pf1g) are obtained by EF(B)=(A(B)-A(B=0))/A(B=0), where A(B) is a transient

atsorption signal at each magnetic field. In order to avoid artifacts by sample degradation or

¿rift of expeiimental condition, many experiments are repeated by one time flow of a fresh

sample solution.
In the system of TMDPO, the MARY spectrum contains fast and slow components.

The fast component contains negative MFE at smaller magnetic field than 50 mT and positive

one at larger ihan 50 mT. The negative MFE has a minimum at 30 mT. Since this value is

comparabìe with the hyBerfine coupling constant (3S.5 mT) of the 2,4,6-ttimethylbenzoyl

radióal, it is tentatively concluded that this negative effect is due to the low field effect by

coherent motion of elèctron and nuclear spins proposed by Hore et al.[2] The rapid risen

positive MFE can be explained by HFM. The siow rise component has only positive MFE at

iu.g". magnetic field than 50 mT. This feature can be rationalized by RM because of the slow

rise time. Those features of MFE in two time domains are similar with the results in the

system of singlet radical pair by electron transfer reaction in AOT reversed micelle.[3]

In the system of NQ with smaller hyperfine coupling constants, the fast component

was not observed clearly. This result suggests that the relationship between relaxation and

coherent spin mixing plâys important role on the recombination kinetics of radical pair, and

changes the time resolved feature of MARY spectra.

t1l U. E. Steiner, T. Ulrich, Chem' Rev.89' 51-147(1989).

t2lc. R. Timmel, U. Till, B. Brocklehurst, K. A. Mclauchlan, P. J. Hore, Mol. Phys.95, 71-89(1998)

[3]D. Baumann, T. Ulrich, U. E. Steiner, Chem. Phys. Lett.137,113-120(1987)'
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Transition moment spectroscopy applied to
high spin systems with high nuclear spins

Hideto Matsuoka,u Kazunobu Sato,u Daisuke Shiomi,b and Takeji Takuiu

Departments af Chemistryu and Materials Scienceb, Graduate School of Science,

Osaka City University, Osaka 558-5858, Japan

The last decade has witnessed that molecule-based magnetics becomes a rapidly growing
interdisciplinary field in the pure and applied natural sciences. Among the diverse topics of
molecule-based magnetic materials, molecular high-spin chemistry has continued to be an
important underlying theme. Impressive progress has been made in molecular design and
syntheses, leading to the realization of various types of high-spin organic molecules and high-
spin large clusters composed of transition metal ions [1,2]. Overlapped fine-structure spectra
of molecular high-spin species are frequently observed in a variety of model systems for
molecule-based magnetics. Two-Dimensional Electron $pin Transient Nutation (2D-ESTN)
spectroscopy based on pulsed ESR, which has emerged recently [3-5], is useful to
discriminate between high-spin species in spin mixtures and identiff unequivocally the spin
quantum number of them.

Phenomenon of the electron spin transient nutation is described in terms of the time-
dependent Schrödinger equation in a rotating frame. Nutation frequencies are proportional
to the transition moments of the corresponding ESR transitions, showing that the ESTN
spectroscopy enables us to discriminate, experimentally and in a straightforward manner,
between the ESR transitions in terms of the transition moments instead of the resonance
fields. Therefore, the ESTN spectroscopy is a new type of spectroscopy termed the
transition moment spectroscopy, which is different from conventional energy-based
spectroscopies. To the first order of the perturbation treatment the transition moment for an

lMs, MÈ <+ lMsrl,Mt'> ESR transition is given by

at næ2p8, ,S(S+1)- Ms(Mr+l) M t (M s)lU ,',çU r+t¡)1, (1)

where lGl stands for a Ç component of the direction parallel to the microwave inadiation field
.B1 [3-5]. Eq.(l) indicates that the nutation frequency depends on the anisotropy of the g
tensor, effective electron spin quantum numbers S and M9 and a change of nuclear spin states

during the ESR transition. This work demonstrates the usefulness of the novel spectroscopy
for complete assignments of complicated ESR spectra including hyperfine forbidden
transitions from high-spin systems with high nuclear spins. Vy'e also discuss a spectral
simulation method for reproducing the experimental 2D-ESTN spectra including the

forbidden transitions based on an exact numerical calculation of the transition moments.

[1] P. M. Lahti (Ed.), Magnetic Properties of Organic Materials, MarcelDekker, New York, 1999.

[2] K. Itoh and M. Kinoshita (Eds.), Molecular Magnetism, Kodansha, Toþo, and Gordon and Breach Science

Publishers, Amsterdam, 2000.

[3] J. Isoya, H. Kanda, J.R. Norris, J. Tang, and M.K. Bowman, Phys.Rev. 841 (1990) 3905.

[4] A .V. Astashkin, and A. Schweiger, Chem.Phys.Lett.lT4 (1990) 595.

[5] K. Sato, D. Shiomi, T. Takui, K., Itoh T. Kaneko, E. Tsuchida, and H. Nishide, J. Spectrosc. Soc. Jpn. 43

(1994) 280.
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Doppler-Free High Resolution Spectroscopy of CS,

and the Effects of Magnetic Field

Fl4iime Katô,u' Yasuyuki Kimura, " Atsushi Doi," Shunji Kasahara,u

Masatoshi Misono,u Masaaki Baba,band Saburo Nagakura"

'Molecular Photoscience Research Center, Kobe University, Kobe 657-8501, Japan
bFaculty of Integrated Studies, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606-8501, Japan

"KAST 3-2-I Sakato, Takatsu, Køwasaki 213-0012, Japan

In 1974, fluorescence of gaseous CS, excited by an Nr laser was found to be quenched
when a magnetic fïeld was applied []. A theory of radiationless transitions in a magnetic
field was proposed by Stannard l2l. Many extensive studies have been reported on the
magnetic field effects. Pulsed lasers with a broad linewidth were used in most of the time-
resolved studies, and therefore many levels were excited simultaneously.

A single mode autoscan laser spectrometer operating in the ultraviolet in combination
with a collimated molecular beam was used to measure high-resolution fluorescence
excitation spectra of the CSzV'8, * Xt Z*rtransition, and the effects of a magnetic field
were measured under oollision-free conditions.

Irregular energy shifts and splittings of rotational lines were observed. These were
attributed to (a) Coriolis interaction between the V tB, (v'(ø,);K:0JM) and V tB,
(v(år);K:lJM) levels and (b) resonant spin-orbit interaction between the rotational levels Z
tB, (v'(a,);KJM) and RtAr(v(ø,);KJM).LargeZeeman splittings were observed in case (b).
Many vibrational lines with irregular intensity and spacing were observed in each band.
These were attributed to (c) Fermi resonance between the vibrational levels in the V 18, state
and (d) resonant spij-orbit interaction between vibrational levels in the V1B, and RtAritut.r.
Large Zeeman splittings were observed for a series of rotational lines in a vibrational band in
case (d).

The background lines may be attributed to intramolecular vibrational-rotational
redistribution in a time-dependent picture. Those were identified from observed Zeeman
splittings as the ones of the R'Ar, * X'E*"transition, which were induced by resonant
spin-orbit interaction with the levels of the VtBrstate.

The radiative lifetimes of rotationally resolved single lines and single Zeeman
components were measured under collision-free conditions. All of the fluorescence decays
were observed to be of a single exponential.

The intensity of the excitation spectrum of the VtB, * X' 2*"transition was observed
to decrease as the magnetic field increases. This was attributed to a mixing of the tA, state
with the V '8, state and the resulting triplet-triplet emission. Existence of triplet-triplet
emission was confirmed by measuring the excitation spectra by detecting separately emission
in near UV region and near infrared region. The lifetime of the radiative triplet-triplet
transition was evaluated by deperturbation analysis of the perturbed lines.

[l] A. lvfatsuzaki and S. Nagakura, Chem. Lett.675 (t9'74).,Bull. Chem. Soc. Jpn. 49,359 (1976)

t2l P. R.. Stamard" J. Chem. Phys. 68,3332 (197S).
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Time resolved MARY spectra of radical pairs in micellar solution

Kiminori Maeda, Toshiaki Suzuki, Tatsuo Arai,

Department of Chemistry, University of Tsukuba, I - I - I Tennodai, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, 305-857 I ,

Japan

The magnetic field effect (MlE) on the geminate recombination kinetics of radical

pair in a micelle has been widely investigated.[1] Generally, MFE of the radical pair in a

micelle is explained by the mixtuie of hyperfine mechanism (HFM) and relaxation mechanism

(RM). In contrast, the MFE in the short lived radical ion pairs, which is studied by MARY

(Magnetic field effect on Reaction Yield) spectra of exciplex fluorescence, is rationalized by

only the coherent spin dynamics of isotropic hyperfine interaction because the lifetime of

radical pair is much shorter in homogeneous solution. From this, we can expect to

distinguish these two mechanisms by time domain. However, very few studies in such

concept has been done.

In the present poster, a time resolved feature of the magnetic field effect on the

recombination kinetics ii discussed by the time-resolved MARY spectra observed by transient

absorption in photocleavage of Diphenyl(2,4,6-trimethyl-benzoyl)phosphineoxide (TMDPO)

and hydrogen abstraction reaction of Naphthoquinone (NO in SDS micelle' The MARY

spectrâ nÈG) are obrained by EF(B)=(A(B)-A(B=0))/A(B=0), where A(B) is a'transient

a-bsorption signal at each magnetic field. In order to avoid artifacts by sample degradation or

drift óf expeiimental condition, many experiments are repeated by one time flow of a fresh

sample solution.
In the system of TMDPO, the MARY spectrum contains fast and slow components.

The fast component contains negative MFE at smaller magnetic field than 50 mT and positive

one at largerìhan 50 mT. The negative MFE has a minimum at 30 mT. Since this value is

comparabìe with therhyperfine coupling constant (38.5 mT) of the 2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl

radical, it is tentatively ðoncluded that this negative effect is due to the low field effect by

coherent motion of elåctron and nuclear spins proposed by Hore et al'l2l The rapid risen

positive MFE can be explained by HFM. The slow rise component has only positive MFE at

iurg". magnetic field thãn 50 mT. This feature can be rationalized by RM because of the slow

risè time. Those features of MFE in two time domains are similar with the results in the

system of singlet radical pair by electron transfer reaction in AOT reversed micelle.[3]

In the system of NQ with smaller hyperfine coupling constants, the fast component

was not observed clearly. This result suggests that the relationship between relaxation and

coherent spin mixing plâys important role on the recombination kinetics of radical pair, and

changes the time resolVed feature of MARY spectra.

tll U. E. Steiner, T. Ulrich, Chem. Rev.89' 51-147(1989).

t2lc. R. Timmel, U. Till, B. Brocklehurst, K. A. Mclauchlan, P. J' Hore, Mol' Phys.95,7l-89(1998)'

[3]D. Baumann, T. ulrich, U. E. Steiner , Chem' Phys' Lex. 137, tl3-120(1987)'
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The last decade has witnessed that molecule-based magnetics becomes a rapidly growing

interdisciplinary field in the pure and applied natural sciences. Among the diverse topics of

molecule-based magnetic màterials, màlecular high-spin chemistry has continued to be an

important underlying theme. Impressive plogress has been made in molecular design and

syntheses, leading to"the realizationof various types of high-spin organicmolecules and high-

,pi., lurg" clusteri composed o¡1¡¿n5ifion metal ions [1,2]. Overlapped fine-structure spectra

of molecular high-spiå species are frequently observed in a variety of model systems for

molecule-based magnetics. Two-Dimensional Electron $pin Transient Nutation (2D-ESTN)

spectroscopy basei on pulsed ESR, which has emerged recently [3-l], is useful to

discriminate between higË-spin species in spin mixtures and identiff unequivocally the spin.]

l quantum number of them

transient nutation is described in terms of the time-
Phenomenon of the electron sPin

frame. Nutation frequencies are proportional
dependent Schrödinger equation in a rotating

ESR transitions, showing that the ESTNl
l
I

l
I

I

to the transition moments of the corresPonding
and in a straightforward manner,

spectroscoPY enables us to discriminate, experimentally
moments instead of the resonance

between the ESR transitions in terms of the transition
of spectroscoPY termed thefields. Therefore, the ESTN sPectroscoPY is a new tYPe
conventional energY-based

transition moment sPectroscopy, which is different from
the transition moment for an

spectroscoPies. To the first order of the perturbation treatment

lMs, MÈ <+lMgI,M¡'> ESR transition is given bY

ø næ2BBt cl S(S+r)-Ms(Mt+I) (u,(ut) M ,' (M ,+\)1, (1)

where 
I
Gl stands for a g componen t of the direction Parallel to the miuowave inadiation field

Br [3-5]. Eq.(l) indicates that the nutation frequencY dePends on the anisotroPY of the g

tensor, effective electron spin quantum numbers S and Ms, and a change ofnuclear sPin states

during the ESR transition. This work demonstrates the usefulness ofthe novel spectroscopy

for complete assignments of comPlicated ESR sPectra including hyperfine forbidden

transitions from high-spin systems with high nuclear spins. We also discuss a sPectral

simulation method for reproducing the experimental 2D-ESTN sPectra including the

forbidden transitions based on an exact numerical calculation of the transition moments

I

1

')

-I

tl]P.M.Lahti(Ed.),MagneticPropertiesoforganicMaterials,MarcelDekker'NewYork,l999.

[2] K. Itoh and M. Kinoshita (Eds.), Molecular Magnetism, Kodansha' Toþo, and Gordon and Breach Science

Publishers, Amsterdam, 2000.

[3]J.lsoya,H.Kanda,J'R.Norris,J'Tang,andM'K'Bowman'Phys'Rev'841(1990)3905'

t4l A .V. Astashkin, and A. Schweiger' Chem'Phys'Lett' 174 (1990) 595'

[5] K. Sato, D. Shiomi, T. Takui, K., ltoh T. Kaneko, E. Tsuchida' and H' Nishide' J' Spectrosc' soc' Jpn' 43

(tee4) 280.
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Effects of spin dephasing on the PCDMR spectra observed in
the photolysis of Xanthone / Nfl-diethylaniline.

Akihito Matsuyama and Hisao Murai

Departrnent of Chemistry, Graduate School of Science,

Tohoku University, Sendai 980-8578, Japan

The photoinduced electron transfer reaction of xanthone (Xn) and N,N-diethylaniline
(DEA) in 2-propanol is studied by a photoconductivity detected magnetic resonance
(PCDMR) method Fl. In high microwave power conditions such as I kW, the
PCDMR spectrum of this radical-ion pair (RIP) showed the spin-locking effect at rhe
spectral center, and the broad wing-like shaped pumping at both sides of the spectral
center. The lifetime of the RIP estimated by microwave switching experiment is 200
ns, which is peculiarly long in the homogeneous solution. Similar spectral pattern has
appeared in the report of a long-lived biradical system [2J.

In this report, we studied the cause of the broad pumping spectral shape which can
not be explained by the ordinary EPR theory. we employed an exponqntial model
with spin dephasing terms; namely, singlet-triplet dephasing (STD) and rriplet-triplet
dephasing (TTD). STD is due to the modulation of exchange interaction and the
anisotropy of hyperfine coupling constant and g-factor. TTD is due to the electron
spin dipole-dipole interaction and the anisotropy of hyperfine coupling constant and g-
factor. In our calculation, the effect of STD appears at the resonance center and it
works to spoil the spin-locking. On the other hand, the effect of TTD appears at the
wing portions and enhances the pumping. This pumping enhancement is further
boosted when the lifetime of RIP is longer. This explains the appearance of the wing
portions in the present experimental data. The calculation shows that this RIP is undei
the averaged finite exchange interaction, which means the close mean distance of two
radicals. Since the experimental result shows no appearance of the effect of STD, the
modulation of the exchange interaction and the anisotropy of hyperfine coupling
constant and g-factor are small. The T'ID in the present system may be induced Uy ttre
electron spin dipole-dipole interaction. This effect is clearly observable especially in
the combination of Xn, DEA and 2-propanol so far. This suggesrs thà portibl.
transient formation of RIP having a local structure that keeps ttr, ¿i.tunce of two
radicals close and makes the lifetime of RIP longer. This effect is observable using
the present RYDMR technique.

Ref:

[] A. Matsuyama, K. Maeda, H. Murai, J. phys. Chem. (A), 103,41374110 (lggg).

[2] K. Maeda, Y. Araki, Y. Kamata, K. Enjo,H. Murai and T. Azumi, Chem. phys. Lett.,Z6Z (1996) 110-l14.
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Conformational Motion of Main Chain Acrylic Polymeric Radicals Studied
by Time Resolved Electron Paramagnetic Resonance

Vanessa P. McCaffre)¡, Elizabeth J. Harbron, Malcolm D. E. Forbes
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill, Department of Chemistry

CB 3290, Chapel Hill, NC 27599, USA

Poly(methyl methacrylate) has many applications in industry, e.g. in architectural
coatings and in fiber optics. The photodegradation of PMMA is a long-standing problem.
Until recently there was some debate as to the mechanism of this photodegradation. Two
mechanisms have been proposed: 1) direct main chain scission and 2) a two-step process with
cleavage of the side chain followed by main chain scission. In a recent publication,fll we have
conclusively shown by time-resolved electron paramagnetic resonance that it is the latter two-
step process of cleavage of the ester side chain, with concomitant main chain scission.

We follow up this work with an investigation of other acrylic polymers, including
poly(ethyl acrylate), poly(ethyl methacrylate), poly(ethyl cyanoacrylate) and fluorinated
analogs. The TREPR spectra of these polymers at high temperatures (120 o C) can be
accurately simulated using standard simulation protocols and hyperfine values proving that the
observed spectrum is due to the main chain polymeric radical. However, if the temperature is
dropped to below 100 o C, the simulations fail to give a satisfactory fit.

At lower temperatures, the macromolecular motion of the polymers is retarded and this
is reflected in the TREPR spectrum by the selective broadening of some lines while others in
the spectrum remain sharp. This is a phenomenon known as hyperfine modulation.[2] We can
allow for this selective broadening in the simulation program by introducing two new
parameters, the hyperfine modulation constant and T., the rotational correlation time of the
polymer at a specific temperature. Models and simulations of the broadening phenomenon
will be presented and discussed.
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l) Harbron, E. J.; McCaffrey, V. P.; Ruixin, X.; Forbes, M. D. 8., J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2000, 122,9182-9188.

2) Freed, J. H.; Fraenkel, G. K., J. Chem. Phys. 1963, 39,326 - 348.
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A Model for Magnetoreception: Weak Magnetic Field Effects
and Anisotropy in Radical Pairs

P. D. lVlcKeating, F. Cintolesi, C. R. Timmel, P. J. Hore
Physr.cal and Theoreti,cal Chemzstry Laboratory, Orford Uni,uersi,ty, South Parks Roarl,

Orford OX1 382, UK

It is linolvn that a wide range of animals has the ability to sense the Earth's rnagnetic
field and use it as a source of compass inf'ormation. It is not known by what mechanism

this occurs; we consider that magnetoreception may be mediated by a radical pair process,

as postulated in [1].

We have expanded on the work of Ritz et al. [2] which demonstrated that vari-
ations in field strength and orientation can produce significantly different radical pair
recombination yields, rvithin the framer,vork of an avian magnetoreceptor. Our treatment
includes electron-electron spin-spin interactions, namely ihe anisotropic dipolar coupling
and the isotropic exchange interaction. These, combined with the anisotropic hyperfine
interaction constitute a more realistic radical pair system.

The possibility that a large change in reaction yield may be caused by application of
a field much weaker than the average hyperfine coupling within a radical pair is knoll'n
as the Lor,v Field Effect (LFE) e.g. [3]. We perform model calculations for a radical pair
with a single spin-1/2 nucleus in a weak field of varying magnitude and orientation. The
distance between the radical centres is constant. Spin mixing between the singlet and

triplet states is mediated by the spin-spin and electron Zeeman interactions only. The
effects of spin relaxation are neglected, as it .is assumed that relaxation processes are

slorv rvith respect to the radical pair lifetime. It is known that animal navigation is Ìight
dependent; we consider our radical pair to be formed in an initially singlet state, such as

may result from a photot-induced electron transfer reaction.

We discuss the results of calculations in the context of animal navigation, although
it is possible that weak environmental fields have f'urther biological effects e.g. [a]. The
results demonstrate that the radical pair mechanism, r,vith complex interactions in the
radical pair, can produce what appears to be a viable chemical compass. Reaction yield

can be strongly dependent on both the strength and direction of an applied magnetic
field, even r,vhen B - 0.05mT. We conclude that a spin correlatecl radical pair within
an appropriate range of' separations and with suitable magnitudes of interactions can

produce a model for magnetoreception in animals.

Refererrces

[1] K. Schulten, A. Windemuth, in: "Biophysical Effects of Steady N4agnetic Fields", G. IVIaret, J.

Kiepenheuer, N. Boccara (Eds.), Springer, Berlin, 1986

[2] T. Ritz, S. Adem, K. Schulten, Biophys. J. 78(2000) 707

[3] C. R. Timmel, U. Till, B. Brocklehurst, K. A. Mclauchlan and P. J. Hore, Moì. Phys. 95 (1998) 71

[4] B. Brocklehurst and K. A. Mclauchlan, Int. J. Radiai. Biol. 69(1996) 3
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High spin - low spin energy gap as a criterion of

catalitic activity. Classification of spin catalysis

Boris F. lVlinaev

Cherk,assy Institute of Engi,neeri,ng and Technology, Cherl;assy, 18000 Ukraine

Spin effects in catalysìs are analysed including oxidation by glucose oxidase and methane-

methanole conversion. Before some general feabures of chemical reactions betlveelt stable

diamagnetic substances are considered. The nature of activation barriers in bimolecular

reactions is determined by exchange repulsion between closed shell molecules. It can be ex-

plained by higher rveight of the intermolecular triplet spin pairing. Spins are singlet-coupled

inside the ground state molecules, but intermolecular pairing is arbitrary: all possible pair-

ing schemes are equaìly probable. In a framework of the valence bond (VB) method the

intermolecular interaction between two closed-shell systems can be described by exchange

integrals for two singlet-paired and six'triplet-paired states. The total balance of the ex-

change intermolecular interaction is repulsion, which produces a barrier. In order to solve a

question "how to diminish the barrier?" one has to note that the repulsion lvill be changed

by strong intermolecular attraction when the triplet excited covalent states in each molecule

are involved. In addition to intermolecular attraction a cleavage of each bond occurs. The

role of triplet excited state of hydrocarbons in spin-uncoupling mechanism of their activation

by transition metal center is stressed. A metal-catalyst can diminish the barrier assisting

the change of spin-coupling schemes in molecules. Involvement of the triplet excited state

of activated rnolecule with participation of open-shell electrons of the catalyst in configu-

ration interaction scheme is a general requirement for VB interpretation of catalysis. A

well-known "donation and back-donation" scheme of molecular orbital description is also

compatible with the spin-uncoupling mechanism. Both, the high-spin and low-spin states of

a catalyst, are important in CI mixing, but only the low-spin state is reactive.
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Ultra-High Resolution Spectroscopy oÍ Tr ans-Glyoxal

and the Effects of Magnetic Field

Masatoshi. Misono,u JinGuo Wang,b Miho Ushino,b Mitsushi Okubo,b

Masaaki Baba,'and Hajime Katô"b
oDepartment of Chemistry, Faculty af Science, Kobe UniversiQ, Kobe 657-8501, Japan

bMolecular Photoscience Research Center, Kobe University, Kobe 657-8501, Japan

"Faculty of Integrated Studies, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606-8501, Japan

Doppler-free two-photon absorption (DFTPA) spectra of the AtA,(v.,:l)*X tAs

transition of trans-glyoxal and the effects of magnetic field were measured by means of two-
photon absorption spectroscopy with counter-propagating light beams of identical photons

within an external optical resonator [1]. In the present work, an optical resonator of finesse 80

is constructed within the bore of a superconducting magnet. The resonance frequency of the

optical resonator is locked to the resonance frequency oflaser beam [2] during the scan. The

fluorescence from the trans-glyoxal molecules is transmitted through an optical fiber, and it
is detected by a photon counter.

A part of the observed DFTPA
spectra and the change with the
magnetic field is shown in Figure L
The full width at half maximum of
the lines is 6 MHz (0.0002 cm-t),

which is originating from pressure

broadening. As the magnetic field is
changed, the energy shifts,

broadenings, splittings, and intensity
anomalies are observed. All these

behavior are observed to change

depending on rotational lines.

Almost all rotational levels of
the A \A"(vr:l) state are found to be

perturbed by the a3Au and 1?, states.

The magnetic field induces the

Zeeman splittings of the levels of the
atA, and / 3.B" states. It is clear that
the perturbation become appreciable

whentwo perturbing levels lies close in energy. Optically dark levels of the a3A,and I38,
states lie with high density around the rotational levels of the A \A,(v.,:l) state. The

magnitude of the energy shift changes as a function of the magnetic field, and when
interacting levels allowed by the selection rule come close in energy the perturbation

becomes appreciable. The complex change of the line shape is attributed to anticrossings
between the singlet and triplet levels.

[U H. Kâtô, K. Sawa, H. Kuwano, S. Kasahar4 M. Baba, and S. Nagakura, J. Chem. Phys., 109,4798 (1998).

[2] T. W. Håinsch and B. Couillaud, Opt. Commun. 35,44I (1980).
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Magnetic field effects on equilibrium pressure of metal-deuterium systems

souichiro Mizusaki, Y. Tanaka,I. Yamamoto, and M. Yamaguchi
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Equilibrium pressures have been investigated for metal*hydrogen and metal-deuterium

systems. The equilibrium hydrogen pr.tt*t is in_creased exponentially with increasing

magnetic fields ât ,oot t.topttutute ior the RCos-H systems(R=La, Pr and Ce)' i' e'' the

logarithmic pr"*oä.iu"gîi(r-l rd) it proportional io magnetic fields, where P' is the

equilibrium deuteriurn pressure under ttre innuence of a magnõtic field and P0 is that in zero

field. The gradient of tile logarithmic pressure against the magnetic fietd corresponds to the

value of Alul,whtehis the.ñ*g, in ttre magnetiõ moment of the hydride per desorbed lmol

f,yOrogen atðms. The AlttIris t'Íre significant parameter for the magnetic field effects on

equitibrium pressure for the metal-hydrogen systems and agrees with the value calculated

from magnetic data.

In the present study the relationships between the equilibrium pressure and the magnetic

flux density, and the åagnetization curves are measured for the RCor-H and RCo,-D systems

under the magnetic fielãs up to 5T. The AluI, are observed from the logarithmic change in

equilibrium pressure for the LaCor-H and LãCor-n systems and they are the same' On the

other hand the equilibrium pressure of hydride ieco,H,., depends strongly on the magnetic

fietds compared *ittt t¡ut of ttt. deuteride CeCo,D,,. The gradient of the-logarithmic pressure

vs. the magnetic.ufield for the cecorH,, is highei dg-ù* for the ceco.D,r' The aM, for the

CeCo.H,. is larser than that f'or the CeborD,],: the AMrat 313K ate 2.57 JT-'molH' and2'07

ninìälòtir"r ,i. trv¿ride and deuteride, iespectivety. The discrepancy between the two /M,

is due to the difference in the magnetic property between the hydride and the deuteride of the

CeCo,. This is the first observation of-the isotope effect on the change in the equilibrium

pressure as a function of the magnetic field'
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It ie well known that divalont impurity iofls le¿d to incotporation in a solid sölutiolt of an

oqrnl numbsr of cation vacanciee creûtion of whict¡ 0rÊ neosssruy to presÊrvc üre overall charge

o.,nr.tity of ths crystals. Tbç divalsnt ca.lions aud vacanoies pfln be presont in thE lnftico

r¡¡oci*id in peirs forming impr¡rity- vapancies (IV) dipolos or flssociaiod together in high-order

IV ¡¡¡cdhgäs the" pairl The concrete tlpe of thç inoleürlar assnmhlages consisting fiom IV
dipoloe in tt¡c lattico may give riso to 

-õonsidsrablo 
ohanges in the .optical, electical and

doh¡¡ío¡l propertíer of'íoñic cryrtals. Agrrry at high tempçr'¿turer, howovor, protlucen tho

æprded W aiiotce aod givee to start aggrãg¡tion proceun oonsirting rna¡ry uüagoo. If imprrity

ion¡ lr¡ r¡rp¡iri¿ spitrs, Bln úgn¿l allows onp to detsot ths faqtura of the dipoles incorporated in

thc qnrinolcoulur dcfcct 
"g€rrgÊtrr 

beonuse their talrn purt in .forming of corrale¡rt bouds

bc6vscn e¡ch othcr md sep by step tost ptrnnagnetic propertíçs. Thoec lcno'u¡n facts clearly

dmor¡ffi tb¡t ry¡fcgrtion kinetice muei to de'pfftd on qpin oriontetiott *in pairs *! ffiqt
oorylioab¿ *sç-btryÊB of thc dofscte. In ths otha¡ hand ths concrstö oonfigurafiol of thc IV

agg.trt* ó*orninp¡ plaptic propertieo ofthe crystals beoause mentioned defeots re obståoles to

füo"l*ioo motion ñumbci oi uually rued qharacterirticr of plaaticity (microhardneoe,

dirylrcmøû of individuel dislocetiom, plastic flunr rde) were used q trt present Totk 1l
¿oriotog of opin-dcpcndent otagos of aggreg¡tion gfIV dipoles ofEu, pa fn impuritios in NaCl,

KCI nd-üF'r.rt1å¡. ff,r rttä"toilú-c olptarticíty wara mea¡n¡rod ín crosnçd r{atic magnotic

mr¡nctio ficld sld miarowavç. Tho elçerimçntr ïrÊre cmied out in the ESR epeo'lrometer.of X-

Uot øtout regis¡.rtion of cloctomE¡netic wave absorption. It î* found sharp woukening of
tbc orysbls (,e tã 2 $mc3 for dislocafiõn diuplaconreuts) af some disorete t¡alues of B the numbe'r

of uùich dcpendr from t¡po of impurity in cryrbtr. The rmluçs of Þ at wtrích rcsonfltcç

waCraning oi crystrls crosï coresponrl niagnetic rnomeff of defects which was equal ü0 Bthr

nrgptoJ It allows onç to suggJst that sslastiw abrorption of microwave quanta in thE IV

¡ñF* ú¡d. ùo unpínnhg õí diclocdíors fiom thc ãbstactea, Ttrur, plaetio ryrofortiel 1f
.f*is cåü srmc ar a yicld ãf ioter.ryst¿llinc chsmioal rcastion bctwaan IV dipolen ard their

qggpg¡t r. Rcsori¡¡¡ce weal¡ening of; thc crystale practically is- a RYDna! ¡ienat-in.o.T'
c$aínoon. Thc rooc¡rtly discovs;od poooibility of inftr¡snco ofweak magnetia fiold on pla¡tioity

of Si, So, ZnS, Co, potyr¡ora etc. moa¡l thd magnotic rçsonmcç method can bc u¡ed to corúrol

ov6 thc-kinctio¡ of infurity aggrcgation in solids. Tbc errye'r shott iutcrrnediåte nonthermelized

rtegos ofplastirity süd impdity preõipit*ion seruitivo to a wcak magtretic fiald were fou¡d'
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Electnonic and Molecular Sbucfurcs of Polyanionic CrtrhllerenesBicapped bV

y-Cyclodextrin Molecr¡Ies as Sûrdied by CIV- and h¡lsed ESR Spectnosmpy

r

r

Nobuyuki Mori,u Kozo Fukui," Shin-ichi Tkrkekumab Hideko Tbkekumab Znn-iclnYoshida,b
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Anionic 1+yclodexnin bicæped C* fullerenes (C*(Y{yD)r*) are

expected to have exotic electuonic and magnetic pncpertias different from

ptirtur" C* firllerene anions becar¡se of the encapsulated enviro-nment The

Llotiu" cîemical generation of C¡o(y 4\D):' 24\I2o in D]VISO has been

est¿blished in terms of synthesis tll. kt this s-tudy, we have studied its

electronic and molecular stn¡ctufes by CW- and pulsedESR specüoscopyto

chancteiue magnetic ProPetties. We have observed a üiplet state sPectnrm

= 0.0013 crnt, F{) tïgrnel. A nndel of tlP

r
t

r
t

ansmg from dianionic Cuo(v{YD)" (S z.W)A, Dl Clv 4lD)tconPlex

and a doublet state spectrum ftom monoanionic C6¡(rQD)" (g = r.9991)

in DMSO at cryogenic temperature, as shown in Fig.Z.The lD value is only about ahalfofnoncaP@

cå"ízl, showing that the average distance be¡veen
that of noncap@ C602. The vanishing E

trvo unpaired electon spms is about 1.25 times as

long as value indicates that the molecular $n¡cture of the

ffipped Cr" has higtrer than C3symmeûy. The temPerahrc dependence of the intensity of the fine-

süuctureESR sPecmm indicates thaf the ground state is spin-tiplet.
of the absohte sþ of the D

X E>rperimentat determination
information about the

ìl
921909c1-lz value serves for the molectúar stnrchral

r
t

z bicapped Crz in the tiplet state. The positive sþ givas the
lj

an oblate molecular stn¡ctule, while the negativeoccunence of

I
t
I

t

XY sigt a prolate one. The encapsulating effects based on MO

cñcuhtions predict thebicaprped C, withprolate distortion to be

stable. X ray stnrctural analyses of the bicapped crunder studl

are in prcgfess. Nevertheless, the stn¡chrrc of the neuftal

bicap'ped Cr b still an open question. A high fietd/ high

t q**y W-U*¿ ESR (95GI{z) specûoscopy has been

uppi"d tã tfre bicapped and noncapped Cr dianions in order

to-settle this issue. Pulsed based 2D elechon spin Ûansient

t-

t

t

z
E

B

¡ri

341 U2 343 W 345 346

t

[,tag'eticFþtd/mT spechoscopy has been applied to the bicap@ C*
dianioniltheDMsoglassatliquidheliumtemperatuein

Figure 2. CW-ESR specrum of dianionic order to identify ttre niplet state unequivocally'

ceo(v {yDL . Z4ÍI\O'J.DMSO obËerved Recently, c. Reed and his coworkers h¿ve claimed that the

at tZ3K X X and Z denote canonical docunpnæd high-spin states from noncapped Cuo polyamons [2]
peals of üre riplet staþ. The -d:.y^, originates not-ftom Co but from (CJp as a result of
doubl* ryecies is denoted by a mark (X). *ntu-i"uti* during the experimental procedure. Ttre bicap@

C* dianion under shrdy prevents itself û'om undergoing oxygen-bridged Cr dimerization' In addition,

formation of the bicapúå dianion is independent oio"g*r"a conditions of the solution. These findings

conûadict the rationalization made by C.Rd et aL

tllS.-IThkela¡rnaH.Talckum4T.lvfatswmûoardZ-IYoshida, Tetra]æùonl¿tters4lr4W49l2(2ml

t2l M.Cândida B. L. Shohoji, M. hisa T. M. B. Ranco, M. Celina R. L' R' l-azana" S' Nakazawa K' Saûo' D'

Shiomi, arid T. Talui, J. fun CIum þc. tn,2962-2963 (20m)'
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Magnetic field effects on electron-transfer reactions involving
sextet.spin (S = 512) intermediates generated on photoexcitation of

a Cr(Illþporphyrin complex

Yukie Mori, Mikio Hoshino, and Hisaharu Hayashi
RIKEN (The Institute of Physical and Chemical Research), Wako, Saínmn 351-0198, Japan

Recently, we reported magnetic field effects (N,trEs) on the free ion yields for the elecüon

transfer (ET) reactions involving the triplet-doublet ion-pairs in homogeneous fluid solvents [],
The observed MFB was explained based on the spin rela,xation of the riplet biradical anion due

to the elecfon spin dipolar interactions [2]. As extension of studies on MFEs in chemical

reacúons úo the higher spin states, here, we report MFEs on the reactions of ion-pair
intermediates in the sextet (S = 5/2) staûes generated via photo-induced ET from chloro-(3-
methylimidazol)-(tetraphenylporphyrinaûo)chromium (III) (CrÐ üo benzylviologen (V').

On excitation of CrP in the presence of \P* (3 x lü3 M in MeCN with a 532-nm laser

pulse, the transient absorption spectrum exhibiæd a peak at47O nm assignable t<r the 6T, state of
CrP [3]. In this state, the unpaired electrons on the porphyrin in the lowest excited triplet state

are ferromagnetically coupled with the d-elecfons on Cr(lII). After this band had decayed (r >
300 ns), the spectrum showed a broad band at 550-650 nm and a sharp peak at 422 nm, which
were atrribuæd to the absorption bands of Cr P* and V*. These spectral changes indicate that

ET took place from the &I, state of CrP to \P* to give the free ions, as shown in fig. 1.

In the presence of magnetic fields (B s) the free ion yield markedly increased, indicating
that the conversion from the sext€t (Sx) states to the quartet (Qa) ones of ¡sCrP* 

2V*1 was

partially inhibited by the magnetic fields. Figure 2 shows the B dependence of the relative free

ionyield, fi(B), defîned by L,Aorr( OO ns, B) |LA422(M ns,0T), where LA4,'(AAO ns, B)
and L,Aor"(4OO ns, O T) are the absorbance at 422 nm at 4O0 ns after excitation under the

magnetic field of B and aì zerc field, respectively. With increasing 8, the fi(B) value increased

from0 T to4 T and slightly decreased from4 T ûo 10 T. Theincrease from OT to 4T can be

explained by the relaxation mechanism, where the Sx-Qa conversion was induced by the

electron spin dipolar interaction within tCrP*. The decrease in 4-10 T may be atfibuæd to the

Ag mechanism since the difference in g-facûor between tCrP* and 2V* is estimated to be 0.006.

4cr P* (4sr)

\
eç. px 1úIr¡ + V2+

hv \oo- 6¡sç.p.+ 2y'+1+--> 4¡s6tp+ 2y'+1

Çy"

1.6

t.4
Ê

r.)\' /n","
5C, p.* + 2V.*

.2

0246810
B/T

Fis. 2. R(B) vs. B plots for ET reaction of

cr P in the 6I., st¿te wirh ,v2* in MecN

1
ÈnË-r

(free ions) acr e 1aS6¡

+v2*
1

acr P lass¡

fig. 1. Reaction pathways forfree ionformation

on excitation of Cr P in the presence of V2+

lU Y. Mori, Y. Sakaguchi, mdH. Hayashi,J; Phys. Chem. A 104 (20m)¿ß96.

t2l P. W. Atkins andG. T. Evans, Mol. Phys. 29 (1y75)921.

[3] M. Yanaji, Y. Hama, andM. Hoshino, Chem. Phys. I-ett. 165 (190)309.
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MagneticFieldEffectsontheHydrogenAbstractionReactionofTriplet
Benzoph.non. u, studied ni u riãosecond Laser Flash Photolysis

lsamu Morino*' Masanobu Wakasa' and Hisaharu Hayashi

Molet'uleu' Pltt¡lochcmislrv- LahorctÍrtr\¡' RIKEN (The Inslittrte of Physic'ul antl Chcmit'ul

n"' )''')'l ì)'" ¡7 ¡'''1 
" "n|'' 

2' - l' w ct ko' Su i t u m a 3 5 I - 0 I 9 8' J ct p crn

A small ntagnetic energy under weak magnetic fielcls of less than 2 T has large influence

o' decay ,ut" 
"ot.,rtu,rts 

ã1 radical pui. unî product yields' by changing a directio' of

e lectronic spi.s in photochemical reactions. Recent progress in the study of r-r-rag'etic field

cffects (MFEs) o,., hon-,og.neous solutio's rras reveåled that the time resolutio' of a usual

nanosecond laser flash photolysis ,..rrniqu. ì, not enough to study such MFEs' because the

triplet-singret tr-si spin .onu.r.i* .uul"ã uy trt. hypãrfine coupling and ag rnechanis*s

occurs in the ,in.,. ,.uìå of tO "-10-" s' Thus, a higlily se'sitive and accurate picosecond

apparat's is desireclio U. ¿.u.toped for obst*ing oiit¿pnt on the picosecond spi. dy'amics

irì chemical reactions iu solutions'

Recently, we have developed a picosecond laser flash photolysis apparatus' This apparatus

consists of a picosecond Nd: yaô taser (repetition frequency I H2,30 ps FWHM) as an

excitatio' light sowce and a high power it nutn lamp to t'onitor the subsequent events'

equip¡red with a p"i;;;";-rator,itråak ancl ccD cameras. Transient absorption spectra were

successfttlly obserued with a 50 - 100 ps time resolution'

Itrourpreviouspaper[l],w:reportedt|eobserv'ationofMFEsonthehydrogen
abstraction reaction of triplet 4-methoxy-benzophenone with thiophenol by a sub-nanosecond

laser flash photolysis, where the obser-ved decay curves *.r. unuiyzedby a de-convolution fìt

with syster.tr fulrctiotrs. In the present 
""¿v, 

*. l..*u.,tigated the MFEs with a picosecond

tinre resolution under magnetic f,ields of ó-- I .7 T. T'he decay curves have been analyzed

without de-convolutiorl'

The decay rate constants of raciical pairs and the yields of escaped raciicals were

dete''ined by the single expo'ential curve'f,rtting. using túe simple kinetics model from the

cxperimental data, *J.ut.ututed the rate constanis of the escaping process from the pair a'd

the T-S spin conversion process. The difference of the g valuei oi t*o radicals in a pair (Ag)

wasestilnateclfrolltlreobtainedratecotrstantsonanassttnrptionthattheAgnreclrarrisnr
do.rinatecl for high magnetic fields of n,or. than 4kG. The cretaìlecr rnechanisms of tlie MFEs

observecl in the present study will be discussed'

Il M. Wakasa arrd f{ Hayashi' ('herl' Phys' Lett' 327' (2000) 343'

. 
r)rese't atlclress: rnstitute fbr Li'viro''re.tal rVlanagenrent Technology, AIST Tsuktrba-rvest' onogau'a l(r-l
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Time Resolved CIDI{P Study of Photoreactions of Aromatic Dyes with Hen

Egg White Lysozyme in Aqueous Solutions

Olsa Morozova, Alexandra Yurkovskaya. Yuri Tsentalovich, and Renad Sagdeev

Internutionul Tontography Center, Institulskaya 3a, 630090 Novosibirsk, Rus'çict

Effects of Chemically Induced Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (CIDNP), arising in
photoinclucecl radical leactions between aromatic dyes and amino acid side chains in proteins'

have been suggested to be used as a tool for studying the structures and dynarnic pt'ocesses of
biomacromolecules []. Only three amino acids give rise to signifrcant CIDNP effècts -
tryptophan. tyrosine, and l-ristidine. Since CIDNP intensity depends on the exposure degree of
amino acid residues at the protein surface. this method allows probing accessibility of
different residues and changes of accessibility during the processes of folding or denaturation.

However. r.rot only the accessibility determines the observed CIDNP values. Among the

factors having influence on the intensity of nuclear polarization are the CIDNP enhancement

factors. the values of quenching rate constants of the dye by the amino acids, rate constants

and mechanisms of radical reactions in the bulk, rates of nuclear paramagnetic relaxation'

Besides. electron transfèr fiom tyrosine residue to tryptophan radical reported for peptides [2]
also affects CIDNP values and kinetics. The present study is devoted to the time resolved

investigation of CIDNP etfects, arising in photoinduced radical reactions of two arolnatic

dyes - 2.2'-dipyridyl and flavin mononucleotide phosphate with hen egg white lysozyme in

native and denatured states. Denaturation was acl'rieved at pH:3.8 by rising temperature up to

80oC or by adding of 10 M urea at 55"C.

In accordance with previous studies, in native state significant polarization is observed for

the protons of Trp62 and Trpl23. This polarization only slightly changes in time. High

stationary value of CIDNP with respect to the getninate polarization indicates that

intramolecular electron transfer is not efficient in the native state of lysozyme. When 2.2'-

dipyridyl is used as a dye. CIDNP spectrum contains an additional weak emissive signal of
Tyr23.

In the denatured state of lysozyme, geminate polarizations of tryptophan and tyrosine have

comparable intensities. Time dependence of CIDNP in the denatured state is much more

pronounced than that in the native state. Intramolecular electron transfer from tyrosine residue

to tryptophan radical manifests itself in a clecay of tryptophan polarization and growth of
CIDNP of tyrosine. leacling to a significant deviation of stationary CIDNP from the initial
value of polarization. In this case. the observed stationary values of nuclear polarization do

not reflect the accessibility of the amino acid residues. CIDNP enhancement factors for
tryptophan and tyrosille are sensitive to the clye used: ratio of geminate polalizations
P(Trp)/P(Tyr) is higher than the stoichiometric one (2: 1) in the reaction with flavin and lower
in the reaction with clipyridyl. Simulation of CIDNP kinetics using a set of differential
equations allowed to estimate nuclear paramagnetic relaxation times and the rates of
intramolecular electron transfer in two types of denatured state of lysozyme. The present

study revealed limitations of the use of steady-state CIDNP technique for the investigation of
strllctlrres and dynamic processes of proteins.

Acknowledgement. This work was supported by RFBR (Project No. 00-1 5-97450 and 99-

04-49879) and CRDF (Project No. RC2-2208).

[] Hore, P. J.l Broadhurst, R. W. Prog. NMR Spectrosc. 1993,25.345-402.

[2]Pruetz,W.A.; ButlerJ.;LandE.J.;Swallow,AJ.Biochem.Biophys.Res.Commun 1980.96,408-414.
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Pore.structureRegulationofsilicasviaMagneticorderingof
Hexadecylammonium/silicate Mesophases

Kiyofumi Nakamoto.u Kazunari lguchi,b Yoshihiro Kojima,u and Sumio C)zekiu

o Depertment oJ', Chemistry, Faculty of science' shinshu university' Matsumoto' NaS|ano

390-862 l, JaPan
bDepertment of chemistry, Facutty of science, chiba university' chiba' chiba 263-8522'

Japan

Ordered mesoporous inorganic materials such as FSM-16 and MCM-41 ate of particular

interestowingtothepotentialapplicationasmolecular-sieves,adsorbents,andcatalytic

supports. Therefore, it is desirable that the oriented domain of their honeycomb structure is

much larger than that of conventionally synthesized ones' since mesoporous materials are

prepared by calcination of inorganic ion/ surfactant hybrid mesophases having hexagonal

Structure,itwillbepossibletoalignasilicaskeletonviamagneticorientationofsurfactant
mesophase as a template. To fix the oriented structure under a magnetic field' we adopted the

sol.gel method, in which gradual production of silicate ions makes it possible. that silicate

ionspolymerizeslowlyafterformationofasurfactantmesophase'

Themesoporoussilicaswereobtainedbycalcination(atS23Kinairfor5h)ofthehybrids

prepared from ethanol-water mixtures containing tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) and

hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) at 303 K under magnetic fields (<30T)'

The compositionr(molar ratio) of reactant solutions was given by the molar ratios of TEOS:

Hzo: HCI or NH¡: EtoH: CTAB' The phase diagrams for the reactant solutions were

examined by eye, which comprised the one-phase region and two-phase region' The

structure of hybrids was determined by X-ray diffraction'

Hexagonal structure in hybrids developed with a magnetic field in a one-phase system'

An amorphous phase was transformed to a typical hexagonal phase by a22-T magnetic freld'

when hexagonal and lamellar phases coexisted, a 28 T-magnetic field depressed almost

perfectly only the growth of a lamellar phase to lead to a pure hexagonal phase' The increase

inadsorptionamountandasteponadsortionisothermsofcalcinedhybridsforNzdue
magnetic fields suggest that more homogeneous mesopores in the silicas developed by

magnetic fields.

-'1
Ì
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Magnetic Field Effect on Photo Induced Electron Transfer of
Supra Molecular Complex of Zinc(II) tetrap}enylporphyrin-Viologen- Linked Compounds with beta-Cyclodextrin.

Hiroshi Nakamura. Toshiyuki lto, Tomomi Ujiie, and Tatsuya Morozumi'
Graduate School of Environmental Earth Science, Hoklcaído University,

Sapporo 060-08 I 0, Japan.

Photo induced electron transfer have been much interest in a view of designing

photochemical molecular devices and light energy conversion systems. We have synthesized

several porphyrin-viologen linked compounds (ZPnV) with a methylene chain as a spacer for
Donor-Acceptor linked system, and have reported a magnetic field effect on photo-induced

electron transfer reaction with these compounds[1].

The tH NMR and absorption spectra showed that ZP'Y?* and 2,3,6-ñ-O-methyl-B-
cyclodextrin (TM-B-CD) made a stable 1:1 complex or l:2 complex in acetonitrile-water (l:1
v/v) solution depending on the concentration of TM-B-CD. The laser flash photolyses of 1:2

complex was carried out in the presence of external magnetic fields. The intramolecular

electron transfer was detected by measuring the transient absorption at 640 nrr¡ which was

attributed to the radical pair (RP) of ZP*-Y'*. On increasing the magnetic fields, the lifetime
of RP increased and an asymptotic value under high magnetic filed ( > l00mT).

These effects were explained by the electron-nuclear hyper fine coupling and spin-

lattice relaxation mechanisms. The observed forward electron transfer was quite slow

compared with the free ZP*V2*, and was apparently increased by the magnetic fields.

However, these results were explained by the fact that the photo induced electron transfer was

an equilibrium between the 3* ZP-VT* andZP*-Y*(K= 1.7). This result means that this free

energy change was a quite small value (AG = -1.3 kJ/mol). t2l
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Fig. l. Magretic fîeld effects on the apparent
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[|] T. Ito, M. Naka, A. Miura, T. Ujiie, H. Nakamura, T. Matsuo, Bull. Chem. Soc. Jpn.,74,657 (2001).

[2] T. Ito, T. Ujiie, M. Naka, H. Nakamura" Chem. Phys. Leu.340,308 (2001).
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Resonant quantum spin tunnelting in polyanionic high'spin cuo fullerenes,]

,J

.]

shigeaki Nakazawa,u Kazunobu sato,u Daisuke Shiomi,u M Luisa T'M'B' Franco'b

M. Cândida B.L. Shohoji,b M. Celina R.L.R. Lazana,b and Takeji Takuiu

,,Graduate school of science, osaka city rJniversity, osaka, 558-8585 Japan

t'Department of Chemistry, (Jniversidade Técnicq de Lisboa' Lisbon' 1096 Portugal

Great attention has been paid to the elucidation of the mechanism of superconductivity

for alkali or alkali-earth doped c6s-based compounds. one of the most striking evidences of

the phonon role in high-temperature ,.rp"r"onå.rctivity of alkali doped c66 compounds is the

observation of nonzero isotope effect àn the value órtn. critical temperature z.[1,2]' It is

pointed out that the conventional adiabatic Migdal-Eliashberg theoryf3,4] of

superconductivity is invalidated by the extremely low value of the Fermi energy Er= 0'25

ev characteristic of the fullerene compounds[5,6]. It.leads to the opening of nonadiabatic

channels in the superconducting pairing. ft it suggåsted that dyanmic Jahn-Teller effects play

a key role in the d;;;;;d;ctiíg'matriãts of the-Coo tullerene-based compounds'

The ground spin states of Coo'- and Coo'- have also been given attention from the

theoretical sides because of the uno*uly that ÂzCoo and A¿Coo compounds are insulators in

contrast to A¡Coo 
"ã-founOr(A=K, 

Rb, etc). The key to an understanding of the electronic

states of anions derived from coo is the erucidation of the electronic spin structures associated

with charge fluctuation and the splittin; of the /r" luMo and t1, NLUMO by Jahn-Teller

distortion for successive levels oi r.d.rãtion. Therefore, the-experimental determinations of

the ground-state spins and the location of low-lying excited sàtes for coo2- and ceo3- have

been important issues not only in materials science, but also in spin science'

There have been many studies describing the electron tpìtt resonance. spectroscopy. of

crrr ;;^ c;;l l' rrorr,r ioluti'ons and so[ã phases. Nevertheless, despite the attention

focused on these potyanionic Coo molecules, theie is a gteal deal of apparent controversy in

rhe literature as !o ;t¿ spin ideniifrcation of ôuo'- and Cã'- ty cw-ESR sp-ectroscopy' Triplet-

state Coo2- fullerene hås been well documented, but many studies of spin-doublet Coo'-

fu[erene have been reported. Recentry, we have reported the first detection of coo3- fullerene

in the quartet gro;nJirtute by cw-ESn,Z-¿i.tt.ntiónal electron spin transient nutation (2D-

ESTN) spectroscopyt7l. In addition,.we have observed an anomaly in the longitudinal spin

relaxation curves for the annealed polyu.rio"ic Ceo with high spin states, which is attributable

to phonon bottleneck phenomenon caused by Jahn-Teller molecular hot-phonon states'

In the spin relaxation curves, wigglings were observed at low temperatures' we have

attributed the wigglings to resonant ffituñt .pin tunneling between the high spin and low

spin states. In this paper, the resonant quantum spin tunneling appearing in polyanionic C6e

fuilerenes is discussed both from experimentar and theoreticar iides in relation to the dynamic

Jahn-Teller mechanism for the C6e-based superconducting materials[ 8]'

[] O. Gunnarsson, Rev. Mod' Phys' 69,575 (1997)'

t2l M. S. Fuhrer etal., Phys. Rev' Lett'83,404 (1999)'

t3l A.B. Migdal, Zh Eksp' Teor' Fiz' 38, 1438 (1958)'

l4l G.M. Eliashberg, Zh. Eksp' Teor' Fiz' 38' 966 (1960)'

[5] C. Grimaldi et al', Phys. Rev' Lett' 75, I 158 ( 1995)'

[6]E. Cappelluti et al., Phys' Rev' Lett' 85' 4771 (2000)'

t7l M.C.B.L Shohoji etal., 'I' Am' Chem' Soc' 122'2962(2000)'

[8]S. Suzuki et al., J. Phys. Soc' Jpn' 69,2615(2000)'
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Pseudo Jahn-Tetler Effects in High-Spin Fe(Ill)octaethylporphyrin (uAt)

as Studied by Single-Crystal CW-ESR/EhIDOR and
pulsed ESR Spectroscopy

Takahisa Nishio,u Kazunobu Sato," Daisuke Shiomi," Andrew S. Ichimura,u W C. Lin,b
David H. Dolphin,o Charles A. McDowell,b and Takeii Takui"

oDepartments of Chemistry and Materials Science, Graduate School of Science,
Osaka City University, Sumiyoshi-ku, Osaka 558-858t Japan

bDepartment of Chemistry, The University of British Columbia,
2036 Main Mall, Vancouver B. C., V6T lzl Canada

Electronic and molecular structures of ground-state sextet Fe(Ill)octaethylporphyrinchloride
(FeLI(CI)OEP) magnetically diluted in NitrOEP single crystals have been studied by X-band
CW-ENDOR and pulsed ESR spectroscopy. Pulsed based Electron Spin Transient Nutation
(ESTN) spectroscopy has also been applied to the Jahn-Tþller distorted Fer(Cl)OEP
molecule in order to identify the electron spin multiplicity in a straightforward manner. The
high spin system under study is a suitable model for vibronic interactions occurring in low
symmetry environments such as tetragonal strong ligand field. Fen(Cl)OEP in the ground
state is an open-shell system with many unpaired electrons and also undergoes relatively
large spin-orbit interactions, giving rise to low-lying low-spin excited states with orbital
degeneracy. These salient electronic structures cause anisotropic spin relaxations associated
with pseudo Jahn-Teller interactions. Fem(Cl)OEP molecule in the NitrOEP single crystal of
tetragonal symmetry [1] has the most ruffled porphyrin ring of So symmetry with a fifth-
coordinated ligand (Cl).

From angular dependence of the fine-structure ESR spectra for the lowest Kramers
doublets, energetically nonequivalent Feu(Cl)OEP molecules were discriminated at liquid
helium temperatures, indicating that shows that Fen(Cl)OEP undergoes the considerable
departure from tetragonal symmetry. The number of distorted molecules per unit cell
exceeds four (Z=4). With increasing temperature, both motional averaging and spectral line
broadening were observed, revealing that the underlying mechanism is a thermally activated
process (Orbach process). SpinJattice relaxation measurements by pulsed ESR techniques
were carried out with static magnetic field Bo parallel to the 4-fold rotation axis Z, showing
that the Orbach process is dominant and the zerofield splitting constant D is determined to be

D = * 7 cm-t. The observed frozen-in distorted molecular structures of lower symmetry and

the dynamic processes are attributable to static and dynamic regimes of pseudo Jahn-Teller
interaction, respectively. FT-pulsed ESEEM and CW-IaN-ENDOR experiments were carried
out for only a limited number of orientations because of fast spin-lattice relaxations taking
place even at liquid helium temperatures with Bo except the symmetry Z axis. Probable
distorted molecular structures of Fer(Ct)OEP are discussed from spectral simulations of the
ENDOR data by invoking sizable matrix diagonalizations of the spin Hamiltonian comprised
of electric quadrupolar and hyperfine interactions of four nonequivalent nitrogen atoms.

The transition assignments of the CW fine-structure ESR spectra were made by pulsed
based ESTN spectroscopy. The transitions between the lowest Kramers doublets of the spin-
sextet state with an orbital singlet were unequivocally identified. The FlD-detected nutation
experiments were made in the weak extreme limit of microwave irradiation, demonstrating
that the extreme limit condition simplifies the nutation spectra due to the transition between
the lowest Kramers doublets.

tll E. F. Meyer, Acta Cryst.,B.28,21,62 (1972).
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The fine-structure parameters of high-spin oligonitrenes related to their

molecular structures

Nçbuyuki Oda,u Kazunobu Sato,u Daisuke Shiomi,b Masatoshi Kozaki'u Keiji Okada'u and

Iakeji Takuiu

Department of ochemistry andbMaterials science, Graduate school of science, osaka city

(Jniveísity,Sugimoto3.3-]38,osaka558-8585,Japan

ln recent years, the field of spin chemistry has made a great stride' Molecular based-

magnetism u, u 
"rorr-disciplinary 

field of ptrysics and chemistry has been underlain by spin

chemistry. Genuinely organic super high-,pln *ot"tules.and single-molecule magnets have

been the focus of the fiid and materia'ls cirailenge for chemists Ir,21. Morecular designs to

achieve intramolecular ferromagnetic interactions among spin moieties are well known as a

through-bond approach based in their topologically ãegenerate fi-nonbonding molecular

orbitals (n-NBMOs) and robust n-rpin polaãzations. Molecular designs based on the

molecular structures of high-spin molecular systems are also an important issue from the

standpoint of controlling fine-structure tensors and dominant spin-spin interactions'

High-spin nitrenes are suitable models for the studies of fine-structure tensors dictated by

their morecular and electronic-spin structures because their fine-structure tensors of high-spin

states are mainly due to one-center n-n spin-spin interactions on nitrogen atoms' Figure I

shows novel types of high-spin oligonitr.nff we have designed and synthesized' we have

observed randomly orienied fine-structure ESR spectra of polyphenylene-based oligonitrenes

at cryogenic temperatures. ESR spectral simulatiàn based ãn a hybrid eigenfield method has

been applied to analyze the complex_ fine-structure spectra and obtain their spin Hamiltonian

parameters with high accuracy.lMe have analyzed their fine-structure tensors related to their

molecular structures in terms of semiempiricai tensor c.alculations. Figure 2 shows the effect

of two-center n-¡ i4teractions we have estimated for oligonitrene 3 in addition to those of the

dominant on.-..nC.i'* n-'n 
:rnt ractions. Then, we have reexamined the fine-structure

parameters of all the reported dintrenes l3l. It has turned out that the analyses of previously

reported dinitrenes in 1990',s are not ¡*tiriuut. because only second-order perturbation

methods were used for extracting the fine-structure constanìs which lead to irrational

molecularstructuresl3|.Also,themoleculardesignbasedongroup-theoreticalconsiderations
willbe reported.
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Figure 1. Polyphenylene-based high-spin oligonitrenes' Figure 2. Subunit interactions of 3 estimated the semienrpirical

tensor

t
n] "Magnetic Properties of Organic Materials"' P' M' Lahti' Ed'' Marcel Dekker ' New York' 1999'

[2] ,,Molecular Magnetism,,, K. Itoh, M. Kinoshita, Eds., Gordon and Breach' Amsterdam' 2000'

t3l A. T. Fukuzawa, K. sato, A. S. Ichimura, T. Kinoshita, T. Takui, K' ltoh' P' M' Lahti' Mol' cryst' Liq' cryst'

278 (1996)253 and refs. therein.
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A New Method for Determination of Relative Sign of
g-factors by Pulsed EPR

rnstitute "f M:;:x::;t,"?1" ;::":::i" i: ïil),,"d Materiats,
Tbhoku (Jniversity, Kqtahirø 2-l-1, Aoba-ku, Sendai 980-8577, Japan

A two-dimensional (2D) pulsed-EPR nutation method for determination of
anisotropic g-factors is presented and an application to a metal containing protein having very
large g anisotropy is described.

Transient nutation is the most basic phenomenon in magnetic resonance experiments.

A resonance phenomenon of any two-level system can be described by nutational motion of a
magnetization. An analysis of nutational motion gives unique information that is not available

by usual spectrum observations. .

To explain transient nutation, we describe dynamics of a spin system in a reference

frame rotating with the frequency of an applied microwave field. At an exact resonance

condition, amagnetization vector rotates around a microwave magnetic field if spin relaxation

is negligible. This rotational motion is called as nutation. The frequency of rotation is the

nutation frequency and is determined by the magnitude of the interaction Ë1"* between a

microwave magnetic field B, and an electron spin S as shown by eq. (1).

Hnnw = lS.g'8, (1)

In an ordinary experimental condition, B, is orthogonal to an external magnetic field Bo and

an electron spin is q-uaåtized along Bo (l Bol>>l B,l). Therefore, if Bo lies in one of principal

axes of a g matrix, a nutation frequency is determined by g principal values in a plane

orthogonal to Bo. This fact gives an unique way of determination of a g value for which EPR

measurement is difücult by a conventional experiments. 'Willer and Schweige¡rtl demonstrated

for a single crystal sample that an extremely small g principal value can be determined by a

nutation spectrum.

We extend this method to a disordered system such as powder or frozen solution. We

show that this method is especially useful for a metal protein. EPR of many metal protein

systems are suffered by severe line broadening. Because of the line width of a metalloprotein

is inversely proportional to the g value, the signal of a very small g value becomes very broad.

We suggest here that this line broadening mechanism does not exist in a nutation spectrum. It
is also suggested by a detailed analysis of eq.(l) that a nutation frequency depends on a g

value itself in contrast to a resonance frequency that depends on the absolute value of g.

Therefore, relative sign of g principal values can be determined by a nutation spectrum. In
presentation, theory and experimental details of the method will be discussed.

(1) M. Willer and A. Schweiger, Chem. Phys. Lett. 264, I (1997).
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Electric fïeld and magnetic field effects on excitation dynamics of
donor-acceptor systems

Miwako Mizoguchi and Nobuhiro Ohta

Research Institute for Electronic science (RIES), Hokkaido university,

Sapporo 060-08 I 2, Japan

Exciplex fluorescence of methylene linked compounds of donor and acceptor, e.g., pyrene
and N,N-dimethylaniline or phenanthrene and N,,^f-dimethylaniline is significantly influenced
by a magnetic field, depending on the chain length [1]. The magnetic field effect is induced
by a change in efficiency of intersystem crossing between singlet and triplet states of the
radical ion pair produced by intramolecular PIET, and magnetic field effect is observed only
when the donor-acceptor distance is medium, under which both singlet and triplet states of
the radical ion pairs are closely located energetically, and cation and anion of radical ion
pairs are correlated with each other.

The rate of PIET depends on the energy gap between the reactant and product of the
reaction. Further, the Coulomb interaction competes with the Brownian motion, dissociation
or recombination of the radical ion pairs. Besides the magnetic field, therefore, applied
electric field may also influence the initial step of PIET since energy levels of the radical ion
pair produced by PIET may be significantly influenced by an electric field because of a large
electric dipole moment of the radical ion pair. In fact, electric field effects both on the
fluorescence emitted from the locally excited state of donor or acceptor and on the exciplex
fluorescence resulting from the radical ion'pairs produced following PIET were observed, e.
g., for linked compounds of carbazole and terephthalic acid methylester [2,3], pyrene and
N,N-dimethylanili¡e [4], phenanthrene and N,N-dimethylaniline [5] or phenanthrene and
phthalimide [6]" Then, a question arises how PIET of linked compounds of donor and
acceptor or intersystem crossing between singlet and triplet radical ion-pairs following PIET
is affected when both electric field and magnetic field are applied to molecules
simultaneously.

In the present study, a change in fluorescence property has been measured for methylene-
linked compounds of pyrene and N,N-dimethylaniline doped in a PMMA polymer film. It is
examinecl how both fluorescence emitted from the locally excited state of pyrene and
exciplex fluorescence resulting from PIET are influenced by an electric field. It is also
examined how electric field effects on fluorescence of this linked compound are influenced
by applying external magnetic field.

[1] "Dynamic Spin Chemistry", S. Nagakura, H. Hayashi, and T. Azumi, Bls., Koda¡rshalWiley, Tokyo, 1998

[2] N. Ohta et al., J. Phys. Chem., 100 (1996) 19295.

[3] Y. Nislúmura et al., Chem. Phys. Iæn.,307 (1999) 8.

[4] N. Ohta et al. Chem. Phys. Iætt., 292 (1998) 535.

[5] H. Kawabata et al., J. Phys. Chem., in press.

[6] H. Kawabata et al., J. Chem. Phys., 114 (2001)7723.
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Magnetic field effect fo.r a reaction in mesoporous silica

Masaharu Okazaki*a, Kazumi Toriyama,a Kiichi Oda," and Toshio Kasaib

aNational Institute for Advanced Industríal Science andTechnology, Ceranúcs Research

Institute, Kitaku, Nagoya, 462-85 I 0, Japan
b InstituteÍor Molecul.ar Science, Myodaijí, Okazaki, 'l14-8585, Japan.

In mesoporous silica (MCM41) nm-sized cylindrical pores are arrayed with a hexagonal

symmetry like a honeycomb.l) Since it has a large surface atea, MCM has been utilized as a

catalytic base: many reactions such as mono-molecular decomposition on the surface of MCM
modified with, e.g., metal ions, have been observed usually in the gas phase. In previous

studies2,3) we have packed this material in a pyrex glass tube and used as a reaction column

for a liquid phase photochemical reaction: photoreduction of xanthone (XO) with xanthene

(XHz) in 2-propanol. We successfully obserued a large magnetic field effect in the reaction

yields, which were measured by the HPLC method. Since the magnetic field effect for the

same system without any reaction medium is negligibly smallp the so-called "cage effect"

should occur in the nanopore of MCM as in the SDS micelle. In the classical model, although

molecular diffusion in the directions perpendicular to the symmetry axis of nanopore is limited
by the wall, that in the parallel direction should be allowed as in the bulk. If this is the case,

we cannot expect a large cage effect, since the two radicals forming a pair diffuse away in a

short time. Therefore, we have postulated that the solvent molecules, 2-propanol, tend to

move collectively in the nanopore.2,3) It is well known that alcohol molecules tends to form

clusters in the liquid state by hydrogen bonding. For diffusion of solvent molecules, dynamic

reorganization of the solvent clusters and mutual.positional exchange of the molecules are

necessary. In the nanopore, however, these dynamics may be inhibited due to the lack of free

space. Tire collective movement of the solvent molecules, thus appeared in the nanopore,

prevents the paired twonadicals diffuse away,and as a result we can expect an effect similar to

the cage effect in the micelle. Infact, this effect was very much dependent on the diameter of
MCM nanopore: if the diameter is larger the magnetic field effect becomes smaller; and also

dependent on the size of the solvent molecule: if ethanol is employed instead of 2-propanol the

magnetic field effect becomes much smaller.a)

In the present study we employed the spin trapping method to determine whether the effect

mentioned above is truly due to the radical pair interaction in the nanopore.'We have found that

relative yield of the spin trapping reaction in the system containing PBN (a spin trap) in
addition to xanthone (XO) and xanthene (XHd irradiated with 355 nm laser pulses is

dependent on the magnetic field. When the laser power is large, the increase in spin adduct

yield becomes saturated àt a moderate magnetic field and the yield decreases for the further
increase in the field. This is due to quenching of the spin adducts by the free radical species,

e.g. .XOH and.XH. When laser power is reduced, the saturation field shifts to the higher
field. These observations clearly indicate that the concentration of the free radical species

without immediate recombination (escaped radicals) increases as the magnetic field is
increased. This is what we expect for "the radical pair model".

tll C.T. Kresge, M.E. Leonowicz, W.J. Roth, J.C. Vartuli, and J.S. Beck, Nature,359 (1982) 7lO

[2] M. Okazaki, Y. Konishi, and K. Toriyama, Chem. Phys. Lett., 328 (2000) 251.

[3] M. Igarashi, Y. Sakaguchi, and H. Hayashi, Chem. Phys. [ætt., 243(I99Ðy5.
[4] Y. Konishi, M. Okazaki, K. Toriyama, and T. Kasai, J. Phys. Chem., submitted.
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CIDNP Study of Photoelectron Transfer Mechanism of Isomerization of
Carotenoids

Nikolai E. Polyakov, Valentina S. Bashurova,Tatyana V. Leshina, Lowell D. Kispert*
Institute of Chemical Kinetics & Combustion, Novosibirsk 630090, Russia

*Chemistry Department, University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, AL 35487-0336, USA

The photolysis of short-chain carotenoids (B-ionone and all-trans retinal) in polar solvent in
the presence of electron donors or acceptors leads to considerable change in isomers

distribution in reaction products. Using Chemically Induced Dynamic Nuclear Polarization

(CIDNP) technique and quantum chemical calculations we founded that it is due to
contribution of additional isomerization mechanism including single electron transfer. It was

well known for B-ionone, that direct inadiation of I yields to four main isomers I - IV in
reaction mixture.

lEÌß-ionone (l) a-pyran (ll) (Z)-þ-ionone (lll\ (Z)-retro-y-ionone (lV) All-trans Retinal

on the other hand, the photolysis of I in the presence of electron donors (pyrene,

triphenylamine and triphenylphosfine) results in decrease of the yield of II and IV and increase

of the yield of I compared with direct irradiation. It was demonstrated by CIDNP method that

geometrical cis/trans isomerization occurs via the formation of radical ion pairs resulting in the

molecules I - III in triplet excited states.

I hv - ll, lll. IV

t #þ RIp * t3 

-t, 
III

.9

lll ¡fr. RIP 

-llt'*¡, 
ttt

II"#fu, R,t 
- 

II3 

- 
l, II

û,-pyran (II) doesn't form radical anions in the systems under study. It was shown, in the

presence of hydrogen donors the geometrical trans-cis isomerization also occurs via neutral

radical of (E)-B-ionone (protonated form).
ln the presence of electron acceptors (quinones) the formation of radical ion pairs was also

founded. The changes in isomers distribution occurs in this case due to different reaction rates

of isomers I - IV with acceptors, depending on their redox potentials, and due to formation of
unstable adducts. It is known, that 2+2 cycloadducts are formed via biradical-like structure
which easily undergo isomerization. The ether-type adducts formation mediates neutral
radicals where isomerization is also possible.

Analysis of CIDNP effects of Retinal isomers points to the participation of its radical
cations in isomerization process. The data obtained were used for the analysis of
isomerization mechanism of long-chain carotenoids.

In conclusion, electron transfer mechanism of isomerization can play an important role in
photoisomerization of over polyenes including biologically relevant processes.

Acknowledgment. This work was supported by the Russian Foundqtion for Basic Research, grant 98-03-
32969a and the U.S. Civilian Reseqrch and Development Foundation (CRDF), grant RCI-175.
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Effects of Oscillating Magnetic Fields on Reaction Yields of Radical Pairs
with Anisotropic Hyperfïne Interactions

Thorsten Ritz, Christiane R. Timmel and Peter J. Hore

Physical and Theoretical Chemistry Laboratory, University of Oxþrd,
South Parks Road, Oxþrd OXI 3QZ, UK

The effects of oscillating magnetic fields on the recombination reactions of radical pairs
with anisotropic hyperfine interactions in the presence of a weak static magnetic field are
investigated. Model calculations are presented for radical pairs containing a single spin-Il2
nucleus and for various strengths of anisotropic hyperfine interactions. The strength and
frequency range for which the oscillating magnetic field is expected to change the so-called
low-field effect (LIE) [1] of the static magnetic field are calculated for this model system.
The potential of using the change in the LFE induced by oscillating magnetic fields to
elucidate whether magnetic compass orientation in animals is based on a radical pair
mechanism [2] is discussed.

il

t

[] C. Timmel et al., Mol. Phys. 95 (1998) 71.

[2] T. Ritz, S. Adem, and K. Schulten, Biophys. 1.78 (2000) 707
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Spin dynamics and ESR spectra of charge separated states

in photosystem I reaction center

Kev Salikhov,o Dietmar Stehlik,b and Stephan Zechb
oKctzun Physical-Technical InstituÍe of RAS, Sibirsky trakt I017,Kazan, Russia

b^"l.ree University Berlin,Arnimallee 14, Berlin, Germany

in tl-ris report we shall present theoretical description of spin dynamics in the radical pair
P'iooA-r in photosystem l. With this aim the kinetic equations for the density matrix were
used which include transverse and longitudinal relaxation of electron spins and hyperfine
interaction with magnetic nuclei. These kinetic equations were solved in several approaches.

Tinle-resolved X-, Q-, and W-band CW ESR spectra were simulated for a number of sets of
parameters of radical pairs.

Further, we extended the simulations of the ESR spectra to three-spin systems wherr an

observer spin is added to the spin-correlated radical pair. The ESR spectrum of the observer
spin accumulates an information about a state of the spin-oorrelated pair, about the spin
dyrtamics in the system. Time-resolved CW ESR spectra were simulated for seve.ral possible
locations of the observer spin in photosynthetic reaction center. Electron spin echoes for these
three spin systerlrs were also analysed as depending on a selectivity of the microwave pulse
excitation of spins.

[ ] K. M. Salikhov, A. van der Est and D. Stehlik, Appl. Magn. Reson. , 16, 101- 134 ( 1999)

t2l K. M. Salikhoulst. C. Zech andD. Stehlik, Report on the 30th Congress AMfERE,
2000, Lisbon, Portugal.
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Electrophoresis with Magnetically Ordered Agarose Gels

Kojiro Sasaki, Takashi Usui, Isao Yamamoto,

and Masuhiro Yamaguchi

Faculty of Engineerng,

I' okohama N at i onal U niv e r s ity,

7 9 - 5 Tokíwadai, Hodo gaya, Yokohama, 240 - 85 0 I J apan

Agarose gels are used as the matrix in electrophoresis, which separates biological
moleõules, such as proteins and DNAs. Meanwhile, we reported previously the change in the

melting temperaturè of the agarose gels which was formed in the strong magnetic field. The

melting temperature of the gels formed in 5T was increased 1K and this magnetic effect was

saturatéd at-zT t1-31, It was considered that the change in the melting temperature must be

due to the magnetic òrdering of gel molecules. In this work, we study the effocts of the order /
disorder of the matrix gel on the electrophoresis.

The ordered gels were formed in the cooling-down process from the agarose aqueous

solution under the influence of magnetic fields of up to 5T. Simultaneously, the control gels

(the ordered gels) wore prepared in a magnetic flux-free position. The mobility of methylene

blue, which was used as a prototype electrophoretic molecule, was determined from the time
for which the sample was moved 70mm by the applied voltage of 75V in the capillary tube

filled with the gels.

The experimental result showed that the mobility of methylen blue in the magnetically

orderecl gels was ll-l3o/o læger than that in the randomly oriented gels. The magnetia field
effect on the mobilityrwas saturated at about 2T. This tendency agreed with the magnetic

effect on melting temperature. The results are explained by that the electrophoretic molecule

can move fast in the magnetically ordered gels. We expect that the present method is also

effective for analyzing high polymers like proteins and DNAs'

[l] Y. Matsumoto, [, Yarnarnoto, Y. Shimazu, M. Yamaguchi ancl F.Ishikawa:Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 36,L1397-

Lr3e9(1997).

l2l L Yamamoro, Y. Matsumoto, Y. Simazu, M Yamaguchi and F. Ishikawa: Physica B A6'Ui ,408(1998).

[3] I. Yamamoto, K. Sasaki, T. Usui and M. Yamaguchi: First International Conference on Molecular

Electronics and Bioelectronics, Awaji, March 5'7,2001
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Photocleayage reaction of bromine substituted aromatic acyl compounds

studied by CIDBP and transient absorption spectroscopy

Toshiaki Suzukio, Yuji Kanekoo, Kiminori Maedao, Tatsuo Araio,

Kimio Akiyamab, Shozo Tero-Kubotab

"Department of Chemistry, lJniversit¡,of Tsukuba, I-l-l Terutodai,Tsukuba, Ibaraki, 305-8571, Japan

t'lnstitute of Muttidisciplinary Research for Advanced MateriaLs, Touhoku University, 2-l - I, Katahira, Aoba-ku,

Sendai,980-8577 JAPAN

In the present poster, intermediate radical species generated from photocleavage of
bromine-substituted aromatic acyl compounds[l ,2] are studied by CIDEP and transient

absorption spectra initiated by laser flash photolysis.[3] One interesting point of these

reactions is the spin multiplicity of the precursor molecule. That is discussed by the relation

between excited state energy and bond energy of C-Br bond. Another point is that the

radical pair generated in this reaction includes Br atom as the partner of organic radical.

Therefore, the effect of spin-orbit coupling of bromine atom on spin dynamics of radical pair

is interesting.
In laser flash photolysis, absorption band at )'"^* -440 nm is observed after .irradiation.

The absorption band, which decays in 5 ps, is assigned to excited triplet state of 2-bromo 2'-
acetylnaphtharene. After decay of the triplet absorption, a long-lived absorption band is
observed at I.o* -380 nm, which is assigned to naphthoylmethyl radical. Yield of this

radical in this photochemical reaction is not depend on the concentration of oxygen even

though the absorption band of triplet state is quenched by addition of oxygen molecule.

From this result, it is concluded that spin multiplicity of the precursor molecule is singlet.

C'W-time-resolved ESR spectrum shows a typical E*/A CIDEP pattern of three hyperfine
lines of naphthoylníethyl (NM) radical. This result suggests some contribution from triplet
precursor molecules. However, by the careful analysis of the time profile of CIDEP
intensity observed by FT-ESR, it is revealed that the polarization is generated from the radical

pair mechanism from encountered pair of two free NM radicals (F-pair RPM) and the radical-

triplet pair mechanism (RTPM). The RPM polarization by geminate radical pair formed by Br
atom and NM radical was not observed. This facts indicate that the large spin-orbit coupling

interaction (Âg or fast spin relaxation by g anisotropy) spoils the RPM polarization. These

result are in contrast to the observation of RPM polarization in the Cl cleavage reaction of
chloro methylnaphthalene. [4]

[ 1 ] G. Brunton, H. C. McBay and K. U. Ingold, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1977 , 99, 4441 -4450

t2l V/. G McGimpsey and J. C. Scaiano, Can. J. Chem.1988,66, 1474-1419

t3l M. Hall, L. Chen, C. R. Pandit and W. G McGimpse y, J. Photochem. Photobiot. A,lgyl,21-33

[4]4. Kawai, T. Okutsu, and K. Obi, Chem. Phys. Lett. 1990,1'14,213-218.
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Clustering Effects on the \namics of Transient Radicals in Supercritical COz

Takashi Tachikawa, Yasuhiro Kobori, Kimio Akiyama, Chiaki Yokoyama, and
Shozo Tero-Kubota

Institute of Multidisciplinary Research for Advanced Materiqls, Tohoku University, Sendai,
980-8577, Japan

The reaction dynamics and microscopic solvation of transient species in supercritical fluids
have been studied by using several spectroscopic techniques. Steady st¿te cwEPR
measurements have been carried out to clarify the effects of supercritical fluids on the
Heisenberg spin exchange rate for stable free radicals [1,2]. Recently, the transient radicals
generated by photocleavage were observed by a TREPR method [3]. However, there has been
no TREPR investigation on the bimolecular reactions such as hydrogen abstraction and
electron transfer reactions as far as we know. In this work, we present the effects of the
localized clustering on the kinetics and spin polarization of the transient radicals generated by
the photoinduced hydrogen abstraction reaction of 2-methyl-1,4-naphthoquinone (lvfNQ)
from 2,5-di-r-butylphenol (DTBP) in supercritical COz (scCO2).

A quartz capillary cell (o.d. 5.0 mm, i.d. 1.6 mm) was used for the high pressure EPR
experiments. The sample solution was pressurized by using a HPLC pump and stirred for
several hours, followed by pumping into the capillary cell in the EPR resonator. DC detected
transient EPR signals were taken into a boxcar integrator (Princeton Applied Research model
41218) for recording CIDEP spectra, or taken into a digitizer (LeCroy model 94504) for
recording the time profiles. A Nd:YAG laser (355 nm) was used as the light pulse source. The
EPR measurements were performed at the pressure between 6.5 - 18 MPa (t 0.2 MPa) and
the temperatures of 293 - 333 K (t I K). High purity CO2 Q9.99 o/o) was used.

Laser photolysis of MNQ in the presence of DTBP in scCOz gave the net emissive CIDEP
spectrum due to the corresponding semiquinone (MNQH') and phenoxyl (DTBP') radicals.
The CIDEP signals showed remarkably long lifetime compared with those in hexane and
cyclohexane liquid solütions. The net emissive CIDEP is interpreted in terms of the triplet
mechanism (TM). Relatively broad CIDEP spectra were observed under the pressure of 8 -
l8 MPa, indicating the formation of the radical pair. The broadening is probably due to the
dipolar interaction between the unpaired electrons. The intensities of the TREPR spectra were
significantly dependent on the pressure. The strong CIDEP signal observed at near the critical
point (8 MPa) decreased with increasing the pressure in supercritical. The thermally
populated EPR signal intensity also showed the similar tendency. Based on the analyses of
the CIDEP dynamics, we concluded that both the radical yield and enhancement factor of the
CIDEP depend on the CO2 density.

Significant density effects on the enhancement factor of the spin polarization, radical yield
and hyperfine splitting constants may be explained by critical clustering.

[] T. W. Randolph and C. Calier, J. Phys. Chem. 96 (1992) 5146.

[2] S. N. Batchelor, J. Phys. Chem. B 102 (1998) 615.

[3] K. E. Dukes, E. J. Harbron, M. D. E. Forbes and J. M. DeSimone, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 68 (1997) 2505
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The present work deals with exact analytical
dynamics of the magnetization in the presence of
generally the magnetization dynamics and

P4B

Parametric Excitation Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy

Takeji Takui. Ko Furukawa, Kazunobu Sato, and Daisuke Shiomi
Departments of Chemistry and Materials Scíence, Graduate School of Science,

Osal<n City University, Sumiyoshi-ku, Osal<a 558-858t Japan

In recent years, much attention has been paid to the dynamics of nonlinear systems in various
fîelds of science and engineering. Among the important topics of nonlinear phenomena,
periodic multiplications, self-oscillations, chaotic dynamics, etc. ate the main and common
issues. Nonlinear behavior in magnetic resonance appearing in ferromagnets dates back to
ferromagnetic resonance experiments by Damon, Bloembergen et aI. and Suhl as early as
1950's. It has been shown that parametric microwave excitations produce auto-oscillations as
well as turbulent behavior due to the nonlinear dynamics of spin waves. Recently, we have
observed a novel type of nonlinear phenomena originating in pseudo-lD artificial
superlattices of microstructured ferromagnetic thin films [ 1 ].

quantum-mechanical solutions for the
oscillatory irradiation fields to predict

nonlinear phenomena arising from parametric (a)
excitation in magnetic resonance spectroscopy.
Motivation of this work has been underlain by
an attempt to understand the appearance of
novel quantized modes such as the dipolar spin
standing waves on a semi-macroscopic scale [1].
The dipolar SW modes undergo parametric
oscillation on lower microwave power levels (c)
than atom-based SW ones.

A method employed in this work is based
on exponential operator formulation. Only the
commutation relations for angular momentum
operators and Shroedinger equation for the
magnetization of an arbitrary magnitude have
been assumed for thç spin dynamics. We have rp\
acquired general exfressions for the dynamics \''
of the magnetization in magnetic resonance
spectroscopy. They are general, exact, and
analytical, but their mathematical forms are the
most complex ever documented. According to
the solutions, we have obtained quantum-
mechanical pictures for the dynamics of the
magnetization in a vector space as well as the
corresponding time profiles in magnetic resonance spectroscopy. Salient contrasts to the
dynamics driven by the perpendicular excitation have been obtained. One of the remarkable
features of the dynamics due to the parametric excitation is that general periodic
multiplications are inherent in parametric excitation magnetic resonance spectroscopy. Figure
I depicts calculated precession trajectories of the magnetization in the parametric excitation,
demonstrating the periodic multiplications on parametric microwave resonance in the
presence of the static magnetic field. Figure 1 shows that in addition to ordinary frequency-
doubling oscillation higher-order oscillations appeil on certain resonance conditions with no
averaged energy absorption. This finding contrasts with the most common intuitive idea of the
occuffence of only frequency-doubling oscillation in ferromagnetic resonance spectroscopy.

The obtained general anal¡ical solutions also afford to depict quantum-mechanical
pictures, in a general fashion, of perpendicular excitation magnetic resonance spectroscopy.
The dynamic behaviors conesponding to forbidden transitions have been illustrated for both
the perpendicular and parametric excitations. Difference between them is remarkable. Further
extensions of the present treatments are under way, in which magnetic interactions between
magnetizations are incorporated.
(l) K. Furukawa, et aI., Mol. Crsyt. Liq. Crsyt.,337,163(1999).
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Figure 1. Periodic multiplications and calculated
precession trajectories of the magnetization in the
parametric excitation.
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Extremely n-delocalized high-spin hydrocarbons
as studied by CW and pulesed BSR spectroscpy

Koya Tanaka," Shigeaki Nakazawa,b Kazunobu Sato,u Daisuke Shiomi,u Takeji Takui,u

Yusuke Ohtsuka," Yoshihiro Nozaki," Katsuyuki Hirai," and Hideo Tomioka"
oDepartments of Chemistry and Materials Science, Graduate SchLool of Science,

Osaka City University, Osaka 558-858t Japan
t'The Institute of Physical and Chemical Research, Saitamq 351-0198, Japan

' Chemistry Department for M ate rials, F ac ulty of Engitte: erin g,

Mie University, Tsu, Mie 514-8507, Japan

Electronic and molecular structures of bis(9,9'-dianthrylcarlbene) and tris(9,9'-
dianthrylcarbene) coupled by 1,4-diethynylbenzene and 1,3i,5-triethynylbenzene,
respectively, have been investigated by CW and pulsed ESR spectroscopy. These

oligocarbenes are expected to have parpendicular conformations of æ+onjugated systems at

each divalent carbon atom, called Skell-type high-spin carbenes. The dianthrylcarbene-based
high-spin molecules were generated by photodenitrogenation of the corresponding

diazoprecursors in 2-methyltetrahydrofran matrices. Their spin multiplicities were
unequivocally identified by two-dimensional electron spin transient nutation (2D-ESTN)
method based on the pulsed ESR technique. The spectral simulations of the observed fine-
structure ESR spectra were carried out in terms of an exact numerical rJiagonalization of the

spin Hamiltonian energy matrix as well as the corresponding eigenfield matrix, enabling us

to extract accurate spin Hamiltonian parameters. The higher orde'r terms of the spin

Hamiltonian and spin-orbit coupling were neglected: H=BB'g'S+S'D'S. The l,4-coupled
biscarbene is spin-singlet in the ground state and a thermally accessible triplet state with the

vanishing E value was detected, showing that the biscarbene unclergoes a linear and

perpendicular conformation of the two 9,9'-diantlirylcarbene moieties-. A ground-state high-
spin l,3-coupled biscarbene (S=2) and 1,3,5-coupled triscarbene (S=:3) were identified by
means of 2D-ESTN spectrpscopy and their fine-structure parameters were determined.

We have calculated the fine-structure tensors of the bis- and triscarbenes by using

semiempirically determined fine-structure tensor of monocarbene as spin units. In these

calculations, the fine-structure tensors of the molecules are given by orthogonal
transformation of the fine-structure tensors of the spin units and inter-unit interaction tensors

into the molecular frames, followed by group{heoretically acquired linear combinations of
theml1]. The spin-spin dipolar interactions between the triplet spin units were calculated by

a point-dipole approximation. It turned out that the inter-unit interactir)ns are not negligible
in the tensorial calculations for the fine-structure parameters of spirt-delocalized systems

such as Skell-type high-spin oligocarbenes under study. The evaluation of the inter-unit
interaction tensors is required in order to determine probable fine-stnlcture parameters anci

molecular structures. This is due to the highly delocalized nature arisin¡¡ from the orthogonal
¡noleculal conformations at the divalent carbon atoms of the dianthrylcarbenes. The

electronic and molecular structures of the l,3-coupled biscarbene in th,o quintet ground state

and the triscarbene in the septet ground state are discussed in this context. The oligocarbenes
under study are a novel series of Skell+ype high-spin carbenes u¡ith an extremely æ-

delocalized nature.

[] "Electron Paramagnetic Resonance of Exchange Coupled Systems", A. Bencini, D. Gatteschi, Springer-

Verlag Bcrlin Heidelberg 1990.
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We have been studying magnetic orientation of various diamagnetic inorganic and organic

crystals [1]. n, f* åwít"it îi Uiotogical importance, magnetic orientation of lysozyme has

been reported by two groups.- 91" dü;;ñJtJ túut alirost all crystals are oriented in a

magnetic field above ir. óio T [2], .lfr.råu, änother reported that it occurred in a magnetic

field above ca. 10 T t3]. This discrepancy is an open question' since experimental conditions

are different in two groups. tn or-J;r to erucidate detaired mechanisms of magnetic

orientation, *e haue stí¿i.ä magnetic orientation of lysozyme crystals.

Tehagonal lysozymecrystals w^ere prepared by.^i*i".g.equal volumes or þsozyme solution

(r..mg/ml in sodiím urótut. uun r,-pËl.ii.å¿ p.."iiitunt sorution (65mg/ml Nacl in the

same buffer) in cylindrical glass vessels ( o 20 mm x 10 mm) and wells of pastic tissue

culture plates ( ó 7mm X 10 mm)' The vessels and plates were placed in a horizontal

magnetic field at 20 'c for 10 h. The directions of crystals were observed by a

microscope.

The probability P( 0 , IÐ that the angle between the c-axis of a crystal and the magnetic

flreld direction is 0 at amagnetic field Cwas calculated at 15' intervals from the magnetic

field direction. Figure 1 shows P(0 ,IÐ of lysozymecrystals in the ves¡;|¡' More than 80%

of crystals are oriÃted in a magnetic field above ca' 0'6 T' Similar P(0 ' 
Il) values were

obtained for the crystals grown in the wells' '

TheprobabilityP(0,|Ðisgivenbythefollowingequation[1]'
.t

P(0,?Ðd 0=exp['E( g,IÐlkTld 0 /S:l'/' expþE( 0 'IÐknd 
g (1)

where E(0 ,,1! is the anisotropic magnetic energy of a crystal, fr is the Boltzmann constant'

and I is the absolute temPerature'

From the simulation of P(0 ,fl) for lysozyme crystals, it is concluded that the magnetic

P50

Magnetic Orientation of lys o4yme Crystals

yoshifumi Tanimoto, Eriko Yamaguchi, and Yuji Kanazawa, and Masao Fujiwara

Graduate School of Science' Hiroshima University'

Ka gam iy am a, H i gas hi' Hir o s him a 7 3 9 - I 5 2 6' J ap an

orientation occurs when a crystal grorws

to a size of ca. 30 P m3'

lll M. Fujiwara et al,, J. Phys' Chem' B

103 (1999) 2627 andreferences therein'

t2l M.Ataka et al., J' Cryst' Growth 173

(t99',7) s92.

[3] S. Yanagiya et al,, J. Cryst' Growth

196 (1999) 319.
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The Effects of Low Magnetic Fields on Radical Pairs iù Miceltar Systems

P. G. Thomas, A. F. Curtis, K. A. Mclauchlan, P. J. Hore and C. R. Timmel

Physical and Theoretical Chemistry Laboratory, University of Oxford,
South Parks Road, Oxford, OXI 3QZ, UK

The technique of time resolved absorption spectroscopy has been used to study the low

magnetic field (up to 12 mT) dependence of the kinetics of recombination of radical pairs

produced by flash photolysis of benzophenone (BP) in differing micellar systems.

Experiments have been performed to investigate how the microenvironment of the radical

pair affects the exhibition of the Low Field Effect (LFE) e.g.[1]. The size of the micelle is
changed by altering the chain length of the monomers which form the micellar structure or by

varying the temperature at which the experiment is carried out. The micelles used were

trimethyl ammonium chloride micelles with 18, 16, 14, 12 or l0 carbon atoms in the alkyl

chain. The effect of changing the chain length is compared to a similar study carried out by

Eveson et al. [2] using sodium alkyl sulphate and sodium alkyl sulphonate micelles. The

effect of temperature on the magnitude and position of the LFE has also been studied for BP

in a cationic micelle system and the results compared to temperature studies carried out in
anionic micellar systems. It is shown that the results obtained for the cationic micellar
systems are consistent with those from the anionic micellar systems already studied.

It is known that in the presence of paramagnetic ions the rate of spin relaxation is increased,

and hence spin correlation of radical pairs can be destroyed more rapidly, e.g. [3]. The effect

of adding various divalent metal chlorides to micellar systems has been studied for both

cationic and anionic micelles. It is shown that the effect of the metal ions in the anionic

system is dependent on fhe nature of the metal ion (e.g. paramagnetic or diamagnetic), and in

the cationic system that the metal ions have very little effect on the LFE, and by inference the

relaxation rate, due to the electrostatic repulsion between the positively charged ions and the

micelles.

Simulations on simple three and four spin micellar radical pair systems carried out in Oxford
predicted a significant difference in radical kinetics between zero field and the Earth's
magnetic field for radical pairs with similar hyperfine couplings to those used in our

experiments. New apparatus containing a mu metal box was used to investígate this theory

and the results are discussed, In the limits of our current resolution no significant change in

radical concentration can be seen with the mu metal box present.

References

tll C. R. Timmel, U. Till, B. Brocklehurst, K. A. Mclauchlan, P. J. Hore, Mol. Phys. 95 (1998) 71

[2] R. \M. Eveson C. R. Timmel, B. Brocklehurst, P. J. Hore, K. A. Mclauchlan, Int. J. Radiat. Biol,76 (2000)

r 509

t3l Y Sakaguchi, H. Hayashi, Chem. Phys. 162 (1992) ll9
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EPR Spec{ra of Weakly Coupled Doublet Pairs

in Copper(Il) Porphyrin Dimers

Namiki Toyama.") Motoko Asano-Someda, Youkoh Kaizu

Department of Chemistry, Toþo Institute of Technology,

O - okøyama, Me gur o-ku, Tolcyo, I 5 2 -8 5 5 I, Japan

Long-range interaction with paramagnetic metal ion is crucial to chemical and physical
processes especially in large molecular systems such as natural protein and artificial
molecular devices. Since such interaction is relatively weak, EPR spectroscopy is often
useful to determine magnitudes of the coupling as well as to deduce mechanisms. To
characterise the viability of the spacer unit for propagating interaction between the two
paramagnetic centers[1], here we present spacer dependence of the spin-spin interaction in a

series of rigidly linked copper porphyrin dimers.

EPR signals from coupled copper(Il) paires were obtained for three gable-type copper(tr)
porphyrin dimers (Cu-Sp-Cu), in which the two porphyrin halves are rigidly linked via an
aromatic spacer such as benzene, naphthalene and phenanthrene (Sp:Bz, Np, Pn). In toluene
glass matrices at 77 K, the observed EPR spectra of the Cu-Sp-Cu dimers are different from
that of copper(Il) porphyrin monomer (CuTPP), whereas the spectra of the corresponding
mono-copper(Il) free base porphyrin dimers (Cu-Sp-Hr) are identical to that of CuTPP.
Differences from the monomer are attributable to spin-spin interaction between the two
copper spins. The most significant deviation from the monomer is observed for Cu-Bz-Cu,
which exhibits unresolved hyper fine structure of the nitrogen atoms (hfs A:-15G),
although the observed spectrum is far from that of the strongly coupled system which forms a

triplet. On the other hand, in toluene fluid solution at 300 K, the EPR spectra of the dimers
are affected by the molgcular motional effect, which averages out anisotropic interactions.
The Cu-Sp-Cu dimers exhibit broader structure of the spectra compared to Cu-Sp-Hr, and this
is interpreted in terms of exchange interaction between the two copper(tr) spins. From the
extent of the broadening relative to the corresponding mono-copp'sr dimers, the largest
exchange interaction is deduced in Cu-Bz-Cu, whereas the exchange interaction in Cu-Pn-Cu
is much less than the hyper frne coupling.

Line-shape analysis was carried out in order to estimate magnitudes of spin-spin coupling.
In the rigidly linked porphyrin dimers, dipole-dipole coupling was estimated based on the
point-dipole approximation, and the coupling decreases in order of Cu-Pn-Cu>Cu-Bz-
Cu>Cu-Np-Cu. Calculated EPR spectra for the dimers sensitively depend on the magnitude
of the exchange coupling. Values for the exchange interaction, -20G for Cu-Bz-Cu, and
<lG for Cu-Np-Cu and Cu-Pn-Cu, well reproduce the observed spectra. The spacer
dependence suggests that through-bond type exchange interaction is more dominant than the
through-space type interaction in these gable-type dimers.

[] N. Toyama, M. Asano-Someda, T. Ichuro, Y. Kaizu, J. Phys. Chem. 104 (2000) 4857

a) Present address: Institute for Molecular Science, Myodaiji, Okazakr 444-8585, Japan
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Field Dependence of Chemically Induced Dynamic Nuclear Polarization
(CIDNP) in the Photoreaction of N-Acetyt Histidine, Tyrosine,

and Tryptophan with 2,2' -Dipyridyl.

Hans Fabianu, Stefan Grosse,u Hans-Martin Vieth.u and Alexandra Yurkovskayab

"Freie Universiteit Berlin, FB Physik, Arnimallee 14, D-L4195 Berlin, Germany,

b International Tomography Center, 630090 Novosibirsk, Russia

CIDNP effects for three amino acid-dye photoreaction systems (histidine, tyrosine, and

tryptophan-dipyridyl in aqueous solution) are measured between 0 and TTesla using a novel
mechanical field cycling unit with fast digital positioning of a high-resolution NMR probe in
a spatially varying magnetic field. The high spectral resolution (0.7-1 .5 }Jz) allows to measure

CIDNP patterns for different nuclear positions as a function of the magnetic field in the whole
range.

It is shown that at low magnetic field of a few mT the efficiency of nuclear polarization
formation is comparable with that observed at high magnetic field[l]. The general features of
the CIDNP field dependence are similar for all three reaction systems, showing contributions
of multiplet and net effect that vary with the field, while the different positions of polarization
maxima are characteristic properties of the individual amino acids. By analysis of the spin
nutation the non-Boltzmann population differences among the nuclear levels are'determined.
At a field below 20mT'ozero-field character" of the multiplet effect prevails corresponding to
preferentially populated states with symmetric spin wave functions; the transition to high-field
multiplet character is correlated with the effective hyperfine coupling of the radicals.
Numerical simulations of the net effect field dependence in high field approximation are in
very good agreement with the experimental data obtained at fields ranging from 0.1 to 7T
demonstrating the potential of this method for g-factor determination. The influence of
different dynamic pfocesses on the CIDNP formation and its field dependence is analyzed.

In numerous studies CIDNP has been used to analyze the effrciency and kinetics of light-
induced reactions between excited dye molecules and amino acid residues for probing the

spatial structure of proteins, in particular the accessibility of specific residues and its changes
during the protein folding process[2]. In this context we discuss optimization of the magnetic
field strength for CIDNP application in protein studies. The relative intensities of CIDNP
signals from different residues do not only depend on the accessibility of the residues to the
triplet dye, but also on the mechanism of the photochemical reaction, on the rate constants of
triplet dye quenching by protein residues, and on the magnetic properties of the radicals so

formed. Thus, the detailed study of the reactions between photoexcited dye and CIDNP-active
amino acids is a necessary step for the quantitative interpretation of CIDNP data on biologic
macromolecules.

This work was supported by a grant of the DFG þroject number Vi 103/9).

Il] Tsentalovich, Yu. P.; Morozova, O, B.; Yurkovskaya, A. V.; Hore, P. J. J. Phys. Chem. A 1999, t03,5362;
Tsentalovich, Yu. P.; Morozova O. B. ./. Photochem. Photobiol., A: Chemistry 2000, I31,33; Tsentalovich, Yu.
P.; Morozova, O. B.; Yurkovskaya, A. V.; Hore, P. J.; Sagdeev, R. Z. J. Phys. Chem. A 2000, 104,6912.

[2] P. J. Hore, R. W. Broadhurst, Prog. NMR Spectrosc.,1993,25,345.
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Optical and time-resolved EPR studies of the excited states of
methylcinnamic acid and its deprotonated anion

Mikio Yagi, Ichiro Yamamoto, Hiroshi Saga, and Kanekazu Seki
Department of Applied Chemistry, Graduate School of Engineering,

Yokohama National University, Yokohama 240-8501, Japan

The esters of the substituted trans-citrtamic acids (CAs) are well known to be the most
widely used UV absorbers in cosmetic sunscreens. To be effective as a UV protective
compound in skin-care sunscreens, not only must the UV absorber have a high UV
absorbance, it must be able to harmlessly transform the absorbed UV energy into vibrational
energy. The deactivation mechanism of the photoexcited states of CAs and their esters has

been an object of continuous interest for many years [1]. However, the nature of the lowest
excited triplet (T1) states of CAs and their esters is poorly known. This is because of their
weakly phosphorescent character and short T1 lifetimes.

We have applied the time-resolved EPR technique to study the T¡ properties of CA and its
deprotonated anion [2,3]. The effects of deprotonation on the zero-field splitting (ZFS)
parameters and relative populating rates of individual T1 sublevels of CA were elucidated.
However, little is known about the lowest excited singlet (S¡) states of CA and the absolute

values of the triplet sublevel populating rates because of its nonfluorescent or very weakly
fluorescent character.

It is known that CA changes to fluorescent by the methylation at the benzene ring. In the

present study, we have observed the time-resolved EPR, UV absorption, fluorescence, and

phosphorescence spectra of tuans-p-methyl-cinnamic acid (pMeCA) and its deprotonated

anion (pMeCA-) in EtOH at 7l K. The fluorescence lifetimes have also been observed to

discuss the absolute vdues of the triplet sublevel populating rates because the computer

simulation of the time-resolved EPR spectrum gives only the relative populating rates.

From the analysis of these spectra it is concluded that the deprotonation appears to have

little effect on the ZFS parameters. The ZFS D parameters obtained are about 0.1 cm-l.

If the two unpaired electrons localize on the toluene, the ethylenic or carbonyl fragment, the

D values of pMeCA and pMeCA- should be larger than 0.1 cm-1. The delocalized character

of the unpaired electrons in the T1 state has also been observed for CA [2].

On the other hand, the remarkable change in the triplet sublevel kinetics was observed.

The sublevel preferentially populated by intersystem crossing is Ty in pMeCA, while thp

in-plane T:r and Ty sublevels are preferentially populated in pMeCA- (the x and y axes are

cloie to the long and short in-plane axis, respectively). One possible explanation of the

anisotropy of the intersystem crossing (ISC) in pMeCA arises from a consideration of the

non-bonding orbital of the carbonyl oxygen and the dominant role it plays in spin-orbit

coupling. The fluorescence lifetime of pMeCA increases from 0.9 to 13 ns on deprotonation

i" iigid solutions of EtOH at 77 K. These fluorescence lifetimes indicate that the

deprotonation causes a decrease in the averaged ISC rates for the three T1 sublevels.

tll G. J. smith and I. J. Miller, J. Photochem. Photobiol. A. 118 (1998) 93

[2] Y. Shioya and M. Yagi, J. Photochem. Photobiol. A. 86 (1995) 97.

[3] S. Kakuho, K.Seki, and M. Yagi, Chem. Phys. Lett. 277 (1997) 326.
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Solvent effect on the solvent reorganization energy in solvent separated

radical ion pairs generated by photoinduced electron transfer reactions

Tomoaki Yasou, Yasuhiro Koboria b, Kimio Akiyamau, and Shozo Tero-Kubota"
a Institute of Multidisciplinary Research for Advanced Materials, Tohoku (Jniversity,

Katahira 2-I-1, Aobaku, Sendai 980-8577, Japan
b PRESTO, Japan Science and Technologt Corporation, Kawaguchi, Japan

As predicted by Marcus theory [], the optical studies have shown that the reorganization
energy (1") plays an important role to control the charge recombination rate in the radical ion
pairs (RIPs) generated from photoinduced electron transfer (ET) reactions. However, there
has been no report on the determination of the I for an individual electron donor (D)-acceptor
(A) system. Recent chemically induced dynamic electron polarization (CIDEP) studies [2,3]
showed that the charge transfer interaction (Jç1) dominates the singlet-triplet energy splitting
(21) in the RIPs. According to the -/ç1 mechanism, the -I of the RlPs is induced by the
electronic perturbation from the charge-recombined states at the equilibrium solvent and
solute configurations of the RlPs. In this presentation, we report the determination of the
individual values of the I and the solvent reorganization energy (À5) in solvent separated D-A
systems in terms of the -Is1 mechanism.

To determine the À and À5 values, we studied the temperature dependence of the radical
pair mechanism (RPM) CIDEP spectra generated by the triplet precursor photoinduced ET
reactions. ln 1,2,4-trimethoxybenzene (TMB)-duroquinone (DQ) system, the observed phases
of RPM indicate that the sign of the./in the solvent separated RIP system is positive at 285 K
and negative at 236 K in {N-dimethylformamide (DMF). The RPM was hardly observed at
258 K, indicating J - 0. At each temperature, the charge recombination free energy (-AGcn)
was calculated from the redox potentials of TMB and DQ, which were measured by cyclic
voltammetry method. The -AGcn value decreased with decreasing temperature. According to
the Jç1 mechanisrn, when -AGcn is smaller than the 1., the -/ is negative, while in the case of
-AGcn > À, the -I is positive in the triplet precursor reaction system ï2,31.It was concluded
that the decrease in the -AGcn and the increase in the solvent viscosity induce the inversion of
the sign of the -/ depending on temperature. Recent theoretical analysis indicated that the
-AGcn value gives rise to the I value in the solvent separated D-A system at the region where
the sign of the -I is inverted [3]. Therefore, the I for the TMB-DQ system in DMF was
determined to be 1.83 (+0.02) eV from the -AGcn value under the conditionof theJ- 0
obtained at 258 K. The solute vibrational reorganization energies (Àv) of the TMB and DQ
molecules were estimated by molecular orbital calculations. The l"s for TMB-DQ system in
DMF was determined to be 1.26 eV from the 1, and the Iv values (I:Is+À.v).We also
determined the À and the Is for the same D-A system in n-butyronitorile (BuN). The À for the
TMB-DQ system in BuN was determined to be 1.92 (+0.02) eV and î"s was obtained to be
1.35 eV with the same procedure. The solvent effect on the l"s obtained from the CIDEP
measurements was well consistent with the solvent effect obtained from the continuum
dielectric model in polar aplotic solvents.

[] R. A. Marcus, J. Chem. Phys., 24 (1956) 966,979.

[2] Y. Kobori, S. Sekiguchi, K. Akiyama and S. Tero-Kubota, J. Phys. Chem. 4., f 03 (1999) 5416.

[3] Y. Kobori, K. Akiyama and S. Tero-Kubota., J. Chem. Phys., 113 (2000) 465.
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Magnetic Field Effects on SoUGel Transition Temperature
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Department of Physics, Yokohama National University

Tokiwadai, Hodo gaya-ku, Yokohama 2 4 0- I 5 0 l, Japan

Ths physical properties of high polymer gels were influenced by magnetic exposure

during the gelation process of aqueous solution. In the case of agarose, the experimental

results showed that the melting temperature was increased by lK when the 0.5wt. %-gel was

formpd under the influence of the magnetic field of ST.tt'tl The change in the melting

temperature was saturated below 3T. The birefringence was investigated: the intensity of
transmitting light, which passed though the gel via two polarizers under the crossed Nicols

condition, was also saturated below 3T. Therefore, it is concluded that the magnetic field
effect on the melting temperature was related to the alignment of molecules because the light

inte¡¡sity is explained as a frrnction of the orientation of the macro-molecules in the gel.

Magnetic exposure was ineffective in the cooling process in temperature ranges below

35"C alrd above 45oc,but effective only around 40"C. As temperature decreases, the shape of
the agarose molecule changes from the random coil to the c-helix, then the two c-helices

entwine each other to form the double helix. Eventually, they assembled to form Jhe high

coqcenffated regions. It is considered that ths domains with large magnetic anisotropy were

orientpd due to the magnetic fields because the formation of the domains occurs around 40"C'

No magnetic exposure effect appeared in the lower temperature region where the süong

networks linked the domains. Disappearance of the magnetic field effect in ttre higher

terr¡perafure region is due to the small magnetic anisoüopy of the single molecule, the double

helix or the small domain compared with thermal fluctuation.

The rnechanism ofrthe magnetic fîeld exposure effects on the transition temperature of
aqueous agarose gels is discussed on the basis of the magnetic, optic and thermodynamic data.

Referonces

[1] Y. Matsumoto, I.. Yarnamoto, M. Yamaguchi, Y. Shimazu and F. Ishikawa, Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 3óll0B

QqgD pp. L1397-Lr399.

[2] I, Yamamoto, Y. Matsusmoto, M. Yamaguchi, Y. Shimazu aud F. Ishikawa, Physica B 246'247 (1998) pp.

40841L

Corrosponding auther: I. Yamamoto, isaoy @ ynu.ac jp
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Magnetic Field Effects on Photogenerated biradical by Intramolecular
Electron Transfer in Fullerene-Donor Linked Systems

Hiroaki Yonemura, Masakazu Noda, Hiromasa Tokudome,

Hideki Nobukuni, and Sunao Yamada

Department of Applied Chemistry, Graduate School of Engineering, Kyushu University,
Fukuoka I I 2 -8 5 I 1, Japan

Recently, photochemical and photoelectrochemical properties of fullerene (C66) have

intensively been studied [1]. Photoinduced electron transfer reactions of Coo-donor linked
molecules have been reported [1,2]. However, in those papers, the intramolecular electron

transfer of an excited singlet (tCoo*) state of C66 has been studied in spite of very-high
quantum yield for the triplet (3Coo*) state of Coo. In some papers, long-lived charge-separated

(biradical) states have been reported and are explained by small reorganization energy or
special property due to C6s|,21.

In the present paper, we have examined photoinduced electron transfer reactions and

magnetic field effects (MFEs) on intramolecular electron transfer for Coo-donor linked
systems such as C66-phenothiazine (PH) linked compounds (CooCnPH) as shown below,

since the contribution of triplet biradicals, generated by intramolecular electron transfer from
donor to 3C66*, to those electron transfer reactions was verified by the MFEs.

In the case of C66CnPH(n:10) [3], transient
absorption spectra indicated that the

intramolecular electron transfer occurred in polar
solvents such as benzonitrile, while not in
nonpolar solvents suçh as benzene. The result is
due to the solvent effect on energy levels of the

photogenerated biradical. In benzonitrile, the

lifetime (118 ns) of the photogenerated biradical
was very longer, in spite of being around the top
region in Marcus theory.
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In benzonitrile, the decay af 520 nm followed first-order reaction kinetics. It indicates that

the intramolecular process is responsible for disappearance of the biradical of the PH cation

and the C6s anion radicals. The decay of the biradical was suppressed in the presence of
magnetic field. The decay rate constant quickly decreased with the increase of magnetic field

and reached a plateau region at above -0.2 T. The MFEs are explained by relaxation

mechanism and verified that the triplet biradical was generated from the intramolecular

electron transfer from PH to 3Coo*. The long lifetime of the biradical is most likely ascribed

to spin multiplicities of the biradical.

We will also discuss the effects of methylene chain length, solvent, and salt on the MFEs

and the MFEs in other C6s-donor linked systems such as a Cøo-zinc porphyrin linked

compound.

tll D. M. Guldi, M. Prato, Acc. Chem. Res. 33 (2000) 695, and references cited therein.

[2] H. Imahori, Y. Sakata, Eur. J. Org. Chem. (1999)2445,and references cited therein.

[3] H. Yonemura, H. Tokudome, S. Yamada, submitted for publication.
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Application of time-resolved CIDI{P and transient optical absorption
techniques to study the structure and dynamics

of proteins and protein related compounds
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I ns t itut.s kaya 3 a, N ot, o :; ib ir s k 6 3 0 0 g 0, Rus s i a

Time-resolved Chemically Induced Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (tr-CIDNp)
technique in combination with laser flash photolysis has been applied to reveal the driving
forces for nuclear polarization formation in the comparative study of aromatic smino acids,
peptide, and proteins in native snd denatured ststes.

The nlain goal of our investigation of reactions with individual ømino acicls was to
elucidate the mechanisrn of photochemical reactions as well as to characterize reaction
intermediates. CIDNP pattern is determinecl by the magnetic resonance parameters of
transient radicals (g-factors ancl hyperfìne constants), and by the precursor multiplicity.
Tlre quantitative analvsis for CIDNP kinetics of histidine, tyrosine anrt tryptophan
provides informatiotl about times of nuclear paramagnetic relaxation and the rate constants of
degenerate electron exchange between the radicals and diamagnetic molecules of amino
acids.

Cornparative analysis of the geminate CIDNP pattern for dipeptide L-tryptophun-L-
tyrosine and for equimolar mixture of these two amino acicls in reaction with 2,2'-dipyridyl
revealed that the quenching of protonated triplet dipyridyl results in the formation of both
tryptophan ancl tyrosine radicals with cornparative efÏciency. For dipyridyl, CIDNp forrned in
the pair with tryptophanyl raclical is opposite in sigr-r to CIDNP formed in the pair with tyrosyl
radical due to the signs of Ag in two types of radical pairs. The ration of CIDNP enhancement
factors for geminate polarization of dipyridyl in these pairs was found to be -1.1. Study of
CIDNP kirletics has shown that intramolecular electron transfer frorn tyrosine terminus to
indolyl radical has significant influence on CIDNP effects i¡ peptide. Radical transformation
TrpH*'-+TyrO' via intramolecular electron transfer (lET) leads to increasing of tyrosyl
radical coucentration. growth of tyrosine CIDNP signal. fast decay of CIDNP signal of
tryptophan and ittversion of CIDNP sign from emission to enhanced absorption for 2,2'-
dipyridyl. The IET rate constant (5xl05s-r; was determinecl frorn numerióal analysis of
CIDNP kinetics at clifferent peptide concentrations in DzO, and this reaction showed
significant isotope effect (kH/kD:1.5). Degenerate electron exchange does not contribute to
the decay rate of polarization in peptide, however in acid conditions it is the main process for
the decay of tryptophan GIDNP in the mixture of non-linked amino acids

Our time-resolved study has proved fhar. CIDNP in proÍeins depends not only on the
accessibility of amino acids residues and on the mechanism of photochemical reactions, but
also on the dynarnic properties of intermediates and on the efficiency of intramolecular
reactions in protein. It l'ras been shown that intrarnolecular electron transfer process is very
important in the denatured states of proteins (lysozyme and bovine c¿-lactalburnin) and not
important in the native state. Tl-ris fact should be carefully taken into account in
interpretation of CIDNP data obtained by steady state methods. Main conclusion is that for
analysis accessibility of residues and study of clynamic processes in protein and protein
folding by cIDNP only the time-resolved technique is an appropriate choice.

Acknowledgement. This work was supported by RFBR (Project No. 99-03-33488 and
00-15-97450) ar-rd CRDF (Project No. RC2-2208)
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Anisotropic HFl-induced spin relaxation in a low magnetic field

Matvei V. Fedin", Elena G. Bagryanskayan , Peter A. Purtovb''
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bln,çtittÍe of Chcrnicctl Kinetics and Comhustion SB RAS, Novosibir.çk, Ru.çsia

" Novosibirsk State University, Novosibir.çk, Ru.çsiu

One of the most important factors determining spin dynamics of radicals is spin
relaxation. Characteristic rates of electron and nuclear relaxation in a high magnetic field are

usually calculated in terms of longitudinal (Tr ) and transversal (Tz) relaxation times. For the

estimations of the relaxation rates in a low rnagnetic field the same high-field expressions for
Tr and T2 are usually used with the only change of rrl¡ = gþH to the exact splitting between

energy levels. However. in a low and zero magnetic field this consideration is incorrect and
requires improvement.

In the present work the correct consideration of HFl-induced spin relaxation in a low
magnetic freld has been performed for the matrix of density [1]. The matrix of spin relaxation
for a radical with one magnetic nucleus has been obtained.

The analysis of the results showed that in a low magnetic field the rates of relaxational
transitions cansed by modulation of anisotropic HFI, differ significantly from the same of
corresponding high-field transitions. For example, the rate of transition between the levels
C, þna, -Czaoþn and anu, becomes very slow, because in a zero magnetic field
anisotropic HFI does not lead to any transitions between the non-degenerate states. At the
same time. tlre rate of ('¡ cr,,þ, +Cz þna, .ë þnþ, transitions is slightly different for the
same calculated fbr the case of high magnetic field. Recent experiments employing TR ESR
in a low magnetic field 12] have shown perfect confirmation of these results.

The use of the correct account of HFl-induced relaxation is crucial for the calculations
of time-resolved CIDEP in a low magnetic field. The correct account predicts a much slower
relaxation rate f-or CIDEP kinetics registered by the low-field EPR line in comparison with
the high-field EPR line. The line width of stationary EPR in a low magnetic fìeld also
strongly depencls on the rnagnitude of the magnetic field and is significantly different for
different EPR lines.

The influence of the correct account of HFl-induced relaxation has been examined in
calculations of low-field CIDNP and MARY. It has been found that the correct accounr
mainly influences the amplitude of the field depenclence. while its influence on their shapes is
not significant.

It has been shown, that all conclusions on relaxation rates deduced for a radical with
one magnetic nucleus are also valid for a radical where several small additional HFl-constants
are present.

This work was supported by RFBR (Project No.99-03-32459) and INTAS (Project
No.99- 1766).

tll M V.Fedin.P.A.Purtov.E.G.Bagryanskaya,Chem.Phys.Let.339,395(2001).

[2] E. G. Bagryanskaya, H. Yashiro. M. V. Fedin. P. A. Purtov and M. Forbes, JACS, (2001) to be pLrblished
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Theoretical and experimental studies of free radicals in homogeneous
soluiion by the method of SEMF CIDNP
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The method of Chemically Induced Dynamic Nuclear Polarization in a Switched

Exrernal Magneric Field (SEMF CIDNP) involves abrupt field switching during the

lifetime of radical intermediates. In this method, after initiating a reaction with a laser

pulse, CIDNP is forrned during variable time delay /o in the first magnetic field -Bt, then,

äfter switching. CIDNP lormation goes on in the second field Bz during the fixed time

A¡. and finally the magnetic field is switched back to Br. The registration of nuclear

polarizaton is cârried out by NMR spectra at time delays much longer than the lifetimes of

radical intermediares. Tl-re ¡o-dependãnce of CIDNP is called SEMF CIDNP kinetics. As

has been shown in ref.l. SEMF CIDNP kinetics of RPs in micellar solution reflects the

kinetics of their recombination and allows the investigation with a high time-resolution' In

ref.2 SEMF CIDNP has been applied to ion-radical pairs to measure the rate of degenerate

electron exchange. However, SEMF CIDNP has never been applied to study the reactions of

neutral radicals in hornogeneous solutions before.

The present worÉ is aimed at the examination of the information on neutral rádicals

and Rps provided by SEMF CIDNP in homogeneous solution. The theoretical approach has

been developecl for tþe radical with one magnetic nucleus with correct account of spin

dynamics ancl polarization transfer occurred under the adiabatic switch of magnetic fielcl. It

hâs bee' shown. that the kinetics of SEMF CIDNP decays with the radical spin relaxation

rate if (i) it is faster than the chemical decay of radicals and if (ii) the contribution of

polarizatio¡ fo¡ned in radicals F-pairs is small. If cliemical decay of the radicals is much

laster than the relaxatidn tine, SEMF CIDNP kinetics reflects chemical kinetics of the

radicals. In all other intermediate cases the kinetics is determined by both spin relaxation and

chemical reaction.
For the calculation of the SEMF CIDNP kinetics in cases of more complex reaction

schemes yielcling raclicals containing several HFI constants. the kinetic approach developed

by Vollenwider and Fischer [3] for high-f,reld TR CIDNP has been modihed for low-fielcl

SEMF CIDNP. It has been shown that this kinetic approach reproduces well the features

obtained usi¡g the exact calculation for the case of radical with one magnetic nucleus.

Three photoche¡rical reactions of the photolysis of dibenzyl ketone. ditertbutyl

ketone ancl diizopropylolketone yielding alkyl radicals have been investigated experimentally

using SEMF CIDNP. All the features obtained agree well with the theoretical predictions

done-. The spin relaxatio¡ times of benzyl (fr:3.8+0.5 ps). /-butyl (f¡:/'$+Q'5 pt) and 2-

hydroxy-2-propyl radical (Il:2.5+0.5 ps) radicals have been measured in a low rnagnetic

lrelds 0.5-2.0 rnT in benzene. The relaxation time of benzyl radical T¡{.{+Q.Ç ps obtained in

high magnetic field using X-band TR EPR technique agïees well with the value obtained

using SEMF CIDNP in a low magnetic field.

This work was supported by INTAS (Project No.99-1766)'

tll M. v. Fedin. P. A. Purtov, E,. G. Bagryanskaya, J. chem. Phys. Vol. lll, 12, 5491 (1999)

iz] E. C. Bagr.yarrskaya, V. R. Gorelik, R. Z. Sagdeev, Chem. Phys. Lett. 264,655 (1991)

i:jl.-r. Vollenrveider. H. Frscher', J. Hennig, R. Leuschner. Chem. Phys.97, 217 (1985)
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Singtet-triplet oscillations of spin-correlated radical pairs due to the

Larmor precession in low magnetic fields
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It is knowl-r that spin-correlated radical pairs oscillate in external magnetic field between

singlet and triplet states due to hyperfine interactions and difference of the g-values of the

radicals. In high magnetic fields the oscillations are readily observed for simple systems in

Time Resolved Magnetic Field Effect (TR MFE) experiments. Observation of the oscillations

in low magnetic fields is supposed to be impossible because of sharp increase of the number

of terms oscillating with different frequencies. We have found that under certain conditions

oscillations with fiequencies close to the Larmor frequency (ÐL of free electron precession can

be observed in low magnetic frelds.

To obtain this, two cases were analyzed that admit both numerical and exact analytical

solution in arbitrary magnetic fields:

( I ) radical pair with many nuclei in one of the partners allowing q'uasi-classic

approximatiotr.

(2) radical pair with one spin-l nucleus.

The EPR spectrum of the other partner was assumed to be a narrow singlet.

For the tìrst case. the S-T evolution was found to contain a single oscillating term with
tiequency a¡_" given tliat the magnitude of the magnetic f,ield is considerably lower than the

width of the EPR spectrun-r of the wide partner. The oscillations in this case are caused by the

Larmor precession of the narrow partner while the electron spin of the wide partner does not

precess about the external field because of coupling with the huge nuclear spin.

In the second case (1 >ll2), there are two oscillating terms with frequencies a¡-atl(2|+l)
and, ray+a¡l(21+1) external magnetic field being signihcantly lower than the hfc constant. The

amplitude of the first term is larger than that of the second one. Increasing 1 apparently leads

to the quasi-classic limit.

We managed to observe the predicted oscillations with frequencies close fo (i^, tn TR MFE

experiments f'or a number of systems. Radical pairs were produced by X-ray irradiation of
alkane solutions with charge acceptors. The TR MFE was measured as the ratio of
luminescence decay in a magnetic f,reld B to that in zero magnetic field. In pair's

þ-terphenyl-clvù-'l(iso-octane)*' and (p-terphenyl-dv)'' l(2"4-dimethylpentane)*' the

frequency in held 8:10-40 G is about 20Yo lower than a . and proportional to the strength of
magnetic freld. Oscillations were also observed in pairs with equivalent nuclei:

þ-terphenyl-clÁ)*'l(C6F¡,)-' and (p-terphenyl-dv)-'l(hexamethylethane)*'. Although in the

latter case the observed oscillation pattern in low held is extremely complicated because of B
being close to the hfc constant, it is still perfectly described by the theoretical model.

This work was supported by INTAS (Grant No 99-01766) and RFBR (Grant

No 99-03-33 l -s8).
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Investigation of the low field CIDNP in multinuclear radical pairs and
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In recent years Chemically Induced Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (CIDNP) was

recognized as an important tool for the investigation of spatial structure of proteins in

solution [1]. Photo-CIDNP is generated by means of reversible electron or hydrogen atom

transfer between a photo-excited dye and the side-chains of 3 aromatic amino acid residues

(tryptophan" tyrosine. and histidine). Recent experiments in magnetic field range up to 7 T

revealed strong net and multiplet CIDNP effects for all three amino acids at field below 100

mT [2].

With the airn of quantitative analysis of CIDNP field dependence and comparison

with experimental data f'or all three amino acids we applied general theoretical approach.

which allows one to calculate CIDNP in multinuclear radical pairs in the whole magnetic

freld range. The exact quantum consideration of-'low-field CIDNP was performed taking into

account the hyperf,rne interaction with four, f,rve and 6 nuclear spins l/2. To account for the

hyperfine interactions with the other magnetic nuclei in radicals of amino acids and with all

nuclei of the partner the semiclassical approximation was ernployed. The motion of the

radicals is coltsidered as fì'ee diffusion. for recombination the contact approximation is used.

The effects of adiabatic transport from the fielcl Bpnl to the field of NMR spectrometer are

considered ar-rd the dependence of NMR spectra on the flip angle (nutation patterns of CIDNP

f-ormed at diflèrent Bp,,r) is analyzed. The presellce of strong zero-field multiplet effect for

CH2protons in B-position and protons of the residues as well as the positions of net nuclear

polarization maxima at low and high fields are found in a good agreement with experimental

results obtained for all three amino acids.

Acknowledgement. This work was supported by RFBR (Pro.ject No. 99-03-33488 and

00-15-97450) and CRDF (Project No. RC2-2208)
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Sffong wiclening of the rnicrowave technique applicafion irr the last decådeil excites irrtereut

of awide circle of specialistu. Ecology aspects of'tl¡is problem, develcprrrent of a new niethods sf
the confol ovEr materials pnoperties, influence of ttre natural and indur*{ríal microrvave ¡roise os

geophysics systems, all thesç reasons stimulate intensive searching of new çfects of microwave
net¿ lnnuenõu on the processes in condensed maüers. This work a¡'e devoted to experit¡ieütal

sürdying ofplastic flow of crystals under action of microrvave magnetic field.- 
The main result of thê work is discovering of intJuence of weak crossed static and

microwave magnetic fielde on plaeticity' of cryrtah. It was er¡tablished that microware Iield uned

in our elçeriments influsnces on plasticity cnly af the frreËÈnce of the stâtic ar¡e al ¡;o¡lre diucrete

values of its induotion It was evidently shown that excitation of elech'on spiu re$otlü¡tetÉ: itl
correlated pairs of the short-lir,ed intcr:nediate defÞcts lçads to change ot'these defects relaxaLion

rate a¡rl final ptoclucts of this procÉÉ¡Ë. ¡4.s t rusult codiined actiori of stalic ancl *ricrowar¡e

ma¿netic fiolds leads to altEration ofthç atomic cfucture ofthe ot¡stncles fbr diulocation. The on,?

of tha moçt atfa,ctive fÊafures of the ¡nentioned effectn ir n possibility to obeçrv"E dra.matically

changes of plartic propertias under action of a rveak staiic Bo - 0.úili-0.1T antl rnicrowave B1 -
tO{-iO'5 T magnetic fields whit}r inductions rvhich ditrer iþon¡ natural geophysics ones only by 1'-

3 orders of values. It means, that induskial radiofrequency and microtvave fields can eüèctively

alter the p,roperties of solíds in the Ëarth magnetic field. The short línt of the problems havin.g

direct relation to the found effecte presented below.
r Influençe of rgicror*ave field on mechanical properties of con'rpon*nts of efl'th-crust is

able to provoke displenements ofplatforms, earthquakes, mountain blott's in mines and so folth.
r Muscular contrantion nray be regu'ded as a plastic defor:ntrliotr of viscotls*t:luctic trlediutr¡.

Th¿t allows ono inhospect to use knowledge about magnetoplastic effects in magnotobiolçgy'

r It is unreasonable to ruppose, thal sorne pnt of"regietered correlaiion t¡etween otrnented

charactoristics and for exanrpie sun activity is caused by the i¡illueüoe of vaiafions r¡f
geomagnetic and interplanet nia.gnetic field on sensitive elementn of appu'atuu: extçncionn of tht:

details ofgravitation antçnna (ttrough the change of elastic and viscous-elastic prnperties)"

e Tho obtained resultË open ttro eimple way to fanslbr ¿ll known pheuomettir fiom npin

chemisby in physics of plasticfty. For exanple, it seertu to lre very aflraotive to uue the ot¡taiue:d

resultr to sep;äion of isotopes d*ring pla*ic flow by seleçtive magnetosi+nsitive negregntion of
imprnity atoms in moving dislocations.
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Str"oug widening of fhe r¡ricrowave technique applicaiion iri the last elecarle¡ excites ir¡telext
of awide circle ofspecialists. Ecolory aspects of this prcblum, developurent of a new ürethods of
the conffol over materials propertioe, influencç of the na.tural and indunlrial microrvar'$ ¡roiss orr
geophysics systams, all these reasons stimulate intensive searching of'new çfects of microwave
field ir¡fluence on the processes in condensed rnatters. This work a¡e devoted to experir¡rental
shrdying ofplastic flow of crystals under action of microrvave magnetic field.

The main result of the work ís discovering of infJuçnce of weak crossed static and
microwave nagnetic fields on plasticiþ' of cryntah. It was eõtablished that microware Íield uned
in our elçeriments influences on plastici'ry* only at the preËûüce of the b'tatic $ile aÍ rolrre tlisü'rete
values of its induotion It was evideutly shown thsl exoitäfion of elecfr'ou upin reso¡rü¡re:r: in
correlated pairs of the short-lived intennedíate defbcts lçads to change ol'these defects relaxafio¡r
rate atrd final products Õf tliis pt'ocÉris. As a rusu¡t cornl¡inecl actiorr of stå1ic a¡rel ruicrowÈvÉl
magnetic fiçlds lsads to altEration ofthe atomic sbuctr¡rç of thç obstaclee fbr dielocation. ThÊ o¡rç
of the moet atbaÊtivc fsaÍuren of thç rnentioned effectn ir a possibility to obnerve dra.nratically
changes-ofplastic properties under action of aw'eak static Bs * û.ir01-0.1T and rnicrowave B1 *
l0'-10-r T magnetic fields whittr inductions rvhich diübr {iom natural geophysics onss only by 2-
3 orders of values. It moans, that industrial rarliolÈequency anrl microu'ave fields can effectively
alter the properties of solids in the Earth magnetic field. "l-he short list of the problems havin,g
direct relation to the found effects presented below.

r lr¡fluençe of r¡dcrowave field sn meshanical propertiEs of conpon*nts of ea'th-crust is
able to provoke displocements ofplatforms, earthquakes, mountain blows in mines and so forth.

r Muecutar contsuction nray lre regurded as a plastic defbnnalion of viscous-r:luctic rnetliun¡.
Th¿t allown ono inhospect to use knowledge about magn*toplastic effects in magnetohiology.

r It ie unreasonable to suppose, ihaÍ sorne pmt of'registered correlalion t¡etweer¡ obnen¡e¡l
characteristics and for exanrple sun activity is ca¡¡sed by the i¡rflueüce of var"iafioru of
geomagnetic and interplanet ma.gnetic fielcl on scnsitive element* crf ¿¡pp¿ratuË; exl.$üsions of thtr
details ofgravitation antenna (througtr the change of elastic nnd visccr¡s-elastic properties).

r The obtainsd resultË open the simple way to fuanslbr all known phenomena fi-om npin
chemisby in physics of plasticity. For exanrple" it eeerus to tre very atfractive to use the ot¡taiued
resrlte to separation of isotopes during plastic flow by sçleçtive nragnetosensitive xegregation of
impurity atoms in moving dislocations.
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Tho ESR end Thermomech¡nical Spectroacopy investigations of gamma-

irradiated linear perftuoroalkanes and polytetrafl uoroethylene.

Sadulla Reirnvich Allayarov, Yr¡rü Andreevich Ol'kl¡ov, Alfa lvanovich Mftl¡ailov

The Institute of Problems of Chemical Physics, Russian Academy of Scíences,

Chernogolovkn, Moscow Region, 142432, Russia

Rsceritty we founded that rryon cooling &orn 30CI ta V7 Kat tenprafire below 200 K tl¡e

ESR spectrum of the -FzCF zC. rudical changes 1nd the wellresolved_ hyperfine structure

upp"urå. The central part oithe spectrum has even character and, herrce, the n-perfluoroalkane

1n-lfA¡ molecule and the potymeric polyetrafluoroqlhyl9ry GTqE) chain adopt the

òonforrixion in which the Fp^aré reaþ rrorrcquivalent. Ten lirres of the cer¡tral part of tt¡e

spectrum can be considered as a triplet of quadruplelsJhe hyperfine tqrytqg constants on

nrrclei of two nonequivalent Fp atonrs were ðetermined. The paranreters of the ESR spectra of
terminal and internal radicals in samples of n-PFA and PTFE y-irradiated at 77 K are

determined. In principle ttle ESR spectrum of y-inadiated n-PFA is the superposition of sigrnls

of tllee paramagnetic centers. The spectrum exhibits peaks with splitting constants of (21.51

0,6) andl44.+iO.O) mT with otre aod two F. atoms, respectivety, which are characteristic of
the stabilized perfluoroalkyl -FzCFz C. and -FzCFC.CFz- radicals. In addition to- signals of
these radicals,^the specffi; contaim tlre components ofthe quadruple spectrum with splittings

of 14.4 mT belonging to the .CF¡ radical. The founded values of the huperfine splitting

constants for a and B fluorine atoms in the -F2CFC.CF:- radical ståbitized in crystal matrix of

n-pFA and PTFE are differ from the value obtained by Naoyuki Tamurar in the matrix of y-

irradiated PTFE. The action of radiation on PTFE results to destruction. Concerning the

mechanism of PTFE destruction under radiation there are inconsistent indications. Research of
nechanism of the PTFE,radiation destruction and determination of molecular-rnass-distribution

(Nß/D) after radiation is rather complicated because of the PTFE insotubility and complexify

àf tn* ãdi*tioo products anaþsis. Úsing of tt¡e new therrnonrcchanical sp€ctroscopy (TMS)

technique we define the changes in crystallity and MMD after PTFE gamma-radiation at 77

ârd 30b K. The data obtained-arc welt coordinated to ttre data given in literature. As well was

,determined amount of the crystal phase in amorphous - crystal matrix of radiated PTFE. Thus

TMS rnay be used with zuccess for research of mchuhr-tcpohgical changes in PTFE

raduated matrix. By method TMS we investigated moleculartopological structure of PTFE

produced by emulsion ptyrmization ard standart It was obtained that PTFE produced in

these processes had an amorphous - crystal structure wlth glassy temperature the amorphous

block-equal 2SB -30S K--Crystat bbck of PTFE in pþners produced by ernulsion

polymerization consist from the low-melting (T.:575-610 K) and the high-Telting (T'dlg-
ãSfi ç nndifications. PTFE produced by Jtandart polynnrizations consist of one amorphous

block and three crystal modifications in which the most low-melting updating began to fuse at

T;472488o K. Process ofrnolecular

The work has been supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental ResearclL

cod N: 01-03-97006.

l. N. Tamtna, J. Chem. Ph¡æ.37 (196\p.a79
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Iletermination of Reason of the Selective Photodecomposition of the Long-

tived Radical [(CF3)2CFI3C.C2F5 by ESR and Semiemperical Quantum-
Chemicat Calculations. Anaþis of ESR spectrum of trifluoromethyl r¡dical

forming during solid-phase photodecomposition
at77 K.

Sadulh Reimovich Allayaov.

The Institute of Problems of Chemical Physics, Russían Academy of Seiences,

Chernogolovka, Moscow Region, 142432, Russia

{"Mrrâdiatbn of long-tived r¿disals [(CF3ÞCFI3CoC2F5 (t] in the kxafluoropropykrn

trimer (IIF'PT) leads to their decomposition into the oCF¡ radical and a perfluoroolefin

mole*ule both at 77 ønd 300 K, About 90% of the forming rCFr radicals inter recombirie and

decay in tiquid at 300 K. The remaining radicals join the ÉIFPT molecule giving a long-lived

[(CF¡)zC{l3Co radical. The accumulation curve of ttre latter passes through a mÐdmu$t

During photolysis in the solid phase at 77 Kthe part of oCFr radicals is stabilized in the glassy
HFPT matri¡c When the radicals (1) concentration in the sampte is increased from 6.10"9' to

1-10'o g-r the limiting concentration of oCF¡ radicals accumulated in the sample grows by the
tactor

of about 100. As a result on deglassing the samples with the high concentration of radicals (1)
the temperature region of the effective decay for the rCF¡ radicals decreases by 40 K TtB r
CF: radicals forming during radiolysis of IIFPT are not stabilized in the glassy fmPT matrix at
77 K. By analogy with thern¡al deconposition [J prevbusþ we suggested the rrchmrism of
photodecompositio¡ of radicals (1) with the removal of oCF¡ radical in p-pozition from one of

(CF:)zCF-fraSüEnt. Otn quantum-chernical calculations shoved that the mechanism of radicals

(1) photodecomposition is different from the mechanism of thermal decomposition. The
photoþs leads to nryture ofthe w*kçst in the ground stste CFz{F¡ bor¡d. The differef¡æ of
the ground and excited (doublet) states of the radical is 4.0 eV which is equivalent to an
irr¿diation wavw length of 322 nm leading to erperimentalþ observed photodecomposition of
radicals (l). The thermal decomposition of radicals (1) (heating to 373 K) tll results mostly in
rupture af tlre least stable CF4F¡ bords (¡Fl3 kcallrnol). Ttn rupture of the CF:4F¡ bord
during thermolysis is low probability as it is twice as stable (20-25 kcaVmol). An ESR
spectrum of oCF¡ radicals stabilized et 77 K in glassy rnatrix of a TIFPT was investigated.

Signals due to parallel and perpendicular components caused by hyperfine interactions with the

fluorirrc atoms nuclei of .CFE radfoal possessing axial synrnetry wsre recorded. Ar:9.1 mT

and Au- 25.5 ÍÍT parameters were found using computer-simulated ESR spectra. Each_

component of Ar anã An is subsplitted into a quartet as a result of a hyperñne interaction of
unpaired electron with tlree equivalent fluorine atoms.

TIlÊ work has been sup'ported bytlr Russiæl Frmd forFudamsÍtal Research

cod N: 01-03-97006.

Ul K. V. Scherer, Jr., J. Am. Chern. Soc. 107 (1985) 718.
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